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FOREWORD 

The analytical framework for the compi
lation and presentation of money supply 
series presently published by the Reserve 
Bank, was elucidated in the Report of the 
Working Group on Money Supply published 
in the RBI Bulletin for July and August 1961. 
Subsequently some modifications in both 
compilation and presentation of data were 
introduced with a view to refining the money 
supply series; however, the conceptual frame
work set out in the Report has remained more 
or less intact. 

Recent developments in monetary theory 
as well as recent experience in monetary ma
nagement have made it desirable that we re
view the adequacy of the various concepts 
underlying the present series on money supply. 
The Bank, therefore, constituted the Second 
Working Group on Money Supply with the 
three-fold objective of: (i) examining the 
suitability of the various concepts and de
finitions of money supply with a view to adapt
ing them to the Indian monetary data, to 
facilitate more meaningful analysis and policy 
formulation; (ii) suggesting methodological 
changes in compilation of money supply 
data; and (iii) preparing a revised time series 
of monetary data, in the light of the exami
nation of the various issues involved. I am 
happy that the Working Group has been 
able to inquire deeply into the subject and 
present a unanimous final report. This Report 
is now being published with the hope that it 
would stimulate further discussion on this 
important subject both amongst academicians 
as well as those concerned with policy for
mulation. 

Without going into details, let me highlight 
the main changes suggested by the Report. 
The Report has identified four measures of 
money stock, MI to M4, as of importance for 
monetary analysis as well as policy formula
tion. Of these, MI broadly corresponds, in the 
present series, to "money supply with the 
public", and Ms to "aggregate monetary 
resources". In respect of these magnitudes, 
the main difference is that the new series 
have a wider coverage of data relating to the 
co-operative sector. The other two measures, 
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namely, M2 and M, have been evolved to 
bring Postal Savings within the fold of money 
stock measures. It may be recalled that in the 
present series, only data relating to the State 
Co-operative banks were used as a surrogate 
for the co-operative sector as a whole. In the 
new series,' however, data in respect of the 
lower tiers of co-operative sector, namely, 
the Central Co-operative banks, the Urban 
Co-operative banks and the Salary Earners' 
Credit Societies have also been covered. 
Again, deposits with the Post Offices did not 
figure at all in the present series, whereas the 
new series cover these deposits. 

Yet another improvement brought about 
is in the compilation of primary data on 
"sources of change" in money supply, i.e., 
MI' In the present series, in working out 
the aggregate dimensions of bank credi( to 
commercial sector, adjustment was being made 
for inter-bank assets and inter-bank liabilities. 
This was an expedient to overcome the lack 
of data in respect of certain segments of the 
co-operative sector. Since, in the new series, 
it has been possible to cover the co-operative 
banking sector fully, such an ad hoc adjustment 
would no longer be necessary. Hence, in the 
new series, data relating to bank credit to 
commercial sector would reflect the dimension 
as well as the trend more precisely. 

The Group has also examined critically the 
claims of some of the 'near-money assets', 
as potential candidates for inclusion in the 
different money stock measures. Government 
deposits with RBI, cheques in transit, unuti
lised portion of bank credit limits, trade 
credit and deposits accepted by non-banking 
financial intermediaries-these are the im
portant 'near-money assets' which have been 
SUbjected to examination. The Group has 
decided against the inclusion of these 'near
money assets' in the money stock measures 
on the ground that they are either conceptually 
"ineligible" or operationally difficult. 

One final word. Refinement of money 
supply data is a continuing process and 
therefore, there can be no finality about any 



concepts adopted for measurement of money 
stock. In judging the Working Group's re
commendations, two factors have to be cons
tantly borne in mind : first, the recommend
ations are obviously conditioned by the 
operational considerations of availability of 
data. Secondly, an over-riding consider
ration in evolving measures of money stock 
has been the end-use to which these data could 
be put by the monetary authorities. I 
do hope, the Report will commend itself to 
all those interested in the study of the Indian 
monetary situation. To facilitate ready refe
rence, the Report of the earlier Working Group 
on Money Supply (1961) mentioned above 
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has also been reproduced as an Annexure to 
this publication. 

(K. S. Krishnaswamy) 

Deputy Governor 



MONEY SUPPLY: CONCEPTS, COMPILATION AND ANALYSIS 

REPORT OF THE SECOND WORKING GROUP 

Introduction 

The present time series on money supply 
in India, its components and the factors 

causing variations in it, 
which are being regularly pu-

Need for a blished by the Reserve Bank 
Secon~ of India are based mainly 
Working Group on the f;ame work provided 

by the Working Group cons
tituted for the purpose in 1961.1 Since then 
some modifications and refinements in the 
presentation of money supply series have been, 
no doubt, introduced by the Bank, but these 
could be regarded as embellishments of the 
basic conceptual and analytical frame pro
vided by the Group. For instance, even 
the wider concept of money stock, viz., the 
aggregate of 'money supply' and time ~epo
sits with banks-which was actually mtro
duced subsequently in 1964 in the form of 
"Aggregate Monetary Resources" (AMR!-
was originally conceived by that WorkIng 
Group.2 The details of such ad-hoc changes 
effected in the money supply series are speJt 
out in Appendix I. 

Since the adoption of the 1961 Working 
Group framework, considerable discussion 
has taken place among monetary theorists 
regarding, inter alia, the adequacy of the con
ventional concept of money stock and the 
various alternative concepts relevant for 
analysis and policy formulation. In the 
United States of America, for instance, the 
Federal Reserve System now employs as 
many as eight measures of monetary aggre
gates for analysis and policy formulation; 
of these, data on five money stock measures 

1. The Report of that Working Group was published 
in July and August 1961 issues of the Reserve Bank 
of India Bulletin. 

2. The Group wrote thus: "Hence, though ti!lle 
liabilities should not be included in the compilatIOn 
of money supply data, it is necessary to show separately 
the total of money supply and time liabilities (indudi.ng 
post office savings deposits), as is done in some countries 
like France, Belgium and Canada. The aggregate of 
money supply and time liabilities is more meaningful 
than money supply as such for some analytical purposes 
related to the formulation of monetary policies." 
"Analysis of Money Supply in India-I," Reserve 
Bank of India Bulletin, July 1961, p. 1049. 

(M1 to M5 ) are being regularly published. 
In the United Kingdom too, five concepts of 
money stock have come to be accepted as 
useful for analysis, and three of them (M1 to 
Ms) figure in official publications. In Ap
pendix II a brief description is provided of the 
various money stock measures now being 
employed in selected countries. 

It has become necessary to have a fresh 
look at the procedural, conceptual and me

Terms of 
Reference 

thodological aspects of money 
supply compilation in India 
at least for two reasons: 

first, in the light of new thinking in monetary 
theory, the adequacy of the present monetary 
indicators has. to be assessed and, if deemed 
necessary, additional indicators need to be 
introduced. Secondly, it has also to be con
sidered how best the existing 'gaps' in mo
netary data could be filled. In the light of 
these considerations, the Reserve Bank cons
tituted this Second Working Group on Mo
ney Supply in India, which consisted of: 
M. L. Ghosh, A. Raman, A. Hasib, N. A. 
Mujumdar, Meenakshi Tyagarajan, S. L. Shetty 
and K. A. Menon. The Group was asked 
to "examine the suitability of various con
cepts and definitions of money supply, su~
gest methodological changes for compI
lation so as to bring out the significance and 
implication of these... data for policy formu
lation and depending on the results of the 
examination of the various issues involved, 
prepare a revised time series on money supply 
as well as factors affecting it". 

In this Report, various analytical and con
ceptual aspects of money stock measures 

are examined and the factors 
Layout of contributing to the variations 
the Report in money stock discussed. On 

the basis of this discussion, a 
broad conceptual framework for money sup
ply analysis in India has been evolved a~d 
in the light of this framework, the new serIes 
of money supply data have been compiled 
and presented, to begin with, for the years 
1970-71 to 1975-76. 

• 
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The Report is divided into five Sections. 
In Section I, two important issues arising 
from the terms of reference of the Working 
Group are examined. First, what are the 
types of assets which correspond to the 
theoretical concept of money and which 
could generally form the basis for analysis 
and policy formulation, both short-term 
and long-term? Secondly, is it appropriate 
to base the compilation and presentation 
of primary data on money supply in India 
on theories of money supply determination, 
which have been evolved in the context of the 
experiences and the institutional framework 
of the developed economies? The degree 
of relevance of such theories to an economy 
such as that of India and the efficiency of 
predictive values of concepts based on such 
theories have also been briefly discussed. 
In the light of this discussion it has been pos
sibk to evolve the conceptual framework in 
which money supply data could be meaning
fully compiled, analysed and interpreted. 

In the subsequent Sections, this conceptual 
framework has been sought to be translated 
into specific issues of compilation of money 
supply data. To begin with', an attempt has 
been made in Section 2, to evolve specific 
measures of money stock : four categories 
of money stock have been defined. Section 3 
discusses the 'gaps' in the present series of 
money supply data and measures adopted 
to fill these 'gaps' in order to make the data 
base of the monetary sector more com
prehensive and realistic. In Section 4, the 
rationale underlying the analytical frame of 
what has come to be known as factors affect
ing money supply is examined and certain 
changes in the methodology of compilation 
proposed. Finally, in Section 5, a discussion 
is presented of some near-money assets which 
appear to be potential candidates for inclusion 
in money stock measures but which the Work
ing Group has considered as not eligible for 
such inclusion. The new series of money 
supply data compilM. in the light of the dis
cussions in the vari .Jus Sections are presented 
in Statement Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 5. 

There is no finality in the area of money 
supply data. All that the Working Group 
Report can lay ~laim to is that it has been 
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possible to introduce a further degree of 
sophistication in the Indian money supply 
data; to the extent that some gaps in the pre
sent series of data have been filled up, the re
vised series could be regarded as more com
prehensive and realistic than the present 
series. 

SECTION: 1 

The Conceptual Framework 

The main conceptual issues involved in 
any attempt to meaningfully define and mea
sure 'money' or monetary aggregates are 
sought to be briefly discussed in this Section. 
The discussion is presented under three dis
tinct and separate heads. First, the contem
porary discussion in monetary theory on the 
definition and measurement of the stock of 
money is reviewed. The search for a de
finition which is both analytically meaningful 
and operationally useful can only be cond
ucted against the background of such a 
review. Secondly, it has also become ne
cessary to examine the relevance to money 
supply of the liabilities of what are called 
"non-monetary financial institutions", in 
whatever manner one may choose to define 
it. Thirdly, the question has also to be 
posed whether there is any acceptable theory 
of money supply determination which would 
be relevant to the Indian situation, so that 
the kind of format of money supply data, 
which the Group is expected to evolve, could 
be grafted on such theory. On the whole, 
therefore, the discussion in this Section pro
vides the perspective to the specific recom
mendations regarding compilation and analy
sis of money supply data in India, spelt out 
in the subsequent Sections. 

(i) Approaches to Definition and Measurement 
of Stock of Money 

The question of an appropriate measure 
of money stock arose initially out of the basic 
difference implicit in the two approaches of 
the 'Quantity Theorists' and the 'Keynesians' 
to the most distinguishing characteristics of 
money, that is, the conception of money as 
a 'medium of exchange' and that as a 'store 
of value.' The general recognition of the 



store of value function of money has given 
rise to the fairly widely accepted phenomenon 
of substitutability between money, traditio
nally defined as medium of exchange, and the 
whole spectrum of other financial assets obtain
ing in an economy. Therefore, the funda
mental aspect of the Keynesian formulation 
of the demand for money inter alia as an 
asset alternative to other financial assets and 
consequently, such demand being considered 
sensitive to interest rates, continues to distin
guish it from the approaches of the 'Modern 
Quantity Theorists' who in their re-formula
tions of the classical quantity theory, include 
in principle many rates of interest but em
piricaIly find no interest-elasticity of the 
demand for money with respect to anyone 
asset or group of assets.3 

This debate regarding the appropriate 
measure of money stock has been brought 
into sharp focus in the recent empirical 
works on the subject of the demand for 
money. The debate acquired a sharper edge 
particularly after the 'Modern Quantity 
Theorists' chose to adopt the unorthodox 
approach of including in their "money stock 
measure" time deposits with commercial 
banks, instead of restricting the scope of the 
concept to the commonly accepted definition 
based on money's most distinguishing func
tion as a means of payment, viz., currency 
outside the banking system and demand 
deposits with commercial banks (adjusted 
for inter-bank deposits). The inclusiop of 
time deposits is justified on the ground that 
these are close substitutes for money. In the 
process, the 'Modern Quantity Theorists' ap
pear to have clinched the issue in favour of 
the phenomenon of substitutability between 
money and other financial assets, and at the 
same time, their approach has also become 
open to the charge that "Lumping time 
deposits together with the money stock 
obscures movements between them based 
on changes in the interest rate. Therefore, 

3. For the reformulation of the 'modern quantity 
theory' see Milton Friedman : "The Quantity Theory 
of M.on~y-A Restatement" in Milton Friedman (Ed.) : 
S,tudles '".the Quantity Theory of Money (The Univer
sity of Chicago Press, 1956), pp. 3-21. For the empirical 
results, see Milton Friedman : "The Demand for 
Money: Some Theoretical and Empirical Results," 
JouTlUlI of Political Economy, vol. 67 (August 1959), 
~. 327-351. Also other essays in Studies in lite Quantity 
• IleO,.y of Money, op. cit. 

3 

it is not surprising that an interest rate res
ponse cannot be found.'" 

Nevertheless, this debate among monetary 
theorists has brought forth, in specifying 
what combination of assets corresponds closely 
to the theoretical concept of money, different 
analytical approaches which have even tended 
to cut across the traditional boundaries of 
'quantity theory' (even with reformulation) 
and 'Keynesianism.' For instance, a contem
porary survey of monetary theory and policy 
distinguishes at least four such approaches. 6 

First, there are those who insist on the money's 
unique function as a medium of exchange and 
adhere to its conventional definition as cur
rency plus demand deposits with banks 
(adjusted for inter-bank demand deposits). 
The second approach is that of the 'Modern 
Quantity Theorists' who conceive of money 
as something broader than what is visualised 
in the first approach but, as 'a temporary 
abode of purchasing power': this approach 
would include for empirical analysis, time 
deposits with banks in the measure of money 
stock. Though the measure of money stock 
differs in the two approaches, what is interest
ing is that both find the relationship between 
income and money (or velocity function) 
as most stable. 

At the other extreme, there are two approa
ches which adopt a far wider concept of 
money: here the reference is· to the Rad-

4. Ronalt L. Teigen, "The Demand for and Supply 
of Money," in W. L. Smith and R. L. Teigen (Ed.) 
Readings in Money, National Income and Stabilisation 
Policy (Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Illinois, 
1970), p. 88 Harry G. Johnson writes the same: "But 
there is no necessary conflict, ~ince Friedman's definition 
of money includes time deposits and may therefore 
absorb most of the substitution between demand deposits 
and currency and interest-bearing assets induced by 
interest-rate changes." See his "Monetary Theory and 
Policy" in the American Economic Association and 
the Royal Economic Society : Surveys of Economic 
Tlteory .. Money, Interest and Welfare-Vol I (Mac
millan. 1968. p. 19). 

5. This portion draws heavily from the now famous 
survey article of Harry G. Johnson: "Monetary Theory 
and Policy" (ibid). 
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cliffe Committee's almost immeasurable6 

concept of 'the whole structure of liquidity,' 
and to the Gurley-Shaw doctrine on the role 
of non-monetary financial intermediaries in 
the modern economic process. According 
to both these approaches, the velocity of 
money is a meaningless number in the presence 
of whole gamut of financial assets' substitu
table for money. The spending ~decisions 
by households and corporations are not 
determined by money, i.e., the quantity 
representing the means of payment a/one 
but by the whole structure of liquidity ac
cording to the Radcliffe Committee's thinking 
and by the totality of financial liabilities of 
monetary and non-monetary financial in
termediarie!'> together, according to the Gur
ley-Shaw thesis. 

There is a difference between the two. The 
Radcliffe committee emphasizes the assets 
side of the intermediaries' balance sheet to the 
comparative neglect of the liabilities side; 
non-bank financial intermediaries are im
portant because they lend and even the banks 
are important not because they create money 
but because they make loans.7 On the other 
hand, the Gurley-Shaw thesis tmphasizes the 
liabilities of non-monetary financial inter
mediaries so as to bring into sharp focus the 
financial competition between money created 
by the monetary system and financial liabili
ties of other intermediaries. "The more ade
quate the non-monetary financial assets are 
as substitutes for money in transactions, 
precautionary, speculative and .... diversi
fication balances, the smaller may be the 
money supply for any designated level of 
national income. For any level of income, 
the money supply is indeterminate until one 
knows the degree of substitutability bet-

6. 'Immeasurable' because of their vagueness in 
defining liquidity. To quote their Report: "Though 
we do not regard the supply of money as an unimportant 
quantity we view it as only part of wider structure of 
liquidity .... it is the whole structure of liquidity that 
is relevant to spending decisions. A decision to spend 
depends not simply on whether the would-be spender 
has cash or money in the bank. There is the alternative 
of raising funds by sel1ing an asset or by borrowing .... 
The spending is not limited by the amount of money 
in existence; but it is related to the amount of money 
people think they can get hold of, whether by receipts 
of income, by disposal of capital assets or by borrow
ing." The Report of the Committee on the Working 
of the Monetary SYstem (London, 1959). 

7. John G. Guriey: "The Radcliffe Committee 
Report and Evidence," American Economic Review, 
Vol. 50 (September 1960), pp. 672-700. 

ween money created by banks and financial 
assets created by other intermcdiaries."8 One 
obvious implication of the Gurley-Shaw the
sis is that the 'quantity of money' relevant 
for monetary theory and policy should in
clude the liabilities of non-monetary financial 
intermediaries,u Their existence in size and 
diversity also influences the level and structure 
of interest rates. Therefore, those liabilities 
and their yields need to be introduced in 
any 'demand for money' functions. Alter
natively, viewed in terms of income-expen
diture approach, the aggregate demand in the 
economic system is not determined by the 
quantity and velocity of 'money' alone; 
rather, it is determined by the whole spectrum 
of liabilities created by the financial system. 

In the ultimate analysis, most of these are 
assertions based on a priori observations and 
hence need to be tested empirically. Even 
in empirical studies of these issues, there do 
not seem to be any agreed criteria to arrive 
at the appropriate definition of money; in 
fact some well-known quantitative studies have 
arrived at contradictory results. For ins
tance, Friedman and Meiselman, arguing 
that money should be defined as that set of 
financial assets which best explains nominal 
income, hit upon their now famous dual 
criteria to select such a set of financial assets. 
The criteria are (i) that the sum of assets 
should have the highest correlation among 
various aggregates of assets with national 
income, and (ii) that the correlation with 
income of the sum of assets should be higher 
than that of any of its individual components.10 

It was by using these criteria that Friedman 
and Meiselman defined money to include 
time deposits (in addition to currency and 
demand deposits). Employing the same cri-

8. John G. Gurley and Edward S. Shaw: "Finan
cial Intermediaries and the Saving-Investment 
Process," JOl/rnal of Finance, Vol. Xl (May 1956), 
pp.26O-261. Also in their principal theoretical work on 
the subject, they observe thus: "Non-monetary inter
mediaries are competitors of the Governmental mone
tary system," Money in a Tlreory of Finance, The Brook
ings Institution, Washington, 1960, p. 228. 

9. Harry G. Johnson, op. cit., p. 17. 
10. Milton Friedman and David Meiselman: "The 

Relative Stability of Monetary Velocity and the Invest
ment Multiplier in the United States, 1897-1958" in 
Commission on Money and Credit; Stabilization 
Policies (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1963). See also 
Frederick C. Schad rack "An Empirical Approach 
to the Definitions of Money" in Monetary Aggregates 
and Monetary Policy (Federal Reserve Bank of New
york, 1974 pp. 28-34). 



teria, however, other empirical works have 
disputed the need to include time deposits!l1 

Again, following the Gurley-Shaw thesis, 
it is argued that money should be a weighted 
sum of various financial assets, the weights 
being determined by their respective de
grees of moneyness.12 Accepting this cri
terion a study has employed elasticities of 
substitution among financial assets as sur
rogate to degrees of 'moneyness' and has 
come to the conclusion with reference to the 
U.S.A. that money supply should be "a 
weighted sum of currency, demand deposits, 
time deposits, deposits in mutual savings banks 
and liabilities of savings and loan associa
tions"P 

One purpose of referring to some of these 
empirical studies was to underline the fact 
that there are large areas of disagreeme nt even 
on the basic definitional questions: the de
gree of disagreement is perhaps greater in 
respect of the wider issues concerning de
terminants of the demand for money and in
fluence of money on total expenditure. If 
these issues have remained unsettled, it is 
partly because among the hierarchy of fi
nancial assets of spendng units, from currency 
to various types of financial assets, there 
occurs a continuous shift depending upon the 
underlying economic conditions. Under such 
circumstances, to depend upon the behaviour 
of any single measure of money stock for 
formulation of monetary policy would not 
be appropriate; instead a wider range of 
monetary aggregates may have to be taken 
into account. . 

It should be emphasised that the absence 
of any finality in the empirical studies re
lating to the stock of money does not mean 

II. Timberlake and Fortson conclude that time de
posits have a poor explanatory power in predicating 
Incom~ .. See R. H. Timberlake and J. Fortson: "Time 
DepOSits In the Definition of Money" American Econo
mic Review Vol. 57, March 1967 pp. 190-193. 

I~. ~ohn. G. Gurley: "Liquidity and Financial 
InstitutIOns In the Post-War Period," Study of Em
ployme~t, Growth and Price Levels (Study Paper No. 
14), . Jomt Economic Committee, 86th Congress (Ist 
SeSSion), Washington, 1960. 

13. V. K. Chetty: "On Measuring the Nearness 
of Near Moneys" American Economic Review, Vol. 
59, ~une 1969, pp. 270-281. See for reviews of these 
studies, Ron.a~d S. Koot: "A Factor Analytic Approach 
to A~ Empmcal Definition of Money," The Journal 
of FlflDnce, Septmber 1975, pp. 1081-1089. 
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that the policy makers are operating in a 
vacuum. All that is sought to be highlighted 
is that there is no unique approach to either 
the definition of money or measurement of 
the stock of money. The concepts and analy
sis have to be adopted to suit the specific 
situation. If this is true of the developed 
economies, it is applicable with greater force 
in the context of a less developed economy 
like that of India. 

One lesson which can be drawn from this 
brief discussion is that in building up a sound 
frame-work for primary data on money stock, 
we have to aI/ow for sufficient disaggregation 
so as to permit different combinations of 
assets to be employed for analysis, depending 
upon the end-use to which the data are likely 
to be put. 

(ii) Non-monet~ry Financial Intermediaries 

In money supply analysis, it is necessary to 
draw a basic distinction between the mo
netary system and the rest of the financial 
system, the one that facilitates the payments 
mechanism and the other that intermediates 
between savers of loanable funds and their 
users. In other words, the monetary system 
plays a unique role as the 'Administrator of 
the payments mechanism'.14 Without going 
into the controversial question of the extent 
to which non-monetary financial interme
diaries can "create credit", it is possible 
to identify b('oadly four characteristics which 
differentiate their role in this respect from 
that of commercial banks.ls 

The first characteristic relates to the time 
period involved in turnover: while the pro
cess of commerci~l bank credit expansion 
relates to the payment-turnover period, that 
by non-banking intermediaries, involves an 
income-turnover period. The time period for 
commercial banks' credit expansion is generally 
very short. Secondly, credit expansion by 
other intermediaries is subject to substantially 
more "leakages" than in the case of commer-

14. The phrase is from John G. Gurley and Edward 
S. Shaw: Money in a Theory of Finance, op. cit., p. 192. 

15. The first three issues are based on a paper by 
Warren L. Smith: "Financial Intermediaries and 
Monetary Controls," Quarterly Journal of Economics, 
Vol. 73 (November 1959), pp. 533-553. 
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cial banks. Except for the currency drain 
(which also forms a part of the transaction 
balance), the transactions arising from credit 
creation by banks within the payment~ systems 
pass through them almost entirely, whereas 
it is not the case with the financial interme
diaries. As Warren Smith has rightly ob
served, "The restoration of reserves to com
mercial banking system within a few days of 
the time they are lost through lending is a 
built-in feature of our payments mechanism, 
and it is for this reason that their distinctive 
role as issuers of means of payments gives 
commercial banks a peculiar ability to ex
pand credit."16 The leakage in the form 
of currency, which is rather large in the Indian 
context, does not alter the basic feature of 
this uniqueness. Thirdly, the role of credit 
creation by the two systems has differing 
economic significance. While the one goes 
to finance broadly current expenditures over 
current cash flow, the other helps to channel 
savings into investment in a wider sense. 
Lastly, even the non-banking financial inter
mediaries have to operate their cash receipts 
and payments through the medium of the 
commercial banks and the cheque clearance 
mechanism. They do not maintain liabilities 
withdrawable on demand with themselves, 
nor do their loans result in an automatic addi
tion to such liabilities with themselves. The 
liabilities of these financial institutions cannot 
be directly used for settling claims without 
being converted into chequeable deposits of 
the banking institutions. 

Because of these, and also for the sake 
of convenience and convention, the whole 
range of financial institutions is divided into 
two distinct categories, viz., monetary ins
titutions and non-monetary financial institu
tions. As emphasized earlier, the former 
are distinguished from the latter by their 
unique role as issuers of the means of pay
ment and settlers of the claims of the spending 
units mediated through themP This cate-

16. Ibid., p. 535. 
17. To quote the International Monetary Fund's 

(lMF) practice adopted for its Monetary Survey re
gularly published in the International Financial Statistics 
IFS), "The current IFS practice is to classify as deposit 
money banks those institutions whose demand deposit 
liabilities are a predominant part of their total liabilities 
and to treat as other financial institutions those institu
tions whose demand deposit liabilities are clearly in
significant." A mimeographed note on Monetary 
and Financial SUfI'ey (IMF, 1975). 

gory of institutions includes, besides the 
monetary authority, those deposit banking 
institutions which possess liabilities with
drawable on demand and also which are 
members of the organised clearance me
chanism instituted for settling claims against 
those liabilities. 

In view of the fact that the operations of 
non-monetary financial institutions are qua
litatively different from those of the mone
tary institutions, the lia bilities of the former are 
left out of the money stock measures recom
mended in this Report. The institutions which 
are thus outside the purview of the monetary 
orbit are: life and general insurance corpo
rations, development banks, investment and 
trust companies and the Unit Trust of India 
(for details, see Section 2). 

(iii) Money Supply Determination 

Lastly, the question needs to be posed 
whether there is any accepta ble theory of 
money supply determination that could be 
incorporated into the format used for the 
presentation of primary data on factors in
fluencing money supply. Even a cursory 
glance at the enormous number of beha
vioural, structural and policy-controlled va
riables underlying the money supply varia
tion process would convince one that no such 
universally acceptable theory could be iden
tified. Money supply is both an economic 
as well as a policy-controlled variable. As an 
economic variable, it is determined by the 
public's and banks' portfolio behaviour. As 
a policy-controlled variable, its variation is 
influenced by what the Monetary Authority 
thinks the appropriate size of primary as well 
as secondary money should be. Moreover, 
the supply of what are called primary and 
secondary money is not determined within 
the monetary sector alone; its determinants 
transgress into the real sector, the current 
and prospective business conditions as re
flected in output and investment trends, the 
price expectation, and the objectives of mo
netary policy themselves.Is 

18. In this context the Working Group gave consider
able thought to the most commonly cited ,notion of 
high-powered money and money multiplier and was 
inclined to agree with the following observations 
made by Goodhart: "For such reasons it is common, 

(Contd. on nexl page) 



Therefore, we have to devise a format of 
presentation of factors influencing money 
supply bast"d on the major sectors of credit 
use so that the same format could facilitate 
credit planning and credit projections con
sistent with the appropriate rate of expansion 
in "money supply", independently detei'mined 
say on the basis of output increases, its sec
toral composition, the expected rate of in
flation, and the past increases in money 
supply. 

Nevertheless, in building up a sound data 
base and information system on these monetary 
aggregates and the factors influecning their 
variations which is the task of this Working 
Group, we have found it necessary to present 
sufficiently diversified information on a re
gular basis so that further analysis of the same 
in the form of theoretical and operationally 
meaningful models relating to financial and 
real sectors, could be facilitattd. The nature 
and frequency of the information are de
tailed in the subsequent Sections. 

(Contd. from page 33) 

indeed customary in monetary models to take the 
high-powered money base as exogenously given, 
determined off stage and then to relate the money 
stock to this base by a multiplier relationship incor
porating those behavioural responses affecting the 
two ratios involved. This approach, however, abs
tracts from all the main operational problems 
facing the authorities. It reveals nothing about the 
difficulties possibly confronting the authorities in 
achieving any desired level for the monetary bases. 
It suggests by itself nothing of the implications for 
interest rates, markets and financial institutions of 
the authorities' choice of targets and market proce
dures. It gives no idea of the underlying forces with 
which the authorities may have to contend in control
ling the money stock. Indeed in making the initial 
assumption that the monetary base is under their 
control, all their operational problems are implicitly 
assumed to have been resolved. Just as the algebra 
of. the banki!lg multiplier effectively obscures the under
IYlDg behaVioural process of portfolio adjustment in 
response to re!ative prices, so the assumption of an 
exo~nous~y given monetary base effectively obscures 
conSideration of the real problems facing the monetary 
authorities !lnd their responses to such problems. So 
a first step IS to abandon the assumption that the high
powered money base is given. Instead we may start 
by proceeding to an examination of the factors deter
mining the outstanding totals of all the various forms 
of the Government debt extant including the cash 
liabilities of the public sector. In order to do this it 
is helpful to turn to yet another accounting identity 
taken from the accounts of the flow of funds which 
describes how the financial deficit (or surplus) of each 
sector is financed by flow of funds through the various 
financial markets." C. A. E. Goodhart: Muney In
formation and Uncertainty-Macmillan London--'Also 
see Section 4 of this Report. 
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SECTION: 2 

Measurement of Money Stock 

Against the conceptual background sketched 
in Section I, an attempt has been made in 
this Section to evolve specific measures of 
money stock. The brief review of contem
porary developments in monetary theory 
and empirical research relating to monetary 
aggregates has shown clearly that the use of 
a single measure of money stock for monetary 
analysis and policy would be inadequate and, 
at times, even misleading. There is no unique 
measure of monetary aggregate. There is, 
therefore, a need to take a disaggregated view 

. and employ a variety of monetary aggregates 
depending upon the end-use to which the 
data are likely to be put. 

Alongside this effort of evolving suitable 
measures of money stock, there is yet another 
important exercise, namely, improving the 
data base of the monetary sector. In fact 
this aspect of qualitative improvement of the 
data, in terms of both coverage and sophisti
cation, is as much important as the evolution 
of suitable measures of money stock. This 
aspect is taken up for discussion in the next 
Section. 

The Working Group's contribution to 
monetary data compilation and analysis has 
therefore to be judged in terms of both the 
aspects mentioned above. 

Reverting to measures of money stock, 
the hard core of the monetary aggregates 
should continue to be basically those assets 
possessing the quality of "superior liquidity" 
arising from the conception of money as a 
medium of exchange. Keeping this in view, 
four measures of money stock are evolved. 
Among the four measures evolved, the first 
and the foremost continues to be, in the words 
of the 1961 Working Group, "the most liquid 
and the most generally accepted means of 
payment available for the mediation of tran
sactions and final settlement of claims". I" 
In a sense, the present Working Group has 
not found it necessary to depart from the 
concept of the 1961 Group, because, neither 
the contemporary theoretical debate nor the 

19. 'Analysis of Money Supply in India-I,' Reserve 
Bank of India Blllletin, July 1961, p. 1046. 
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quantitative research in the field has disputed 
the uniqueness of some of the financial lia
bilities created by the monetary system20 in 
terms of their superior liquidity and the speed 
and the automaticity of the process of their 
creation. Moreover, this approach is nearly 
universally adopted, as can be seen in 
Appendix II. The International Monetary 
Fund (IMF), which has introduced uniform 
practices of data compilation for its 'Monetary 
Survey' regularly published in the Interna
tional Financial Statistics (IFS), has also 
adopted the same conc~pt. In this res
pect, the main contribution of this Working 
Group lies in improvement of the data base 
for compiling the 'money supply with the 
public'. 

The other three money stock measures stem 
mainly from two factors: first, the growing 
importance accorded to 'money' as a store 
of value and second, the need to take into 
account the probable shifts between liabilities 
of the monetary system which are means of 
payment and term liabilities. The four mea
sures of money stock are defined below. 
Broadly, the main characteristic which se
parates one measure from the other is the 
varying degree of its liquidity, the measures 
being specified in the descending order of 
liquidity. 

Mi consists of : 
(i) Currency notes and coins with the 

public, (excluding cash on hand of 
all banks) ; 

(ii) Demand deposits (excluding inter
bank deposits) of all commercial 
and co-operative banks; and 

(iii) 'Other deposits' held with the Re
serve Bank of India (excluding ba
lances in Accont No. I of the In
ternational Monetary Fund, the Re
serve Bank of India Employees' 
Pension, Provident and Guarantee 
Funds and ad hoc liability items 
which arise from time to time). 

20. 'Monetary institutions comprise the Central 
Bank, or monetary authorities, and those banks whose 
liabilities include deposits payab1e on demand, often 
referred to as deposit moncy banks. Statistics for 
these two sub-sectors arc combincd to yield thc mone
tary survey.' IMF: A Manllalon Government Finance 
Statistics, (June 1974), p. 32. 

M2 consists of: 
(i) M}; and 

(ii) Savings deposits with Post Office 
Savings Banks. 

Ms consists of: 
(i) Mi ; and 

(ii) Time deposits of all commercial and 
co-operative banks (excluding inter
bank time deposits). 

M, consists of: 
(i) Ma; and 

(ii) Total. deposits with the Post Office 
Savings Organisation (excluding Na
tional Savings Certificates). 

ConceptuaJly, the category Ml is the 
same as the existing 'money supply with the 
public', with the term 'public' signifying 
'money using' sectors as· distinguished from 
'money-creating' sectors. Since the latter 
comprise the Governmtnt and the banking 
system, the 'public' in effect means all cate
gories of holders of money other than the 
banking system and the Government. 

The category Mj! presented here, represents 
a compromise between the need for conceptual 
neatness and operational feasibility. Ideally 
it would have been appropriate to include 
the 'cheque facility accounts' of savings de
posits with Post Office Savings Banks in Mi' 
The rationale underlying such a measure is 
that the two types of deposits, namely demand 
liability portion savings deposits with com
mercial and co-operative banks and chequeable 
portion of savings deposits with Post Offices 
belong to the same species though between 
them, the latter appears to be somewhat 
less liquid than the former. The measure of 
M2 would have then comprised (i) Mi (ii) 
the non-chequeable part of Post Office Sa
vings Banks deposits and (iii) time liability 
portion of savings deposits of commercial and 
co-operative banks. Operationally, however, 
it is not possible to provide immediately 
data on such a finer concept because of diffi
culty involved in obtaining the weekly or 
monthly figures in regard to chequeable por
tion of Postal deposits from such a vast 
network of Post Office Savings Banks in the 



country. As brought out in Section 3, the 
size of chequeable portion is also insigni
ficant. 

Therefore a separate intermediate measure 
of M2 has been evolved which includes, in 
addition to M I , the total Post Office Savings 
bank deposits which on the whole are a 
shade less liquid than demand deposits with 
banks but more liquid than time deposits. 

The category Ma would correspond again 
to the existing 'aggregate mone.tary resources' 
while M4 is further expanded variant which 
includes deposits with the Post Office Savings 
Organisation. Conceptually, both of them 
correspond to the existing measure of 'aggre
gate monetary resources' but they would 
now include a wider set of financial assets 
and also cover a larger number of finan
cial institutions. 

On the whole, therefore, the new categories 
of money stock measures may be said 
to carry forward the process of refinement 
of Indian monetary data in two distinct areas. 
Firstly, the new categories provide for a much 
wider spectrum of monetary aggregates, on 
the basis of their varying degrees of liquidity. 
Secondly, the new categories, by extending 
their coverage, would bring the data closer to 
reality. The new series, it is hoped, would 
therefore facilitate a more sophisticated and 
realistic analysis of monetary trends. The 
significance of the extension of the coverage 
would become clearer in Section 3. 

SECTION: 3 

Data Base of the Monetary Sector 

In the present series of money supply data, 
there are several 'gaps' which may be his
torically attributable to lack of data on 
certain components of money supply. In 
part, the 'gaps' may have also been due 
to the fact that in the past some components 
of money supply might not have been re
garded as important in terms of magnitudes. 
Whatf'ver may have been the case, such 
'gaps' render the present series of monf'tary 
data incomplete in their coverage and hence 
imperfect for realistic analysis and inter
pretation of monetary trends. It is important 
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to clearly identify such gaps and try to fill them 
with a view to making the new. money supply 
data series more comprehensive and realistic. 
As mentioned earlier, this task of improving 
the coverage and quality of data is as im
portant as the evolution of new measures 
of money stock. 

While the problem of extension of coverage 
of the monetary data hinges primarily on 
the co-operative sector and the- Post Offices, 
in terms of refinement of data, the problem of 
apportioning savings deposit of commercial 
banks between demand and time deposits, 
referred to .earlier, becomes important. 
These topics are discussed in this Section. 
Finally, the new series of money supply 
data compiled in the light of the discussions 
in Section 2 and in this Sectj.on are provided 
at the end. 

One of the substantive changes effected 
in the new series of money stock measures 

evolved here is the extended 
Refinements in 
the Coverage of 
Co-operative 
Sector 

and more refined coverage 
with respect to the assets 
and. liabilities of the co
operative sector. For lack of 

timely and regular flow of information from 
all tiers of co-operative banks, the present 
practice has been to include the demand 
deposits of only the scheduled and other State 
co-operative banks but without excluding the 
inter-bank conlttituents thereof. Likewise, in 
the present 'aggregate monetary resources', 
their time deposits are inclusive of inter-bank 
deposits. Now under the Banking Regulation 
Act, 1949 (as applicable to co-operative so
cieties) and the rules framed thereunder, every 
category of co-operative bank (speJt out in 
the following paragraph) is required to 
submit monthly returns to the Agricultural 
Credit Department of the Bank. At the 
instance of this Working Group, the Agri
cultural Credit Department have devised, 
on the basis of the monthly returns, methods 
to compile this information on a systematic 
basis, so that it would now become possible 
to first include the assets and liabilities of the 
other tiers of the co-operative credit insti
tutions and second, to exclude appropriately 
inter-bank items, within the co-operative 
sector. This may be elaborated further. 
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The different categories of credit institu
tions2J. in the co-operative sector are: 
State co-operative Banks, Central co-ope
rative banks, urban banks, industrial co
operative banks, employees' credit societies, 
other non-agricultural credit societies, pri
mary agricultural credit societies, and grain 
banks. Among these, the scheduled State 
co-operative banks furnish returns under 
Section 42 of the Reserve Bank of India Act, 
1934 (as amended) and upto-date information 
in respect of rhem is being used for the current 
series on money supply. The rest of the tiers 
could be divided into two categories: (i) those 
that have been designated as 'banking' insti
tutions by bringing them under the purview 
of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949, and (ii) 
other societies. The Banking Laws (Appli
cable to Co-operative Societies) Act, 1965, 
extended the R~I's statutory control under 
certain provisions of the Reserve Bank of 
India Act, 1934 and the Banking Regulation 
Act, 1949 to State co-operative banks, Cen
tral co-operative banks and the primary 
co-operative banks, defined as primary non
agricultural credit societies transacting bank
ing business and having paid-up share capital 
and reserves of not less than rupees one 
Jakh. The provisions regarding cash reserves, 
liquidity reserve requirements, and general 
control on advances, licensing, opening of 
branches and issuance of directives have all 
been extended to them.22 The special 
information system, referred to above, is in 
respect of these institutions designated as 
'banks'. These 'banks' which are now proposed 
to be covered in addition to State co-opera
tive banks, for money supply data compi
lation are under the categories of: (a) Central 
co-operative banks; and (b) primary co
operative banks consisting of (i) urban co
operative banks; and (ii) salary earners' credit 
societies (to which the Act applies). 

Ideally, even the other non-agricultural 
credit societies which have not attained the 
status of 'banks' and the primary agricultural 

21. Non-credit co-operative institutions are obvious
ly to be left out of account because t~ey do not perfor~ 
banking functions: accepting depOSits from the publIc 
and lending and maintaining liabilities withdrawable 
on demand. Likewise, the land development banks 
both at the state and primary levels belong to the cate
gory of development banks, and do not carryon normal 
banking business. 

22. See Reserve Bank of India's Annual Report 
for 1%5-66 (Bombay, 1966), pp. 29-30. 

credit societies (including grain banks) which 
alone, among co-operative institutions, have 
been permitted to carryon banking business 
in rural areas, should be covered in the com
pilation of money stock measures: this is 
because all of them carryon 'banking' bu
siness, generally defined to mean acceptance 
of deposits withdrawable on demand and used 
for lending.23 But these have been kept 
outsidr the purview of the legislative pro
visions and the rules made thereunder re
garding the requirements of submitting re
gular statistical returns, referred to a bove.24 

Further, on account of the operational diffi
culties involved in getting regular and timely 
information in their case, all of these co-ope
rative societies would have to continue to get 
excluded from monetary data. On an exa
mination of the data for recent years,26 it 
is found that all of these primary societies 
(important among them being agricultural 
credit societies) have negligible amounts of 
deposit resources, i.e., about 5 per cent of 
their total liabilities ; a large part of their funds 
originates from borrowing from the Central 
co-operative banks in respect of which fuller 
information is available. Therefore, the mag
nitude involved in their exclusion from Ml is 
negligible.26 

At present, the money supply data series 
is compiled on a weekly basis (for every 
Friday) and published with a time-lag of 
about ten days. On the other hand, infor
mation in respect of the co-operative banks, 
referred to above (namely, the Central co
operative banks, the urban co-operative 
banks and the salary earners' societies), 

23. The Government of India's Banking Commission 
(1972) recommended a far wider definition to include 
the acceptance for deposits whether by a person or 
body corporate or co-operative society and whether 
for lending or for investment in one's own business. 
(Its Report, Chapter 19, pp. 469-510). This appears 
to have been done in the context of the need to protect 
the depositors' interest. On the other hand, functionally, 
there is substance in the concept of 'banking' as an 
institution that accepts deposits .withdrawable on de
mand and used for lending. 

24. "Land Mortgage Banks, all primary agricultural 
credit societies and those primary non-agricultural 
societies having paid-up capital and reserves of less 
than rupees one lakh are excluded from the purview 
of this legislation" : See RBI's Annual Report 1965-66, 
op. cit. p. 29. 

7.5. These are available in the Statistical Tables 
relating to the Co-operative Movement in India, the 
latest being for 1974-75. (Bombay, 1975). 

26. In any case, it is recommended that the position 
be again reviewed after, say, a period of five years. 



would flow with a lag of two months or so. 
This lag, the Group is convinced, is unavoid
able; for a period of about six weeks there
fore, the available information for the latest 
month may have to be repeated. The Work
ing Group did explore the possibility of 
evolving some method and criterion for pro
jecting the weekly data for the intervening 
weeks for these institutions. No such worth
while method could be employed for want 
of any bench mark weekly series in respect 
of these institutions. 

Even the pro rala distribution of variations 
between months among the intervening weeks 
was difficult to decide upon, because of the 
fluctuating nature of the data. In any case, 
even if it were possible to evolve a pro rala 
distribution method, there is no certainty 
that such a method would give better results 
than the 'repeat' method proposed. 

An additional point in favour of the'repeat' 
method was that the variations between 
months are not so significant and it is thought 
the repetition of the month-end figures for a 
short period of six weeks or so in respect of 
the lower tiers of co-operative banks, should 
serve the purpose in view. With a view to 
having some uniformity in the inclusion of 
returns of the co-operative sector, it is pro
posed that the data for the latest month for 
which returns are received be included in the 
third Friday of every month and concurrently 
the revisions for the previous weeks be effected. 

Yet another constituent of 'banking' to 
which the Group propose to extend the co

I nelusion of the 
Post Office 
Deposits 

verage of monetary data is the 
variety of deposits accepted 
by the Postal Savings Orga
nisationP The 1961 Work-

ing Group had argued that the Post Office 
Saving deposits nee-d to be excluded from 
'money supply with the public' because they 
were "more analogous to time deposits in as 
much as they originate from the placement of 

. cash with Post Offices and do not act as a 
basis for credit creation. "28 

27. The principle involved here is as described in 
the IMF's A Manual on Government Finance Statistics; 
"In addition to institutions engaged in ordinary com
mercial banking activities, the deposit money banks 
sub-sector includes any demand deposits liabilities 
of the Treasury or other Government bodies,including 
the postal checking system" op. cit., p. 34. 

28. "Analysis of Money Supply in India-I," op. 
ct., p. 1049. 
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It is true that saving deposits with Post 
Offices are 'primary deposits' in the sense that 
they originate from the direct placement of 
cash as distinguished from "secondary depo
sits" which get created by the granting of cre
dit. But such "primary deposits "are found to 
be sizeable even with commercial and co-opera
tive banks (such as the demand portion of sa
ving deposits and even a part of the current 
account deposits), which get included in M1 • 

The question is essentially one of the ease 
with which the Postal Savings Bank deposits 
can be withdrawn 'on demand'. In this re
gard, the withdrawal rules have been liberalized 
since 1965. Withdrawals can now be made 
either by cheque or by withdrawal slip. With
drawal by cheque is allowed at present to a 
depositor who is properly introduced to the 
Post Office, has a minimum balance of Rs. 50 
in his account, is literate and can sign his name. 
In some of the important metropolitan centres, 
the Postal Savings Organisation has acquired 
the membership of the bank clearing houses. 

A review of the operations of the Postal 
Savings Deposits revealed that the chequeable 
portion of the Postal Savings Deposits is not 
very significant; further, that even in such 
deposits the rate of turnover appears to be 
less than the turnover rate for fixed deposits 
with commercial banks.20 

Circle-wise information obtained from the 
Postal Savings Organisation and presented in 
Appendix V shows that the amounts of ba
lance in 'cheque facility accounts' formed 
a negligible proportion of the total balance 
in Post Office ,Savings Bank Accounts. This 
proportion ranged from 0·26 per cent in 
Gujarat circle to 4·82 per cent in Madhya 
Pradesh circle; only two circles, viz., Kar
nataka (15·11 per cent) and West Bengal 
(7, 54 per cent) show higher proportions. 
Nevertheless, rough estimates show that for 
the country as a whole, the total balance in 
chequeable deposits in Post Office Savings 
Accounts would be about Rs. 40 crores. 
This figure can be compared with the "money 
supply with the public" figure of more than 
Rs. 13000 crores or demand deposits of com
mercial and co-operative banks of Rs. 6,000 
crores. 

29. Based on discussions with postal authorities. 
The turnover rate for deposits with commercial banks 
was as per a survey for 1966, about 2.2 for fixed de
posits, 2·5 for saving deposits, 45.0 for current ac
counts and 13.6 for all deposits together. See Reserve 
Bank 0/ India Bulletin, March 1970. 
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Secondly, it would be rather difficult to 
get information on the total balance in the 
'chequeable account', for millions of Postal 
Saving accounts spread over lakhs of Postal 
Savings Bank offices. Thirdly, thc fact that 
Postal Saving Deposits do not form the basis 
for credit creation cannot be dismissed rather 
lightly. Lastly, it is also found that these 
deposits have a lower turnover. 

On the other hand, conceptually from the 
point of view of 'liquidity' these deposits can 
be compared to demand liability portion 
of savings deposits with banks. That is why, 
as stated earlier, it would have been appro
priate to include 'chequeable portion' of 
saving deposits with the Post Office Savings 
Banks in M l . 

While concept-wise such categorisation 
seems neat, it raises some operational pro
blems for compiling these data regularly and 
incorporating them in the money supply 
series. As has been shown, the chequeable 
portion of savings deposits varies greatly from 
region to region; this proportion may also 
vary over time. Hence for assessing spatial 
and temporal variations it would be necessa{y 
to conduct periodic studies broadly, on the 
lincs conducted by the Group. This would 
no doubt be a time-consuming process. More
over, it would also mean a serious limitation 
on the frequency with which such data could 
be published. In view of the analytical sig
nificance of Postal Savings Bank deposits as 
an intermediate stage of liquidity, the Group 
has prescribed a slightly modified concept 
of M9 which, as indicated earlier, includes 
the t;tal accruals under the Post Office Sa
vings deposits. In the absence of weekly 
data on these accruals, it is proposed to pub
lish only a monthly series of this measure. 

Another obvious candidate for inclusion in 
the M2 category is the so-called 'time liability' 
portion of saving deposits with banks. At 
present this portion is actuallly added on to 
the time deposits of banks, which seems hardly 
appropriate. The description "the time
liability portion" of saving deposits is itself a 
misnomer and may be partly explained by the 
historical reason that between the "current" 
and "time" categories, there were no other 
categories. The very fact that a depositor 
chooses to deposit money in a saving account, 

in preference to 'time deposits', shows his 
asset preference, namely, he would prefer 
a relatively more liquid asset. The question 
of the determination of the proportions of 
current and non-current elements in saving 
deposits with banks is discussed separately 
at the end of this Section. In this case also, 
there is the problem of conducting periodic 
studies and the question of frequency of pu
blishing the data remains. 

So far, the discussion has been confined 
to the savings deposits with the Post Offices. 
The aggregate of term deposits could be 
treated as "quasi money" and hence the 
Group has proposed that they be included 
in the extended concept of monetary aggre
gate, namely, M.. This extended concept 
would also include, besides savings deposits, 
various other deposits with the Post Offices 
such as Post Office Time Deposits, Post Office 
Recurring Deposits and Post Office Cumu
lative Time Deposits. The concept would, 
however, exclude different types of National 
Savings Certificates since special incentives 
are given to induce holders to hold on to the 
certificates till maturity. Such certificates 
are almost analogous to Government bonds 
with this difference that they are relatively 
more attractive to individual holders and 
are non-negotiable instruments. Further, 
the National Postal Savings Certificates have
also been treated as 'approved securities' 
for the purposes of statutory liquidity re
quirements laid down for commercial and 
co-operative banks, under Section 24 of the 
Banking Regulation Act, 1949; hence the 
certificates have become eligible as collaterals 
for bank credit. 

The category Ma corresponds broadly 
to the present category of what is called 
"Aggregate Monetary Resources", which has 
been designed essentially to encompass time 
deposits of the banking system in the broader 
concept of money. At this stage, the question 
may be asked: why is it that the deposits with 
the Post Office-savirig and time etc. referred 
to above-do not find a place in Ms itself ? 
Why has it been found necessary to include 
them in a category at one removed from Ms ? 
There are a few considerations which warrant 
that deposits of Post Office be treated 
separately. First, the Postal Savings Orga
nisation can hardly be regarded as belonging 



to the conventionally defined 'banking-system' 
in which the liabilities become the basis for 
creation of credit. Yet, it would be improper 
to ignore these deposits because they do act 
as some form of substitutes for deposits in the 
regular banking system and hence, it is ne
cessary to evolve an information system of a 
hierarchy of monetary aggregates which in
cludes such competitive deposits of the house
hold sector. 

Secondly, there is the practical difficulty 
of obtaining information on a weekly .. basis. 
As the amounts involved are large, it is not 
proper to substitute surrogate estimates. The 
most appropriate course' in this respect, there
fore, is to present a separate monthly series 
of money stock, called M" which possesses 
an independent analytical value, analogous 
to M. but not identical with it. 

Finally, the third aspect, namely, the cri
terion presently employed for apportioning, 

Apportionment 
of Savinls De
posit Balances 
between Time 
&: Demand De
posits 

savings deposit balances with 
commercial and co-operative 
banks between demand and 
time deposit liabilities may 
be examined. The commercial 
banks have been advised, at 
present, to classify, on the 
basis of their prescribed with

drawal facilities, that portion of the balance 
in a Savings Deposit account which is 
permitted to be withdrawn without notice, 
as demand deposit and the balance as 
time deposit. According to the Scheduled 
Banks' Regulations, 1951 framed by the Re
serve Bank of India the actual apportionment 
of each savings account of a bank branch 
had to be undertaken twice a year-once for 
the last friday of June and again for that of 
December; the proportions so obtained for 
all accounts in a branch had to be used for its 
total savings deposit balances for the following 
weeks/months. 

As for the withdrawal facilities for the 
savings account holders, it may be recalled 
that with the unification of the cash reserve 
ratio in September 1962 (at 3 per cent for 
both time and demand liabilities against 2 
per cent and 5 per cent, respectively), the 
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scheduled commercial banks had resorted 
to competitive liberalisation of their deposits 
rules since April 1963.30 Consequently, the 
demand liability portion of saving deposits 
of all scheduled commercial banks had risen 
rather sharply from 64· 3 per cent at the end 
of March 1963 to 86·9 per cent at the end of 
March 1964 (see data presented in Appendix 
VI). Subsequently, again with the stipulation 
that interest rate paid on deposits for periods 
of less than 15 days should not exceed the rate 
allowed on current accounts, the short notice 
deposits were converted into demand deposits. 

As a result, and also due to the continuance, 
though on a small scale, of the competitive 
liberalisations in saving deposit rules by 
different banks, there occurred a steady in
crease in this demand liability portion from 
86· 9 per cent in March 1964 to 93·2 per cent 
in March 1968. With a view to putting an 
end to the divergent plactices followed by 
different banks and for bringing about some 
uniformity in this regard, the Indian Banks' 
Association amended, effective April I, 1968, 
the rules on the number and amount of with
drawals from savings accounts framed unde'r 
the then Inter-Bank Agreement on Deposit 
Rates.31 This has had the effect of tightening 
the withdrawal facilities, which was reflected 
in a steep decline in the proportion of demand 
liability portion in saving deposits from 
93·2 per cent in March 1968 to 84·5 per cent 
in March 1969. In March 1975 the propor
tion stood at 85·8 pel cent, the fractional 
increase between March 1969 and March 
1975 reflectihg probably the shift in favour 
of small-size deposits. 

30. "Various banks have in recent years been pro
gressively classifying savings deposits, .... as demand 
deposits following the competitive liberalisation by 
them of saving deposits rules since April 1963, a process 
which may have been facilitated by the unification of 
the cash reserve ratio in September 1962 .... The 
other classificatory change follows from the prescrip
tion of the Reserve Bank in September 1964 that the 
rate of interest paid on deposits for periods of less than 
15 days should not exceed the rate allowed on current 
accounts, as a result of which deposits at short notice, 
have been converted into demand deposits." See 
Trend and Progress 0/ Banking in India, 1964-Reserve 
Bank 0/ India, p. 13. 

31. See Indian Banks' Association's Annual Re
port: 1968, pp. 13-14. The new rules are: (i) the total 
number of withdrawals from Savings Bank Account 
during any quarter will not exceed 25 ; and (ii) the 
total amount of one or more withdrawals made by a 
depositor on any day shall not exceed 10 per cent of the 
balance in the account or Rs. 1,000 whichever is greater, 
unless 10 days' advance notice is given. 
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Thus, what the banks now report as the 
current and time deposit portion of savings 
deposits is based on their rules regarding 
the withdrawal facilities framed by the In
dian Banks' Association. Here the basic 
question is whether the banks do insist on the 
observance by the depositors of the rules in 
this regard; for there is a general impression 
that in practice the savings deposits are opera
ted without any withdrawal restrictions. An 
analys~s of data of the individual banks 
reveals that the demand liability portion of 
savings deposit balances reported by them 
differs widely from bank to bank, ranging 
from 90 per cent to 68 per cent. A part of 
the explanation for this is to be found in the 
bank-wise differences in the size-wise distri
bution of saving deposits, the proportion of 
demand liability portion being low in those 
banks which have a larger proportion of 
big-size deposits. The Group's discussion 
with bankers in this regard has revealed neither 
any conclusive evidence of large scale breach 
of the withdrawal rules nor any vast inter-bank 
differences in the practices followed. As it is, 
the time liability portion, attributable to with
drawal restrictions, forms only about 14 per 
cent of the total saving deposit b"lances of 
all scheduled commercial banks. Although the 
Working Group has not found any sound 
basis for disturbing the existing reporting 
practices in this regard, it would like to em
phasize that a sample survey of saving de
posits with a view to determining the current 
and time deposits components should be 
conducted at an interval of every five years. 

In parenthesis, it is necessary to refer here 
to another recent development. 

The Reslrve Bank instituted in 1970 two 
schemes for attracting savings of non-resident 

Inclusion of Ba
lances in Non
resident Acc
ounts in Money 
Stock Measures 

Indians and aliens of Indian 
origin living abroad. The 
first scheme called the Non
Resident (External) Rupee 
Account was instituted, ef
fective from March 1, 1970; 
in it the unit of account is 

the Indian rupee and the deposits could be 
in any type of deposit accounts. The second 
scheme introduced from November 1, 1975, 
is called· the Foreign Currency (Non-Resi
dent) Accounts which is designated in two 
convertible currencies namely, pound sterling 

and U:S. dollars. The balances under the 
first scheme (which rose from Rs. 6·08 crores 
on December 31, 1971 to Rs. 22 crores on De
cember 31, 1974), have got merged with the 
figures of aggregate deposits of domestic 
origin and various components thereof, as 
reported by the scheduled commercial banks 
(authorised to deal in foreign exchange). For 
cash reserve and statutory liquidity purposes, 
such balances are treated on a par with the 
deposits of domestic origin. 

However, the balances under the second 
scheme of foreign currency accounts (which 
are currently allowed to be maintained in 
fixed deposits) are being treated on a special 
footing with concessional provisions with 
rt.gard to cash reserve and statutory liquidity 
requirements. Even so, considering the va
rious aspects of these two schemes-their 
beneficiaries, facilities for local disbursements 
and for investments in approved areas-the 
Working Group feels that such balances re
flect a potential monetary demand as any of 
the term deposits kept out of domestic savings. 
First, the beneficiaries are either Indians em
ployed abroad-in diplomatic missions, in 
international organisations, or in the private 
sector-or, aliens of Indian origin, who have 
a stake in India, and who are likely to spend 
the balances in India. Secondly, to facilitate
such domestic disbursements and/or do
mestic investments in certain specified areas 
like units of the Unit Trust of India, Govern
ment securities, some national Plan/Saving 
certificates, and also with some restrictions, 
shares of companies and in industry generally, 
liberal provisions have been made under the 
schemes. Local disbursements could be for 
purposes including tax payments. For thtse 
reasons, the deposit balances under the second 
scheme should also be included under the ap
propriate money stock measures. This has 
been facilitated by the recent advice to 
banks to include such deposits under their 
time liabilities. 

Against the background of the discussion 
so far, it has been possible for the Work

New Series of 
Money Supply 
Data 

ing Group to compile, as 
illustrative of the new series 
the data for four new mea
sures of money stock, that 

is, Ml> M2, M3 and M., for the period 
beginning with March 1970. 
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The new series of data are provided in 
Statements 3 and 4. For obtaining a quick 
glance at the new series, the outstandings as 

well as variations in respect of a sample of the 
new series are presented in Tables 1 and 2 
alongside the present series of data. 

TABLE-l MONEY STOCK MEASURES-PRESENT AND NEW 

Note: Details are presented in statement 3. 

Year/Month 

TABLE - 2 VARIATIONS IN MONEY STOCK MEASURES 
(Rupees Crores) 

New Series Present Series 

Money Supply 
with the 
Public 

Aggregate 
Monetary 
Resources ----- ----- ------

Ab!lO- Percen- Abso- Percen· Abso- Percen- Abso- Percen- Abso- Percen- Abso- Percen-
lute tage lute tage lute tage lute tage lute tage lute tage 

------------------------------- - ----
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 
------- -------------------

Year 
(Last Friday or 

OVER THE YEAR March) 
1970-71 +785 +12.0 +878 +11.8 +1319 +13.7 +1507 +1.:1.2 +753 +11.8 +1252 +13.4 
1971-72 +999 +13.6 +1055 +12.7 +1732 +15.8 +1964 +16.2 +998 +14.0 +1726 +16.3 
1972-73 +1364 +16.4 +1425 +15.2 +2343 +18.5 +2699 +19.1 +1275 +15.7 +2201 +17.9 
1973-74 +1488 +15.4 +1633 +15.1 +2538 +16.9 +3038 +18.1 +1435 +15.2 +2437 +16.8 
1974-75 +739 + 6.6 +70b +5.7 +1891 +10.8 +2190 +11.0 +709 +6.5 +1831 +10.8 
1975-76 .. +1156 +9.7 +1214 +9.2 +2695 +13.8 +3112 +14.1 +1125 +9.7 +2606 +13.9 
Month OVER THE QUARTER 
June 1975 .. +632 +5.3 +572 +4.3 +1111 +5.7 +1121 +5.1 +630 +5.5 +1086 +5.8 
September 1975 -280 - 2.2 - 270 - 2.0 +46 +0.2 +151 +0.7 - 259 -2.1 +137 +0.7 
December 1975 +348 +2.8 +343 +2.6 +722 +3.5 +805 +3.5 +352 +3.0 +709 +3.5 
March 1976 .. +456 +3.6 +569 +4.1 +816 +3.8 +1035 +4.3 +402 +3.3 +674 +3.3 

OVER THE WEEK 
Week 
March 12, 1976 +120 +0.9 +139 +0.6 +122 +1.0 +145 +0.7 
March 19,1976 - 51 -0.4 -101 - 0.5 -54 -0.4 -104 -0.5 
March 26, 1976 -11 -0.1 +24 +0.1 -20 -0.2 +7 
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From these data, it becomes clear that ge
nerally speaking the rates of change in indi
vidual measures go on rising as one moves 
along the liquidity spectrum i.e., from the 
most basic category Ml to the more compre
hensive category M, 

SECTION: 4 

Sources of Cbange in Money Supply 

In this Section the rationale underlying 
the analytical frame of what has come to 
be referred to as "Factors Affecting Money 
Supply"-a frame which forms an integral 
part of the present series of money supply 
data is examined. In the process of examina
tion, it has also been possible to rationalise 
and simplify the compilation of the data relat
ing to some constituent items. 

The basic approach of the analytical frame 
is to present the broad sectoral distribution 

of total domestic credit which, 
R.B.I.'s Analyti- in a sense, may be regarded 
cal Frame as the major source of varia-

tions in 'money stock.' In 
other words, such presentation is designed to 
trace the origin of money supply variations 
to specific sectors, which draw upon the credit 
from the banking system. In this sense, 
the frame is designed to indicate the sources 
of change in money supply. 

This frame is no doubt an accounting 
identity. It is certainly not claimed that 
this frame is based on any theory, con
ventional or otherwise, of money supply 
determination. The determination of money 
supply, it should be recognised, is the result 
of a complex process of interaction between 
monetary and· real sectors. Therefore, any 
meaningful theory of the money supply 
determination has to cut across the monetary 
sector and include variables also from the 
real sector. The real factors, for instance, 
in terms of current and prospective output 
and investment, are as much important in 
the demand for bank credit as the banks' 
propensity and capacity to supply credit. 
In fact, these two aspects could be regarded 
as the conventional blades of the scissors. 

Such a complex process of money supply 
determination cannot be ingrained into the 

system of presentation of primary monetary 
data. The choice of an explanation for the 
factors influencing money supply in such 
a system of data presentation has perforce 
to be made within the monetary sector. 
Such an explanation is nonetheless meaning
ful because the monetary sector's transac
tions with the rest of the economy are a mani
testation of the complex interactions, referred 
to above. 

Also, the current mode of presentation 
has substantive operational advantages inas
much as it facilitates cre.dit planning and 
forecasting, based on the disaggregation of 
total domestic credit into major user sectors, 

. consistent with macro level projections of the 
appropriate rate and quantum of increases 
in mom'y supply. The need for this arises 
because in the Indian economy, the growth 
of money stock is not entirely left to be 
autonomously determined by say a mechanical 
multiple of some monetary base. In the 
Indian system, where the Central Bank inter
vention is more direct and where the sectoral 
flow of credit fOl any particular period is 
determif'ed by the system of credit planning 
and credit rationing, both the monetary base 
and the money stock expansion have come 
to be regulated by the monetary authorities. 
This point has been forcefully brought out 
in a study by Bank for International Settle
ments (Basle) in the following words: "One 
might say that money supply is a variable 
that is independent of the behaviour of econo
mic agents during periods of strictly enforced 
credit ceilings; at such times it would depend 
only on objectives set by the Central Bank 
and on the effectiveness of the techniques 
employed by the latter to achieve them."32 

At this stage the question may be asked: 
how relevant for the Indian situation is the 

customary practice of adopt
Money Multipl· ing the money-multiplier ap
ler Approach proach in monetary models? 

Baldly put this approach 
takes the so-called high-powered money base 
as exogenously given, and then attempts 
to relate the money stock to this base by a 
multiplier relationship incorporating those 
behavioural responses affecting the two ratios 

32. The Money SlIpply, Economic Activity and Prices; 
Bank for International Settlements-Basle, September 
1972. 



viz., the currency/deposit ratio and the 
reserve/deposit ratio. However, as Good
hart33 has effectively highlighted, this ap
proach abstracts from all the main opera
tional problems facing the Monetary Autho
rity; the approach fails to take into account 
the difficulties confronting the Monetary 
Authority in achieving any desired level of 
the monetary base itself. 

In the Indian situation where credit plann
ing has been adopted in practice for a con
siderable period, such a mechanistic approach 
to money supply determination cannot acquire 
serious operational significance. 

In contrast, the Bank's analytical frame 
which seeks to present a disaggregated picture 
of credit expansion, indicating sector 'sources' 
of credit expansion, is more useful for opera
tional purposes. This is certainly not to 
deny totally the relevance of the multiplier 
technique of analysis. In fact this approach 
has been adopted for long-term projections 
of credit/money supply for, say, the Fourth 
and the Fifth Plan periods. All that is sought 
to be emphasized here is that the Bank's 
analytical frame provides a much better 
insight for the practical formulation of 
monetary policy, especially in the short 
run. 

The present Working Group after having 
given considerable thought to the possibility 
of any alternative presentation which would 
be conceptually more satisfying and opera
tionally more useful has come to the conclu
sion that in so far as the primary data on 
money supply and factors influencing it are 
concerned, the current presentation is most 
appropriate. It is futile to attempt to 
build into such a frame of the primary data 
on money supply and factors influencing 
thereon, any theory of mom'y supply deter
mination if the result is the emergence of a 
mechanistic formula of little relevance to the 
realities of the Indian situation. Therefore, 
it has not been found necessary to depart from 
the basic frame of presentation of 'Factors 
affecting money supply,' as f-volved by the 
1961 Working Group. 

33. C.A.E. Goodhart, 'Money, In/ormation and 
Uncertainty', MacmiUan, London. 
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Briefly, under this framework,34 the 
economy has been divided into two sectors : 
(a) Government Sector (comprising Central 

and State Governments) ; and 
(b) Commercial Sector (comprising the rest 

of the domestic sectors including the 
rest of the public sector as well as the 
foreign sector). 

The transactions of each of the sectors 
with the banking system (comprising the 

Sectoral 
Disalireption 
and Refinement 
of Data 

Reserve Bank of India and 
the commerciat and co-opera
tive banks) are identified in 
terms of the variations in the 
banking sector's financial 

monetary assets and net non-monetary liabi
lities. The 1961 Working Group had made 
a special and detailed description of the dif
ficulties in segregating the transactions of 
the external sector (comprising foreign compa
nies, institutions and non-resident individuals) 
with the banking sector and hence had rightly 
suggested the inclusion of those transac
tions with the domestic commercial sector. 
Likewise, it was not possible to segregate, 
from the variations in the foreign assets of 
the Reserve Bank, the Government sector's 
purchases and sales of foreign exchange. 
The variations in the foreign exchange assets 
of the banking sector are a combined result 
of its transactions with the Governmtnt 
sector, the domestic commercial sector and 
the external sector. 

Within this conceptual framework evolved 
by the 1961' Working Group, the present 
Working Group has proposed some changes 
in the methods of compilation of factors 
affecting money supply, which incidentally 
would facilitate credit planning exercises. 
These changes broadly fall under two cate
gories : first, enlargement of the coverage of 
data by the inclusion of those in respect of 
Central co-operative banks and primary 
co-operative banks (which has already been 
discussed in Section (3» and secondly, refine
ments in the methodology of compilation. 
A detailed explanation of these changes is 
presented in Appendix III. A brief descrip
tion of major changes proposed and their 
rationale is presented here. 

34. For a detailed discussion of this framework, see 
"Analysis of Money Supply in India-I", op. cit., 
pp. 1051-1067. 
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The mechanics of arriving at 'bank credit to 
commercial sector' involves now a circuitous 

Mechanics of 
arrlvinl at 
Bank Credit to 
Commercial 
Sector 

method. From the figure of 
bank credit comprising (i) 
loans, cash, credit, and over
drafts and (ii) bills purchased 
and discounted relating to 
-every segment of banking 

(except the RBI) the sum of a series of inter
bank liabilities minus inter-bank assets is 
netted out. The logic of this was explained 
by the 1961 Working Group in these words: 
"Under Item (d)-banks' loans and advances 
to the private sector36 -the excess of inter
bank assets over inter-bank liabilities is also 
included; for, though money at call and short 
notice is usually regarded as an inter-bank 
asset, it also arises as a result of advance to 
the private sector and such advances are 
represented, by and large, by the excess of 
inter-bank assets over inter-bank liabilities."36 

Conceptually, all inter-bank assets of the 
entire banking sector have to be "balanced" 
by its inter-bank liabilities. If in practice 
there is no such balance or equivalence, it 
may be because of the imperfection in data, 
items-in-transit, exclusion of data in respect of 
certain banking segments and the like. The 
circuitous method had some relevance, for 
instance, when important segments of the co
operative sector such as the Central co-opera
tive banks and primary co-operative banks 
were not fully covered in money supply., 
Now, with the fuller coverage, these deficien
cies have been overcome. It is also observed 
from the actual data that for the scheduled 
commercial banks, the inter-bank liabilities 
have exceeded inter-bank assets (and not the 
other way about) which in effect tended to 
depress their credit to commercial sector 
(Statement 1). A part of the explanation for· 
this is to be found in the inclusion in their 
inter-bank liabilities, the commercial banks' 
borrowings from outside the banking system
from LIC and UTI in the Call Money Market, 
and from IDBI and ARDC under their re
finance schemes (dealt with in detail in a 
subsequent paragraph). 

This excess of inter-bank li1.' bilities over 
inter-bank assets with the scheduled com mer-

35. Subsequently amended to be the "Commercial 
Sector," See Appendix I. 

36. "Analysis of Money Supply in India-I", op. 
cit., p. 1064. 

cial banks does not find a corresponding 
amount of inter-bank net assets, in any other 
segment of the banking sector. Besides, there 
is rarely any possibility of the figures of bank 
credit by the scheduled commercial banks 
being duplicated necessitating adjustment 
through inter-bank liabilities. 

In the circumstances, it is improper to 
adjust 'bank credit to commercial sector' 
by the amount representing the excess of 
inter-bank liabilities over inter-bank assets 
or vice versa; it would only result in the 
distortion of actual bank credit. Such excess, 
if any, should appropriately form part of the 
net non-monetary liabilities of commercial 
and co-operative· banks, which would also 
contain an element of errors and omis
sions.37 

It is, therefore, proposed in the compilation 
of the new series of data to dispense with the 
adjustments now being made in regard to 
inter-bank assets and inter-bank liabilities, for 
the purpose of working out bank credit to 
commercial sector. 

Secondly, in the present method, borrow
ings from IDBI and ARDC by commercial 
and co-operative banks are shown as inter
bank liabilities and hence, as deductible 
items against the bank credit extended by 
them. This is done with a view to obviating 
the double-counting of bank credit to commer
cial sector. The Reserve Bank's lending to 
IDBI and ARDC is reckoned in 'RBI credit 
to commercial sector.' IDBI and ARDC 
channel a part of the funds through the com
mercial and co-operative banks to the ultimate 
borrowers. In order to avoid double-count
ing of the bank credit figure, this amount 
should conceptually be reduced from the 
commercial and co-operative bank credit. 
However, sources of funds of lOBI and 
ARDC comprise, in addition to borrowings, 
paid-up capital and reserves, borrowings from 
Government, borrowings by way of bonds, 
etc., which are also used for refinancing 
eligible loans granted by commercial banks. 
These sources other than RBI contribute 
the bulk of their funds. It is, therefore, 

37. The 'errors and omissions' are unavoidable 
in a compressed version of data compiled from my
riad items of assets and liabilities obtained from a 
multiple of branches of banking institutions. 



incorrect to de-duct the entire borrowings 
from IDBI and ARDC. At the same time-, 
it is difficult to segregate, from the banks' 
total borrowings from IDBI and ARDC, 
that amount which is attributable to funds 
provided to the latter by the RBI. Although 
a small proportion of bank credit will be 
inevitably reckoned twice, first under RBI 
credit and then under the other banks' credit, 
as a matter of operational expediency, it has 
been proposed not to make any adjustment in 
respect of the banks' borrowings from IDBI 
and ARDC. 

Lastly, it is found that State Governments 
lend to the State co-operative banks, which 
on the face of it has implications for both 
'bank credit to the Government sector' and 
'bank credit to the commercial sector.' The 
figures of 'net bank credit to the Government 
sector' should, in the normal course, be 
adjusted by the quantum of such State Govern
ment lendings to the State co-ope-rative banks. 
A closer examination of the nature of these 
lendings however, shows that they are made 
essentially for performing certain agency 
functions for and on behalf of the State 
Governments, such as the monopoly procure
ment of cotton by the Maharashtra Govern
ment, taccavy loans of various State Govern
ments and other activities. Hence, it would be 
inappropriate to make any adjustment in the 
'net bank credit to Government.' Besides, 
as the operations made out of these borrow
ings by the Statf' co-operative banks are not 
included in 'bank credit' figure, there is no 
adjustment needed in 'bank credit to commer
cial sector' either. 

On these lines, the constituent items under 
other banks' (other than the RBI) credit to 
the commercial sector would now be: 
(i) loans, cash credit and overdrafts; (ii) 
inland and foreign bills purchased and dis
counted (which together constitute what is 
commonly called the 'bank credit') and (iii) 
investments in approved securities, company 
and co-operative shares/debentures, etc. 

This method is consistently employed in 
respect of all the categories of banks covered 
by the money supply data. In respect of 
the co-operative sector, in view of its three
tier structure, care has been taken to avoid 
double-counting of bank credit. For this 
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purpose, credit extended by each of the tiers 
only to individuals and other co-operative 
societies (outside the banking sector) has been 
taken into account. 

A few other changes effected in the presen
tation of the "Sources of Changes in Ml" 
which have hitherto been designated as 
"Factors affecting money supply", are indicat
ed in Appendix In. 

Finally, a point about reserve money. 
At present data on reserve money, its com-

ponents and factors inftuenc
Reserve Money: ing it are presented only once 
Components and a year in the Bank's Report 
Determinants on Currency and Finance. As 

these data would be of in
terest to research workers, it is proposed to 
publish these data regularly, on a monthly 
basis, in the Bank's Bulletin. Details re
garding the items iccluded in the compilation 
of the components of reserve mon~y and 
sources of change in reserve money are pre
sented in Appendix IV of this Report. Data 
on these are presented in Statement Nos. 
6 and 7. 

SECTION: 5 

Miscellaneous Near-Money Assets and 
Money Stock Measures 

In the Process of considering different 
money stoc~' measures, a variety of what 
might be referred to as near-money assets 
suggested themselves as "potential candida
tes" for inclusion in them. A number of 
them were eventually found to be unaccep
table, either because of the basic conceptual 
ineligibility or operational difficulties. How
ever, the Group felt that it would be useful 
to place on record the main considerations 
which led the Working Group to reject their 
claims for inclusion in difft-rent money stock 
measures. This Section takes up for discus
sion such issues. 

The five issues discussed here are a mixed 
bag: these are Government deposits with the 
Reserve Bank, cheques in the process of 
collection, unutilised credit limits, trade credit 
and deposits with non-banking companies. 
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The deposit balances of the Central and 
State Governments kept with the Reserve 

Exclusion of 
Government 
Deposits from 
Money Stock 
Measures 

Bank of India are now being 
excluded from money supply 
with the public. The main 
reasons for doing so are: 
first, it is necessary to draw a 
distinction between money· 

creating and money-holding sectors. The 
Central Government has the prerogative 
of creating money and borrowing on a scale 
that is not open to subordinete units in the 
polity,38 and though there are limits to 
the borrowing power of the States, there is 
such a great deal of resources flow between 
the Centre and States that no meaningful 
distinction could be made between the two. 
Secondly, these deposit balances are the 
result of the non-commercial, administrative 
operations of the Government. Lastly, these 
balances could also be used as instruments 
of stabilisation of the economy to offset 
variations in the balances of the public.a9 It 
is doubtful if, among these, the last argument 
has any more operational validity. The use 
of this instrument to achieve monetary policy 
objectives is possible only if the overall fina· 
nces of the Government alternate between 
budgetary surpluses and deficits and in a 
situation as in India where Government 
resorts to deficit financing almost persis
tently, the scope for using these as a mone
tary instrument does hardly exist. As these 
balances are maintained at least technically 
at a cost to the national exchequer because 
of the interest-bearing nature of the rising 
Government debt to the Central Bank of the 
country, these balances are generally kept, 
as a policy, at a low leve1.40 

Even so, when looked at from the angle of 
Government's indebtedness to the Central 
Bank which is generally an important source 
of currency and consequently money supply 
expansion, it is necessary to make adjust· 

38. A. G. Chandavarkar: "State Governments' 
Balances and Money Supply with the Public in India" 
(An unpublished note). 

39. "Analysis of Money Supply in India-I" 
pp. 1046. 

40. A. G. Chandavarkar has brought out how 
"both in unitary and federal States, there are distinct 
institutional constraints on the lise of Government 
cash balances as a monetary in~trument." See his 
"Government Balances as a Monetary Policy Instru
ment in the Less Developed Countries," Economic 
and Political Weekly, August 26, 1972. pp.178S-1790. 

ment for their cash balances. The concept 
of Centre's deficit financing, for instance, 
is so defined as to exclude cash balances 
built from the increase in its indebtedness 
through treasury bills during a given year. 
The Government's operations here should be 
distinguished from those of the commercial 
entities on the important consideration that 
its purchasing power is not even limited by the 
quantum of its balances with the Central 
Bank, that technically such purchasing power 
is unlimited arising from its prerogative of 
creating money, and that, therefore, the in
clusion of such cash balances would hardly 
add to any refinement in any money stock 
measures.41 

This still leaves the question of Government 
balances arising from mostly non-commercial 
administrative operations of the Govern
ment. As the 1961 Working Group had 
noted some constituents of these Govern
ment balances with the Reserve Bank emanated 
from commercial departments of the Govorn
ment such as the Railways and the Posts & 
Telegraph, and these are akin to the deposit 
balances of any other commercial entities. 
But it is difficult to disaggregate such balances 
into those arising from commercial operations 
and those from administrative operations, 
because of the continuous and significant 
shift of resources between the two constituents. 
In the budget of the Central Government, 
revenue and expenditure of the Railways 

41. In the United Kingdom, the broader Ma 
money stock measure includes public sector deposits 
(public sector comprising Central Government, local 
authorities and public corporations); all of these public 
sector deposits are excluded from Ml (which includes 
only U.K. private sector sterling sight deposits). Besides 
U. K. has large amounts of non-sterling deposits which 
are also included in M3. In India, it is considered 
improper to make any distinction between the commer
cial entities in the public sector and those in the private 
sector and to exclude the deposits of the former kept 
with commercial banks from Ml or M2. Also con
ceptually the money stock measures Ml to Ma should 
comprise assets generally with a descending order of 
liquidity. For details on UK.'s money stock measures, 
see "The Stock of Money," Bank of England Quarterly 
Bulletin, September 1970, p. 320, and notes on Table 12 
(Money Stock) and Table 12 in any regular issues of the 
Bulletin. In the United States, too, a case is being 
made in certain circles for including Goven:unent de
posits in Ml but this is primarily because such deposits 
are also kept with commercial banks. See Paul S. 
Anderson and Frank E. Morris: "Defining the Money 
Supply: The Case of Government deposits," New 
Englanti Economic Review (Federal Reserve Bank of 
Boston), March-April 1969 and Boris P. Pesek and 
Thomas R. Saving: The Foundations of Money and 
Banking" (New York, Macmillan & Co., 1968). 



are charged to the 'Consolidated Fund of 
India,' thereby indicating for instance, that 
the sources and uses of funds of the Central 
Government and the Railways are inter
linked. In the newly prepared manual on 
Government finance statistics, the Interna
tional Monetary Fund (IMF) has recom
mended the segregation of the commercial 
(such as the railways) and administrative 
segments of-the . Government budgef42. 
Once this is done, it should be possible to 
segregate from Government balances those 
arising from commercial operations and treat 
the latter rightly as part of the money stock 
measures.u For the present, operationally, 
there is no alternative but to continue the 
existing practice of excluding the entire 
portion of Government balances from money 
stock measures. 

Another point which becomes clear from 
the above discussion is that it would be 
improper to make a distinction between the 
public and private sector commercial enter
prises in so far as the inclusion of their depo
sit balances in money stock measures is con
cerned, irrespective of whether. those de
posits are kept with the Reserve Bank or with 
the commercial banks. Though there are 
also transfers from the Government to Public 
Sector enterprises, such transfers are in the 
nature of investment in shares and debt 
obligations of the latter, directly linked to 
their manufacturing and commercial activi
ties. and rarely in terms of grants or of shar
ing current revenues. 

In the United States of America (USA), 
cheques in the process of collection within the 

I rrelevance of 
cheques In the 
process of 
collection for 
Money Stock 
Measures 

banking system are deducted 
from the gross demand de
posit figures so as to avoid 
duplication. This is justified 
on the ground of the practice 
followed by commercial banks 
as well as the Federal Reserve 
System in America of giving 

credit to the payees before cheques are debited 

42. IMF: A Manual on Government Finance 
Statistics, op. cit 

43. If they are continued to be kept with the Reserve 
Bank of India, the Railways' balances will be included 
in "other deposits with RBI" which is a constituent item 
ofMl (and other money stock measures) and in which are 
included the deposits of development banks (IDBI, 
lFel, SFCs, DIC), IMF Alc No.2, IBRD, foreign 
central banks and others. 
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into the account of the issuers. U In the 
United Kingdom. too, deduction for the 
transit items is made on the same ground 
but it is restricted to those of the deposit 
banks and also the total of the transit items 
as are apportioned between bank deposits 
and advances on the ground that such items 
tend to double-count deposits and undervalue 
bank credit, particularly where overdrawn 
or loans accounts are concerned.4a 

Banking facilities and banking habit are 
far more developed in countries like the 
U.S.A. or U.K. than in India. But more than 

44. The system is descl ibed thus: "Tn computing 
the demand deposits adjusted component of the money 
stock measures, cash items in the Process of collection 
and Federal Reselvo troat are deductcd from gross 
demand deposits. The main reason for these deduc
tions is to avoid the so-called 'double counting' of de
posit balanees that otherwise would occur when checks 
drawn on money stock deposit accounts at one bank 
and deposited in money stock deposit accounts in other 
banks are in the process of collection." See "ReVision 
of Money Stock Measures and Member Bank Reserves 
and Deposits", Federal Reserve Bulletin, February 
1973, p. 62. Certain deductions arising from the 
tloat which were inappropriate have subsequently 
been eliminated. ibid. The Federal Reserve float is 
explained in these words : "Deferred availability items 
arise because the Federal Reserve Banks do not givc 
immediate credit to the deposit account of the collec
ting bank for all checks deposited with them for collec
tion. The credit is deferred according to a schedule 
.......... After such period (a maximum of 2 days) 
the member banks' reserve account is automatically 
credited. Since the time actually taken to collect a 
check may be longer than that allowed in the schedule, 
this crediting often occurs before the account of the 
bank on which the check is drawn is debited. The 
difference betwecn the asset account (cash items in 
process of collection) and the liability account (deferred 
availability cash items) represents checks that-although 
not yet collectep by the Reserve Banks-have previously 
been credited to the reserve accounts of the banks that 
deposited them." 

". . . . .. this difference, which is sometimes size
able is called fioat." It measures the account of Fed
eral Reserve credit generated by the national check
collection process and available to the member banks" 
(the Federal Reserve System: Purposes and Func
tions' September, 1974, (Sixth Edition), p. 34) 

45. "The banks' gross figures for deposits and 
advances are adjusted to allow for sterling transit items. 
Thesc transit items appear in an individual bank's 
balance sheet both as credit items (e.g. standing orders) 
and debit items (c.g.' cheques in course of collection). 
When banks' figures are aggregated these items may 
give rise to double counting of deposits received from 
customers outside the banking system or where over 
drawn or loan accounts are concerned, to the under 
valuing of total lending made to such customers. In 
accordance with the treatment adopted for the calcula-
tion of reserve ratios ...... it is assumed that 60% 
of the total value of debit items less credit items 
affects deposits. This proportion is therefore deducted 
from gross deposits and the remaining 40% is added 
to advance .... " See Bank of England Bulletin, Septem
ber 1975 (Vol. 15, No.3), additional notes for Tables 
11 and 12. 
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the growth of banking habit and facilities, 
the relative relevance of cheques in the process 
of collection to demand deposits lies in the 
practices adopted by banks in giving prompt 
credit to the customers. According to the 
practices adopted by the Indian banks, the 
scope for such duplication of bank deposits 
does not exist because, by and large, all the 
the banks-Indian as well as foreign banks 
operating in India-do not give credit for 
the payees' accounts before debiting the 
cheques into accounts of those who issue such 
cheques. The Banking Commission had, in 
fact, deplored the inordinate delays in the 
collection of local cheques by banks which 
in certain cases took as many as eight days for 
realisation. "The most frequent complaint 
against banks relates to the delays in collection 
of outstation cheques and bills, and prompt 
return thereof in case of non-payments." 46 
It is difficult to state if the situation has im
proved since then, but it is obvious that no 
bank has adopted the practice of giving 
credit to payees' accounts prior to the clearance 
of the relevant cheques. In this regard, the 
Banking Commission had made the sugges
tion that the banks should consider cheques 
or drafts realised and proceeds credited to the 
customers' accounts, if these are not returned 
unpaid or dishonoured within specified 
periods.47 

Where the banks do credit to the payee's 
account prior to the clearance of the cheque, 
it is treated as an overdraft facility and hence 
becomes part of bank credit. Since this is 
based on the credit-worthiness of the payee 
such a facility represents additional purchasing 
power for a temporary period. Therefore, 
there is no case for deducting such overdrawn 
amounts at all from the deposit money. 
There could be cases where some cheques in 
the process of collection might emanate from 
overdraft or cash credit facilities. 

The existence of substantial unused bank 
credit limits is a phenomenon following 

Status of 
Unutilised 
Credit 
Limits 

from "the present cash credit 
system of lending, where a 
banker sanctions a maximum 
limit within which the bor
rower can draw at his 

46. Report of the Banking Commission (Government 
of India, New Delhi, 1972), p.242-243. 

47. ibid, p. 243. 

will."4R The more important factors res
ponsible for unused credit limits can be 
enumerated :49 the normal leads and lags 
in the sanctioning of credit limits and their 
use, the system of determining the bank credit 
requirements at the peak of the procurement 
or manufacturing seasons in respect of season
al industries or sectors, failure to determine 
the credit requirements rather accurately and 
hence a built-in tendency for asking limits 
higher than strictly necessary, experience of 
past credit squeezes and expectations of future 
ones inducing borrowers to ask for higher 
limits and the general tt'ndency of the larger 
and more influential borrowers to inflate 
credit requirements and of banks to grant them 
so as to retain such borrowers. In terms 
of dimensions, while the extent of unused 
credit limit is high in cash credit and over
draft facilities (ranging from 38 per cent to 
40 per cent), it is the highest in bill finance 
(about 50 per cent); there is a sizeable 
element even in demand loans and term loans 
(about 25 per cent) (See Appendix VII). 
Such under-utilisation persisted even when 
there was a commitment charge on the unused 
portion of the cash credit limits. 

The essential question involved here is 
whether the existence of such unused credit 
limits 'really hampers the effectiveness of 
monetary policy'sa and whether, conse
quently, such limits should be included in 
any money stock measure. A closer examina
tion of this phenomenon and the causes 
responsible for it suggests that the degree 
of idle credit implied in unused credit limits 
is generally exaggerated. Take bill finance, 
for instance, in which the unused credit limit is 
the highest. Borrowing parties cannot make 
use of unused credit without the creation of 
bills or without the existence of book debts 
against which bills are created. The use is 

48. Report of the study Group to Frame Guidelines 
for FollOW-lip" of Bank Credit, (Reserve Bank of India 
Bombay. 1975), p. 17. Besides this Study Group, earlier 
a National Credi( Council Study Group on "the Extent 
to which the Credit Need of Industry and Trade are 
Likey to be Inflated and How Such Trends Could 
be Checked" (RBI, October 1968) dealt with this pro
blem at length. 

49. Some of these have been discussed in Anand 
G. Chandavarkar: "Unused Bank Overdrafts: Their 
Implications of Monetary Analysis and Policy," IMF 
Staff Papers, November 1968 (Vol. XV, No.3) pp.491-
528. 

50. Anand G. Chandavarkar: op. cit., p. 515. 



thus conditioned by the actual quantum of 
physical transactions. It is generally so 
even with regard to cash credit limits and 
overdraft facilities, the utilisation of which 
cannot be resorted to an unlimited extent, for 
the simple reason that it has to be backed by 
the requisite quantum of collaterals, and also 
with a margin. 

In other words, a good part of the unutilized 
portion of credit limits arises from the technical 
considerations of leads and lags, of the failure 
of collaterals and transactions to match, the 
credit limits obtained. This is evident from the 
fact that even during the peak of recent infla
tionary spiral of 1972 to 1974, the unusecl por
tion of total bank credit or of individual types 
of accounts (for credit other than food pro
curement) had remained by and large uncnang
ed at around 40 to 45 per· cent (Ap{#ndix 
VII). There was, no doubt, a sbarp dtcline 
in the unused portion between,!une," 1974 
and December 1974, but this was, qntirely 
due to the credit rationing and the consequen
tial reduction in absolute terms in the aggre
gat{) of credit limits themselves for Rs. 11930 
crores in June 1974 to Rs. 11360.crores in 
December 1974. This implies thal the exis
tence of relatively large limits in the earlier 
period did not raise the overall utilisation 
ratio in a period of severe inflation. .' Nor 
did the cutting down of the aggregate limits 
prevent the use of the required quantum of 
credit. 

This does not mean that the size of unused 
credit limits is not of any consequence to 
credit policy formulation. It is of utmost 
importance in determining the 'potential' 
demand for credit. Even so, what propor
tion of it represents credit limits beyond the 
requirements of technical considerations of 
leads and lags, seasonality, the expectations 
of prices and policies and the like, is difficult 
to determine. 

Even on statistical grounds, inclusion of 
a uniform percentage of unused limits in any 
money supply series will not improve the series. 
The position is analogous to the findings of 
a statistical study of selected countries
"that the variability of circulation consequent 
upon the inclusion of unused overdrafts 
was so small relative to the commercial 
velocity of money (excluding unused over-
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drafts) as to be unimportant." 51 There
fore, the Working Group feels that it is not 
desirable to include the unused portion of 
credit limits in any money stock measures. 

An alternative source of liquidity is the 
availability of trade or commercial credit. 

Generally speaking, while 
Trade Credit the granting of trade credit 
and Money is a normal feature of the 
Stoc:k Measures trading and commercial acti-

vities, its magnitude and 
average duration get expanded during periods 
of credit stringency. This destabilising nature 
of trade credit was noted by the classical 
economists, but its importance as a threat to 
monetary policy based on conventional indica
tors came to be highlighted with the publica
tion of the Radcliffe Committee Report. 
Subsequent empirical studies on the subject 
in the developed countries have been conclu
sive neither in regard to the concept of trade 
credit (gross or net) nor the extent of their 
destabilising effects 52. Nevertheless, in 
contemporary literature on the subject, there 
is a general consensus that trade credit is a 
potential threat to monetary policy based on 
conventional indicatOls. The Radcliffe Com
mittee was emphatic that trad!:' credit should 
not be netted out by deducting commercial 
credit obtained from credit given; the Com
mittee observed, it is "no more reasonable to 
net out commercial credit in this way than it 
would be to net out bank loans and bank 
deposits." 63 This is as it should be, because 
in a set of combined statistics on the corporate 
sector (manufacturing and trading) as a whole 
for instance, trade credit obtained by some 

51. An unpublished study by William H. White 
on "Interpreting Monetary Statistics when overdrafting 
is Prevalent", (September 1956) quoted in A. G. 
Chandavarkar in IMF Staff Papers, op. cit pp. 518-519. 
The study included Indian experience. 

52. Based on the thinking of the Radcliffe Committee, 
Sayers considered gross and Brechling and Lipsey 
net credit; but both of these studies found trade credit 
reacting to monetary policy, expanding in times of credit 
squeezes and contracting in times of credit ease, but 
a later study by Coates has not corroborated their 
findings. See R, S, Sayers : "Monetary Thought 
and Monetary Policy in England", Economic Journal, 
December 1960, p. 713; F. p, R. Breahling and R. 
G. Lipsey: "Trade Credit and Monetary Policy", 
Economic Journal, December 1963. S. B. Laffer: 
"Trade Credit and Money Market", Journal of Political 
Economy, March-April 1970; and J.B. Coates: 
"Trade Credit and Monetary Policy", Oxford Economic 
Papers, March 1967. 

53, Report of the Committee on the Working of 
the Monetary System (London, 1959) p. 103. 
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firms (and thus included in liabilities) will 
also appear as trade credit given by others 
in the group (as assets) except to the extent 
the transactions based on trade credit take 
place outside the group. A single firm gets 
trade credit generally for its purchases of 
inputs and gives credit for the sale of its 
finished products, each one thus augmenting 
demand for independent products. There
fore, the principle of netting out is indefensible 
on theoretical as wt'll as practical considera
tions. 

On a gross basis, the size of trade credit 
obtained by the corporate sector in India 
(both public and private together) is sub
stantial as could be seen from the data in 
Appendix VIII. The quantum of such trade 
credit obtained by the corporate sector as a 
whole has always been on the uptrend con
sistent with the expanding role of this sector 
in the initial stages of development. A part 
of the expansion in such credit is, therefore, 
more a result of natural growth attributable 
to the sector's growth itself, than a reaction 
to the rigour of bank credit policy. Even 
so, the fact that the rate of expansion in such 
credit in individual years has varied broadly 
in correspondence with the degree of stringency 
or otherwise in commercial bank credit lends 
credence to the general consensus that trade 
credit is a method of obviating the rigours of 
monetary policy. Therefore, the size and 
direction of such commercial credit deserves 
to be watched closely. 

However, the inclusion of such trade credit 
data in any money stock measure is opera
tionally beset with many problems, some al
most intractable. First, trade credit data 
can be obtained and compiled only in respect 
of that received by the corporate sector 
among the firms engaged in trading and manu
facturing activities, while trade credit system 
is obviously prevalent in all the sectors of the 
economy. Even within the secondary 
sector (comprising manufacturing, construc
tion and electricity, gas and water supply), 
about half of the ntt domestic product could 
be said to be originating in unregistered and 
unorganised sectors for which no such data 
could be obtained. Secondly, even in respect 
of the corporate sector, operationaIly it would 
be a stupendous task getting regular weekly 
or monthly or even annual data to correspond 

to other money stock measures and to be 
useful for seasonal or short term credit 
policy formulations. Obviously, such data' 
have to be culled out from the annual balance 
sheets of the companies. Lastly, even the 
figures of combined balance sheets fail to 
represent those at a single point of time 
because of the differences in reference periods 
of company balance sheets. There is also 
the question of window-dressing and the 
degree of dependability of the balance sheet 
data. Hence, there is no alternative but to 
exclude trade credit from the money stock 
measures proposed by the Working Group. 

The broad theoretical and conceptual con
siderations relevant for drawing a distinction 

between monetary and non-
Exeluslon monetary financial institu-
tc=:~lt~y tions have been set out in 
Non-Bankln, Section I. This distinction 
Intermediaries based on their functional dif-
from Money . . . 
Stock Measures ferentlatlOn led the Workmg 

Group to exclude deposits 
accepted by non-banking intermediaries from 
any money stock measures. The group of 
these non-banking intermediaries covers 
such a wide range that it would be necessary 
to review albeit briefly the nature of their 
liabilities and see if those liabilities have any 
characteristics similar to the constituent items 
of money stock measures. In the recent 
period, the role of all these non-banking 
intermediaries (NBIs) has been subjected to 
detailed enquiries by the Banking Commission 
set up by the Reserve Bank.M Among these 
NBIs, there is a set of financial institutions 
in the country, ,·iz., development banks 
(lOBI, ICICI, SFCs and IRCI), insurance 
companies, and the Unit Trust of India, which 
work in highly specialized fields. The second 
set of financial companies, which are enume
rated in clause (p) of paragraph 2(1) of the 
Non-Banking Financial Companies (Reserve 
Bank) Direction, 1966, and "which mobilise 
savings of the community by way of deposits 
or otherwise and utilize them for the purpose 
of lending or invt'stment;" 55 these include 

54. (i) Report 0/ the Banking Commission (Govern
ment of India, Delhi, 1972), pp. 413435 .. See also 
the Report of its· Study Group on Non-Banking Finan
cial Intermediaries. 

(ii) Report of the Study Group on Non-Banking 
companies (Reserve Bank of India, Bombay 1975). 

55. Report of the Study Group on the Non-Banking 
Companies (RBI, 1975), p. 52 



hire-purchase finance companies housing 
finance companies, investment companies, 
loan companies, mutual benefit financial 
companies, chit fund companies and miscella
neous financial companies. There is a great 
degree of functional specialisation in each of 
these categories. These non-banking finan
cial intermediaries (NBFIs) do not ordinarily 
accept demand deposits with the notable 
exc~plion of the mutual benefit financial 
companies, called nidhis. 66 Their liabilities 
are essentially term liabilities. The last set 
of these non-banking intermediaries belongs 
to the non-banking non-financial category, 
mostly trading and manufacturing concerns, 
which are accepting deposits from the public 
for use in their own businesses and hence 
these are not financial intermediaries in the 
accepted sense of the term. 

Broadly, it could be said that the import
ance of the deposits accepted by the NBIs 
is rising; the percentage of company deposits 
to the aggregate deposits of the scheduled 
commercial banks rose to around 11·0 in 
March 1975, from about 9·7 at the end of 
March 1972. Among these deposits, the 
share of non-banking non-financial.ompanies 
constitutes the bulk at about 70 per cent, 
the remaining 30 per cent belonging to the 
non-banking financial intermediaries. Within 
these financial categories, loan companies 
and hire-purchast" companies accounted for 
65 per cent of the total deposits of the NBFIs. 

In the past, the impetus to the growth of 
deposits accepted by both financial and non
financial companies has stemmed first, from 
the existence of the Keynesian "fringe of 
unsatisfied borrowers." The borrowers also 
enjoy certain advantages, the most important 
of them being the freedom from financial 
discipline either on end-use or on security 
and margins imposed by the organised com
mercial or developmental banks. Thirdly, 
there is the incentive to depositors in the form 
of higher interest rates offered. 

Without trying to assess in qualitative terms, 
the role of these NBls in augmenting aggre
gate demand, it could be said that: 
(a) acceptance of deposits by NBIs entails a 

pre-emption of the scarce investible 
resources in the country which in turn 
engenders an imbalance in the resource 
allocation, 

56. ibid, p. 53 Also Report 0/ the Banking Com
mission, op. cit., pp. 414-415. 
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(b) their operations, however small, have 
the effect of diluting the Central Bank 
measures both with regard to the norms 
of lending and end-use of credit, and 
with regard to the ceiling on interest 
rates on dt"posits accepted by bank and 

(c) their liabilities primarily in term de
posits are generally competitive to de
posits with the commercial banks. 

Notwithstanding the fact that their opera
tions are outside the orbit of monetary insti
tutions, the usefulness of such data on the 
liabilities of NBIs-both financial and non
financial-is not in question. 

It is, therefore, necessary to collect detailed 
data and information about the size of the 
liabilities with a view to exercising more 
effective monetary control on these deposits. 

Lastly, reference may be made to some 
loan companies and nidhis which, to quote 
the Study Group Report "are 'incipient" 
banks and there is hardly any distinction in 
their methods of operations and those of 
banks." 57 Tht· Study Group had recommen
ded that provisions may be made to enable 
these types of companies to convert themselves 
into commercial or co-operative banks. It is 
also believed that with the suggested enact
ment of comprehensive legislation to regulate 
the working of the N BIs, the functioning of 
these would, in due course, come on a par with 
that of banks. In such an eventuality, the 
prescription of regular statistical returns would 
possibly facilitate the inclusion of liabilities 
of these institutions in appropriate money 
stock measur~s. 

Reserve Bank of India, 
Bombay. 

M. L. Ghosh, 
A. Raman, 
A. Hasib, 

N. A. Mujumdar, 
Meenakshi Tyagarajan, 

S. L. Shetty, 
K. A. Menon. 

57. See tire Report of the Study Group on Non· 
Banking Companies p. 77. 

A view has been expressed that hire·purchase compa· 
nies in India operate almost on similar lines. However. 
it is felt that conceptually there is little to distinguish 
the deposits accepted by the hire-purchase companies 
in India from those by other non-banking non-financial 
companies. It should be remembered that the Working 
Group has, throughout this exercise, concentrated pri
marily on measurement of money or quasi-money 
stocks, which constitute the liabilities of monetary 
sector as such. and not on the assessment of dimensions 
of overall liquidity in the economy. 
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APPENDIX-I 
CONCEPTS OF MONEY SUPPLY COMPONENTS AND FACTORS: REVISION EFFECTED SUBSEQUENT 

TO THE WORKING GROUP PAPER ON "ANALYSIS OF MONEY SUPPLY IN INDlA"-(I96I) 

As Defined in the Working Group's Paper (1961) 
A. Components 

(i) Currency notes and coins with the public ex
cluding balances of the Central and State Go
vernments held at treasuries and cash on hand 
with banks. 

(ii) Demand Deposits (excluding inter·bank demand 
deposits of scheduled banks and non·scheduled 
commercial banks). In respect of the state 
CO-operative banks, their entire demand lia
bilities are included in 'money supply' as se
parate data in respect of the central co-opera
tive banks and primary co-operative banks were 
not available on a systematic and regular 
basis. 

(iii) "Other Deposits with RBI": These include 
deposits of quasi-Government institutions, pro
vident, pension and guarantee funds of the 
Reserve Bank employees, deposits of the Re
serve Bank Employees' Co-operative Credit 
Society, the balances of foreign central banks 
and the balance of IMF in its account No.2 

(iv) Time Deposits: Time deposits are not included 
in 'money supply with the public' proper as 
they originate from deposits of cash/cheques 
drawn on deposits. But, for analytical pur
poses, relating to the formulation of monetary 
policy, it was found necessary to show se
parately the total of money supply and time 
deposits (including post office savings deposits). 
However, the Working Group did not give any 
concrete shape to this concept in the presenta
tion of statistical data. 

0, Factors Affecting Money Supply 
I. Net Bank Credit to Government 

(a) One rupee notes and coins in circulation 
were also taken into account for computa
tion of net bank credit to Government 
(with adjustments for balances with Go
vernment treasuries). 

11. Net Bank Credit to Private Sector/ Bank Credit 
to Commercial Sector 
(a) The nomenclature lIsed was "private sector". 

(b) Time deposits held by the banks were set 
off against the claims of banks on private 
sector to arrive at bank credit on a net 
basis. 

Revisions Since Effected in Corresponding Items 

(i) Since August 1967, no adjustment is being made 
in regard to balances held at treasuries in the 
computation of currency with the public as 
these balances were meagre (ranging from 
Rs. 2 to Rs. 3 crores in 1966-67) and data on 
them were available after considerable time lag. 

(ii) In respect of scheduled commercial banks, 
"demand deposits" included non-bank demand 
deposits and other demand liabilities such as 
bills payable, unpaid dividend (and suspense 
accounts) upto 1959-60. Only since 1960, 
data on demand deposits of the public have 
become separately available. 

(iii) The balances under the Reserve Bank Employees 
Provident, pension and guarantee funds have 
been excluded from money supply since Ja
nuary 1964 as they are illiquid and are 
interest--bearing assets. 

(iv) A reference to the concept of "Aggregate Mone
tary Resources" (i.e. money supply with public 
and time deposits with banks) was made in the 
Bank's Annual Report for the year 1964-65 
(p.7). Data on this item are being regularly 
published in the Report on Currency and Fi
nance from 1967-68 and also in the otherre
gular publications of the Bank in subsequent 
yelrrs. 

(a) The item 'one rupee notes/coins and small 
coins in circulation' (Govt's currency liabi
lities) has been shown as an independent 
factor since October 1962, instead of trea
ting it as a claim of banks on Government. 

(a) The nomenclature "private sector" was 
changed into "commercial sector" in 1970, 
as bank credit included credit given to 
commercial/manufacturing enterprises in 
the public sector. 

(b) The presentation of data on bank credit 
to commercial sector on net basis was 
changed into gross basis in May 1974, as 
(i) time deposits are used not only for 
financing bank credit to commercial sector 
but also for lending to the Government; 
and (ii) these are not owned by commercial 
enterprises who largely borrow from banks; 
according to the Survey of Ownership 
of Deposits with Banks as on March 31, 
1971, household sector owned the entire 
savings deposits and 77. 1 per cent of the 
fixed deposits. The item time deposits is 
now being shown under non-monetary 
liabilities of the banking sector separately. 

(c) With the introduction of the Bills Redis
counting Scheme, the commercial banks 
started discountinll the internal bills with 
the RBI. Thef.e Bills appearing on the 
asset side of RBI's Banking Department 
have been treated as a claim on commercial 
sector and, as such, included in RBI credit 
to commercial sector since June 1971. 
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APPENDlX-ll 

CONSTITUENTS OF MONEY STOCK MEASURES IN SELECTED FOREIGN COUNTRIES 

Concepts 

2 

M3 

Mt 

M5 

M2 

Ms 

M5 

Constituents : Description of 

3 

Currency pIlls demand deposits Total of : 
with banks 

Ml plus time deposits at com
mercial banks other than large 
certificates of deposits (CDs). 

I. Demand Deposits at all commercial banks 
other than those due to domestic commer
cial banks (inter-bank)and U.S. Government, 
less cash items in the process of collection 
and Federal Reserve float (For description 
of /foat, see the body of the Report) 

2. Foreign demand balances at Federal Re
serve Banks and 

3. Currency outside (i) the treasury, (ii) 
Federal Reserve Banks, and (iii) vaults of 
all commercial banks. 

Includes, in addition to currency and demand 
deposits, savings depOsits, time deposits open 
account, and time certificates of deposits otlrer 
than negotiable time certificates of deposits 
issued in denominations of S 100,000 or more 
by large weekly reporting commercial bank 
(called large negotiable certificates of deposits). 

M2 plus deposits at non-bank Includes M2 pIllS deposits of mutual savings 
thrift institutions. banks, savings and loan shares, and credit union 

shares. 

M2Plus large negotiable CDs. 

M 3 plus large negotiable CDs. 

Includes M2 pIllS large negotiable certificates of 
deposits. 

Includes M3 plus large negotiable certificates of 
deposits. 

(Besides, the Federal Reserve System is known to be using three more money stock 
measures taking into account short-term Government Debt and Commerical Paper) 

Source: Federal Reserve BuUetin I Federal Reserve System 

A narrow definition which is restricted til notes and coins in circulation with the 
public plus sterling sight deposits held by the private sector with banks less 60 per 
cent of net value of sterling transit items. 

An intermediate definition which comprises Ml pillS sterling deposit accounts of the 
private sector with the deposit banks. 

The existing official definition which comprises notes and coins in circulation with 
the public together with all deposits (including certificates of deposits), whether 
denominated in sterling or other currencies held byU.K. residents in both the public 
and private sectors. 

Comprising M2 plus deposits with Building Societies, the post office and trustee 
savings banks. 

Comprising Ms plus deposits with Building Societies, the post office and trustee 
savings banks. 

Inftuenc:es on money stock (M3) 
I. Public Sector borrowing requirements, surplus (-) (a) Central Government 

and (b) other Public Sector. 
2. Purchase (-) of public sector debt by private sector (other than banks). 
3. Lending to private sector. 
4.' External Finance (Increase (-» : (a) Government's total external transaction 
and (b) Overseas borrowings by the rest of the public sector, (c) bank deposits from 
overseas residents less lending to them. 
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Concepts 

1 2 

APPENDIX-II (Contd.) 

Constituents : Description of 

3 

S. Banks' net non-deposits liabilities (increase (-) ) and any change (Increase 
(+) in the sterling value of U.K. residents foreign currency deposits due to 
movement in exchange rates. 

Source: Financial Statistics, CSO, London, and Bank of England Quarterly 
Bulletin. 

West 
Germany Ml Currency excluding banks' cash balances but including D.M. notes and coins held 

abroad and sight deposits of domestic non-banks. 

Japan 

Pbilippines 

France 

Ml pillS time deposits with maturities of less than 4 years (quasi-money). 

M2 pillS savings deposits at statutory notice. 

Determinants of M2 

1. Bank lending to domestic non-banks. 

2. Net external assets. 

less 3. Other influences-Balances of the remaining items of the consolidated balance 
sheet of the banking system; changes are chiefly due to fluctuation in items 
in the course of settlement within the banking system, in profit and loss ac
counts and inter-bank claims and liabilities. 

less 4. Monetary capital formation with banks from domestic sources : (a) lime 
deposits with maturities of 4 years and over, (b) savings deposits, (c) bank 
savings bonds, (d) bearer bonds outstandings, and (e) capital and reserves. 

less 5. Central bank deposits of German Public Authorities. 

Ml 

M2 

Total Money 
Supply 

Money Slipply 

Money 

Quasi-money 

Money supply 

Overall liquidity 

Source : Monthly Report of the Deutsche Bundesbank. 

Currency in circulation outside the banks and demand deposits with deposit money 
banks. • 
Ml plus time deposits with the banks upto one and half years' maturity. 

Currency in circulation and deposit money from-(I) local self-Governments, (2) 
Semi-Government entities, (3) U.S. Government entities, (4) Business and indivi
duals, and (5) cashiers' and managers' cheques less cheques and other item~. 

Factors Arrecting Money Supply 

1. Foreign Assets (net), 
2. Claims on Government Sector (ne!), 
3. Claims on Private Sector, 
4. Quasi-money and Marginal Deposits, and 
5. Other items (net). 

Source: Philippines Financial Statistics 

-Note and coin circulation and sight deposits with (a) registered banks, (b) credit 
co-operatives, (c) agricultural credit institutions, (d) po~tal-cheque cffices, 
(e) the Treasury and (f) the Bank of France. 

-Time deposits with registered banks, credit co-operatives, agricultural credit 
institutions, the Banqlle Frallcaise dll Commerce Exteriellr (BFCE) and the 
Treasllry-medillm-term bonds (bonds de caisse) issued by registered banks, 
credit co-operatives and the BFCE, and bills of the National Agricultural Credit 
Bank. Savings-book accounts and housing-savings accounts with registered 
banks, credit co-operatives, agricultural credit institutions and the BFCE. 

-Money and quasi-money 

-Money supply plus deposits with savings institutions and Treasury bil1~. 

Source: 1be Money Supply Economic Activity and Prices: BaDk for International Settlement-Basle 
September 1972. 

--- ... ---
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APPENDIX-1lI 

DETAILS OF THE NEW METHODOLOGY OF COMPILATION OF MONEY STOCK (Ml) 
COMPONENTS AND ITS SOURCES OF CHANGE 

III. A. Moaey Stock (Ml) aod Its Components 

PRESENT METHOD 

A •. Currency witb tbe Public (a+b~--4) 

(a) Notes in circulation (As Per RBI 
Statement) 

(b) Circulation of Rupee coin and 
smaUcoins 

Less (e) Currency returned by Pakistan 

Less (d) Cash on hand with banks (com
mercial banks, and State co-opera
tive banks) 

B. Demand Deposits (a+b+c) 

(a) Demand deposits of scheduled 
commercial banks 

(b) Demand deposits of non-schedul
ed commercial banks 

(e) Deman4 liabilities of State co
operative banks (including inter
bank deposits) 

NEW METHOD EXPLANATION 

A. Currency witb tbe Public (a + ~-d) 

(a) Notes in circulation (As Per 
RBI Statement) 

(b) Circulation of Rupee coin and 
small coins 

Less(e) Currency returned by Pakistan. 

Less (d) Cash on hand with banks 
(commercial banks, State co
operative banks, central co
operative banks and primary 
co-oPerative banks consisting 
of urban co-operative banks 
and salarY earners' societies) 

B. Demand Deposits(a+b+c+d+e+f) 

(a) Demand deposits of schedul
ed commercial banks 

(b) Demand deposits of non
scheduled commercial banks 

(e) Demand deposits of State co
operative banks 

(d) Demand deposits of central 
co-operative banks 

(e) Demand deposits of urban 
co-operative banks 

(f) Demand deposits of salary 
earners' societies 

With the wider coverage of the 
co-operative banking sector, 
cash on hand with central 
operative banks, urban co
operative banks and salary 
earners' societies is also now 
included in cash on hand with 
banks. 

So far, as the deposits of other 
co-operative institutions, that is, 
Central and urban cooperative 
banks were not included in 
money supply due to non
availability of data, the entire 
amount of demand liabilities 
(including inter-bank deposits) 
of State co-operative banks were 
included in demand deposits,' 
Under the revised series, only 
demalld deposits (excluding inter
bank and other liabilities) of 
State co-operative banks are 
taken into account. In addi
tion, demand deposits of Cent
ral co-operative banks, urban 
co-operative banks and salary 
earners' societies received from 
'other co-operative societies,' 
individuals, firms and associa
tions are also separately in
cluded in the revised compila
tiOn of Demand deposits. Here 
'other co-operative societies, 
mean those that have not ac
quired the status of a 'co
operative bank.' 

C. Other Deposits with RBI (a--b---c--d) C Other Deposits with RBI (a-~) 

(a) Total 'other deposits' with RBI (as 
per RBI's Weekly Statement of 
Affairs-Banking De,artment) 

Less (b) IMF Deposits with RBI in Account 
No.1 

Less (e) RBI Employees' Pension Fund, 
Provident Fund and Co-operative 
Guarantee Fund 

Less (d) Compulsory Deposits with RBI 
[collected under AddU Emolu
ments (Compulsory Deposits) Act, 
1974 and Compulsory Deposits 
Scheme (Income Tax Payers) Act, 
1974] 

Money Supply with the Public(A+B+C) 

(a) Total 'other deposits' with 
RBI (as per RBI's Weekly 
Statement of Affairs-Bank
ing Department) 

Less(b) IMF Deposits with RBI Ac
count No.1. 

Less(e) RBI Employees' Pension 
Fund, Provident Fund and 
Co-operative Guarantee Fund. 

Less(d) Compulsory Deposits with 
RBI [Collected under Addl. 
Emoluments(Compulsory De
posits) Act, 1974 and Compul
sory Deposit Scheme (Income 
Tax Parers) A.ct, 1974] 

Money Supply witb the Public (MI) (A+ B+C) 
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APPENDIX-Ill (Contd.) 

III-B. Sources of Cbaoge of MODeY Stock (Ml) 

PRESENT METHOD 

I. Net Bank Credit to Government Sector 
(A+B) 

(A) RBI's net credit to Government 
Sector (1-2) 
1. RBI's Aggregate Financial Assets 

(i) Loans and advances to State 
Governments 

(ii) Rupee Securities 
(iii) Bills purchased and discounted. 
(iv) Investments (Total) 

Minus (a) Other investments i.e. other 
than Govt. securities 
(II A (a) below) 

(v) Rupee coin held in the Issue De
partment 

(vi) Notes and coins held in the 
Banking Department. 

Minus (a) Notes held in Banking Depart
ment 

NEW METHOD 

I. Net Bank Credit to Government 
Sector (A + B) 

(A) RBI's ent credit to Government 
Sector (1-2) 

I. RBI's Aggregate Financial Assets 

Central Government 
(i) Rupee Securities 

(ii) Bills purchased and discoun
ted 

(iii) Investments (Total) 

Minus (a) Investments other than Govt. 
securities and 

(b) Foreign securities held in 
Investment Account. 

(iv) Rupee coin held in the 
Issue Department 

(v) Notes and coins held in the 
Banking Department 

Minus Notes held in Banking 
Department 

State Governlllent 

(i) Loans and advances to 
State Governments. 

EXPLANATION 

(1) A minor adjustment has 
been made in the new series 
with respect to investments 
in foreign securities (IBRD 
shares Commonwealth bo
nds, and deposits with West 
German Postal organisa
tion) held in Investment Ac
count of Banking Dept, for 
accounting reasons. This 
is now shown as a deduc
tion from 'Total invest
ments' and is included in 
Foreign Exchange Assets 
ofRB!. 

(2) Also RBI's claims on Govt. 
and Government balances 
have been split up into 
those in respect of Central 
and State Governments. 

2. Government Deposits with RBI 0) + Oi) 2. Government Deposits with RBI 
0) + Oi) 

(i) Deposits of Central Government. 
(ii) Deposits of State Governments. 

(B) Other Banks' Credit to Government 
Sector 0 + ii + iii) 

(i) Scheduled Banks' Investments in 
Government securities. 

(ii) Non-scheduled Banks' Investments 
in Government securities (Central) 
(State) 

(iii) State Co-oPerative Banks' Invest
ments in Government securities. 

(i) Deposits of Central Government. 
(ii) Deposits of State Governments 

(B) Other Banks' Credit to Government 
Sector(i + ii +iii+ iv + v +vi) 

(i) Scheduled Banks' investments in 
Government securities. 

(ij) Non-scheduled Banks' investments 
in Government securities (Central) 
(State) 

(iii) State Co-operate Banks' Invest
ments in total Government securi
ties. 

(iv) Central Co-operative Banks' In
vestments in total Government 
securities. 

(v) Urban Co-operative Banks' In
vestments in total Government 
securities. 

(vi) Salary Earners' Societies' Invest
ments in total Government 
securities. 

Investments of central co-opera
tive banks urban co-op. banks 
and salary earners' societies in 
Central and State Government 
securities about which infor
mation is available now are 
also taken into account for com
piling bank credit to Govern
ment in the revised series. 
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APPENDIX-Ill-B--{Confd.) 

PRESENT METHOD NEW METHOD EXPLANATION 

II. Total Bank Credit to Commercial Sector II. Total Bank Credit to Commercial 
(A + B) Sector (A + B) 

(A) RBI's credit to commercial sector 
(a + b + C) 

(a) RBI's Investments in (i + ii) 

0) Shares/bonds of ARDC, DIC, IDBI, 
UTI, SFCs, IFCI, ordinary debentures 
of co-operative sectors etc. (excluding 
SBI) 

(ii) CLMB debentures 

(b) Loans to IDBI, SFCs, ARDC, etc. 
and 'Others.' 

(c) Internal Bills (under the Bills Redis
counting Scheme) 

(A) RBI's credit to commercial sector 
(a + b + C) 

(a) RBI's Investments in (i + ii) 

(;) Shares/bonds of ARDC, DIC, 
UTI, SFCs IFC, ordinary deben
tures of co-operative sector (ex
cluding SBI) 

(ij) CLMB debentures. 

(b) Loans to IDBI, SFCs, ARDC and 
'Others.' 

(c) Internal Bills (under the Bills Re
discounting Scheme) 

B. Other Banks' Credit to Commercial 
Sector 0+2+3+4) 
1. Scheduled commercial banks 

B. Other Banks' Credit to Commer- A major change effected in new series 
cialSectorO+2+3+4+5+6+1) is to dispense with adjustments being 

Minus 
Minus 
Minus 

Minus 
Minus 

2. 

(i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 
(vi) 

(vii) 

(viii) 
(ix) 

Bank Credit 
Due from banks 
Money at call and short
notice 
Balances with other banks 
inC/A 

Inter Bank demand deposits 
Inter Bank time deposits 
Inter Bank demand borrow-
ings 
Inter Bank time borrowings 
Borrowings from SBI, IDBI, 
ARDCetc. 

Non-scheduled Banks 

(i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

Bank Credit 
Due from banks 
Money at call and short 
notice 
Balances with the agent 
of RBI etc. inC/A 

Minus (v) Inter Bank demand deposits 
Minus (vi) Inter Bank time deposits 
Minus (vii) Due to other banks 

3. 

Minus 

State Co-operative Banks 

(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 

(iv) 

Bank Credit 
Due from banks 
Money at call and short 
notice 
Balances with other banks 
inC/A 

(v) Borrowings from SBI, ARDC 
etc. 

1. Scheduled commercial banks- made in bank credit in regard to inter-
Bank Credit bank assets and inter-bank liabilities. 

2. Non-scheduled commercial 
banks - Bank Credit 

With the extension of coverage of 
banking data in the money supply 
compilation to central and primary co
operative banks which have been 

3. State Co-operative Banks - hitherto excluded for want of timely 
Bank Credit availability of comprehensive data, it 

is found that inter-bank assets and 
4. Central Co-operative banks - liabilities cancel out except for certain 

Bank Credit inter-bank tramactions in transit or 
some other errors and omissions, which 
if any, should figure under other net 

5. Urban Co-operative Banks - non-monetary liabilities. Similarly, 
Bank Credit no adjustment of borrowings from 

IDBI and ARDC which used to 
6. Salary Earners' Societies - \Ie deducted from bank credit is 

Bank Credit made now. Such adjustments were 
made to obviate any double counting 
of bank credit financed from borrow
ings from IDBI/ARDC which in turn, 
obtain financial accommodation from 
RBI. RBI lending to IDBI/ARDC is 
reckoned in computation of 'RBI credit 
to commercial sector.' However, 
sources of funds of IDBI/ARDC 
comprise, in addition to borrowings 
from RBI, paid-up capital and reserves, 
borrowings from Govt. borrowings by 
way of bonds, etc. Conceptually only 
that part of credit which has been out 
of the funds from RBI should be de
ducted from the amount of bank credit 
by commercial banks. It is difficult to 
sift the amount lent by IDBI and 
ARDC out of their borrowings from 
RBI. Again, borrowings of State co
operative banks from State Govern-
ments are ignored as these are pri
marily meant for commercial activities 

Minus (vi) 
Minus (vii) 

Inter-Bank demand 1lorrowings 
Inter-Bank time borrowings 

undertaken for and on behalf of Go
vernments. 
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pRESENT METHOD 

4. 'Other Investments' *of commer
cial banks (Form XII) 

APPENDlX-lll-B (CoI/td.) 

NEW METHOD 

7. 'Other Investments'· of com-
mercial banks, state co-opera
tive banks, central co-op. 
banks and primary co-op. 
banks (Section 42 Return and 
Return submitted by central 
and urban co-op. banks) 

EXPLANATION 

·Comprise Securities of local authorities, 
shares/debentures of public sector and 
private sector corporations etc. 

m. Net Foreign Excbange Assets of 
Banking Sedor (a + b) 

(a) Net foreign exchange assets of 
RBI 

(i) 
(ij) 
(iii) 

Minus (iv) 

Foreign securities 
Gold coin and Bullion 
Balances held abroad 

IMF NcNo.l 

III. Net Foreign Exchange Assets of 
Banking Sector (a+ b) 

(a) Net foreign exchange assets of 
RBI 

(i) Foreign securities 
(ii) Gold coin and Bullion 

(iii) Balances held abroad 
(iv) Foreign securities held in 

Investment A/c 
Minus (v) IMF Nc No.1 

Minus (v) Special currency with- Plus(vi) Quota subscription in rupees 
drawn from Gulf States [included in item (a) (v) ] 
(held under 'other' de-
posits of RBI, if any) 

(b) Net Foreign Exchange Assets 
of Banks 

(b) Foreign Exchange Assets of 

(Authorised Dealers' Balances) 
Banks (Authorised Dealers' 
Balances) 

IV. Govt.' s net currency liabilities to the 
public (H ii) 

IV. Govt. 's currency liabilities to tbe 
public (H ii) 

(i) Circulation of rupee coins 

(ij) Circulation of small coins 

(i) Circulation ofrupee coins 

(ii) Circulation of smaIl coins 

V. Non-monetary Liabilities of 
Banking Sector (a+b+c) 

V. Non-monetary Liabilities of 
Banking Sector (a + b+ c) 

(a) Time Deposits of Banks 

(i) Time Deposits of 
scheduled commercial banks 

(ii) Time deposits of non
scheduled commercial banks 

(i ii) Time liabilities of State 
co-op. banks 
(including inter-bank) 

(a) Time Deposits of Banks 

(i) Time deposits of scheduled 
commercial banks 

(ii) Time deposits of non-scheduled 
commercial banks 

(iii) Time deposits of State co-op. 
banks 

(iv) Time deposits of central co-op. 
banks 

(v) Time deposits of urban co-op. 
banks 

The amount of foreign secuntJes 
(mRD shares, Common-wealth bonds 
and deposits with West German Postal 
Organisation) which hitherto formed 
part of Net Bank Credit to Govt. is 
now included in foreign assets. 
Secondly, quota subscriptions and 
some other payments to the Fund in 
rupees credited to IMF A/c No. 1 are 
not netted against total foreign assets 
since there is no corresponding rise 
in foreign assets. These quota and 
other payments are now included 
under non-monetary liabilities of RBI. 

(vi) Time deposits of salary earners' 
societies 

(b) Net Non-Monetary liabilities 
of RBI 

(i) Capital 
(i i) Reserves 

(b) Net Non-Monetary Liabilities of 
RBI 

(j) Capital 
(i i) Reserves 

The portion of India's IMF quota and 
other payments excluded from foreign 
liabilities is now included under RBI's 
non-monetary liabilities. 



(iii) 

(iv) 

PRESENT METHOD 

Contributions to National 
Funds with RBI 
RBI Employees' Pension 
Fund, Provident Fund, 
RBI Employees' Co-op. 
Guarantee Fund 

/ 

APPENDIX-m-B (Concld.) 

NEW METHOD 

(iii) Contributions to National 
Funds with RBI 

(iv) RBI Employees' Co-op. Gua
rantee Fund, RBI Employees' 
Pension Fund, Provident Fund 

(v) Compulsory deposits with RBI 
[collected under Additional Emo-

(v) Compulsory deposits with luments (Compulsory Deposits) 
RBI [collected under Addi- Act, 1974 and Compulsory 
tional Emoluments (Compul- Deposits Scheme Oncome Tax 
sory Deposits) Act, 1974 and Payers) Act, 1974] 
Compulsory Deposits (vi) Other liabilities i.e. 
Scheme (Income Tax (a) Bills payable 
Payers) Act, 1974] (b) Other Liabilities 

(vi) Other liabilities i.e. 

(a) Bills payable 

(b) Other liabilities 

Minus (vii) Other Assets 

Plus (viii) Indian currency returned 
by Pakistan awaiting ad
justment 

(vii) Indian Currency returned by 
Pakistan awaiting adjustment 

(viii)IMF Quota subscription and 
other payments in rupees in
cluded in IMF Alc No. 1. 

Plus (ill) Ad hoc items if any (ill) Ad hoc items if any 
Minus(x) Other Assets. 

(c) Non-identifiable net non-mo
netary liabilities of banks (Resi
dual) 

(c) Other net non-monetary liabi
lities of commercial and co-ope
rative banks (Derived) 

33 

EXPLANATION 
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APPENDIX-IV 

DETAILS OF THE CONSTITUENT ITEMS OF COMPONENTS AND 
SOURCES OF CHANGE IN RESERVE MONEY 

COMPONENTS 

(a) Currency with the public 

(b) Banks' Reserves (i + ii) 
(i) Commercial and co-operative banks balances with 

RBI 

(ii) Cash with commercial and co-operative banks 

(c) Other Deposits 

Reserve Money (a+ b+c) 

SOURCES OF CHANGE 

L Reserve Bank's claims on Goyernment 
1. Rupee Securities 
2. Treasury Bills purchased/discounted 
3. Investments (Total) 

Less Other investments including foreign securities 
held under Investment a/c in Banking Depart
ment. 

4. Rupee coin in Banking and Issue Departments 
s. Loans & advances to State Governments 

Less 6. Central Government Deposits with RBI 
Less 7. State Governments Deposits with RBI 

IL RBI's claims on commercial and co-operati,e banks 

1. Loans and advances: 

(a) to commercial banks 

(b) to State co-operative banks 

m. Claims on commercla1 sector 

1. Investments in bonds/shares of UTI, IFCI, SFC 
etc. and co-operative bank debentures. 

2. Loans to lOBI, ARDC and 'others.' 
3. Internal Bills purchased and discounted (under 

the Bills Rediscounting Scheme) 

IV. Reserve Bank's Net Foreign Assets 

1. Gold coin and bullion 
2. Foreign securities 
3. Balances held abroad 
4. Foreign securities held under 'Investment' ac

count 
Less 5. IMF A/c No.1 
Plus 6. Portion of India's quota to IMF and other 

payments included in item IV (5) above. 

V. Go,ernment's currency liabilities to Public 

VI. Reserve Bank's net non-monetary liabilities 

1. Capital 
2. Reserve 
3. Contribution to National Funds 
4. Employees' Provident, Pension and Co-operative 

Guarantee Funds. 
5. Bills payable 
6. Other liabilities 
7. Balances under compulsory deposit scheme 
8. Portion of IMF quota and other payments held 

under IMP account No. 1 
9. Currency returned from Pakistan awaiting 

adjustment 
10. Ad hoc items 

Less 11. Other assets 
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DATA RELATING TO CHEQUEABLE PORTION OF POST OFFICE SAVINGS BANK DEPOSITS 
(CIRCLE-WISE) 

(Amount in lakhs of rupees) 

1972-73 1973-74 

Total Balance Total Balance Total Balance Total Balance 
number of in post number of in Col~4) Col. (5) number of in post number of in Col. (10) (Col. (11) 

Name of the circle post office office cheque cheque as 00 of as %of post office office cheque cheque as % of as %of 
savings savings facility facility Col. (2) Col. (3) savings savings facility facility Col. (8) Col. (9) 

bank bank accounts accounts bank bank accounts accounts 
accounts accounts accounts accounts 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1. Andhra Pradesh 813330 2484 575 17 0.07 0.68 858TT6 1975 599 16 0.07 0.81 

2. Gujarat 591976 3660 852 4 0.14 0.11 683535 4096 1441 5 0.21 0.12 

3. Kerala 561798 1869 2063 40 0.37 2.14 615436 2262 2500 47 0.41 2.08 

4. Karnataka 544240 1280 450 201 0.08 15.70 572140 1676 582 225 0.10 13.42 

5. Madhya Pradesh 751995 3566 734 192 0.10 5.38 855409 3927 941 229 0.11 5.83 

6. Maharashtra .. 2880588 2120 5189 7 0.18 0.33 2903913 7395 5282 11 0.18 0.15 

7. Orissa 459117 2433 4369 11 0.95 0.45 475335 9755 1326 15 0.28 0.15 

8. Rajasthan 5TT432 1722 742 21 0.13 1.22 616743 3344 838 26 0.14 0.78 

9. Tamil Nadu .. 1791402* 3968 -'t 158 24 0.06 0.60 1966000· 4849· 1239 29 0.06 0.60 

10. Jammu & Kashmir ., 184548· 1449· 84 Neg. Neg. 198616* 1471* 162 Neg. Neg. 

11. North-west Circle .. 2118950 17649 2960 581 0.14 3.29 2265659 21837 3635 643 0.16 2.94 

12. Uttar Pradesh .. 4570955* 24523* 2996 428 0.07 1.75 4873993* 27349* 3404 364 0.07 1.33 

13. West Bengal .. 2224244* 14337* 6457 1095 0.29 7.64 2368996· I 54n· n31 1167 0.33 7.54 

14. Bihar .. 1609093· 10845* 1739128· 12659· 

15. Delhi 534741· 4061* 596670* 4432* 

16. North-Eastern .. 652932* 3786* 702860* 4122* 

Data supplied by Post Master General. w * Figures taken from "Statistical Tables Relating to Banks in India", v. 



Name of the circle 

I. Andhra Pradesh 

2 Gujarat .. 

3. Kerala .. 

4. Kamataka 

5. Madhya Pradesh 

6. Maharashtra 

7. Orissa .. 
8. Rajasthan 

9. Tamil Nadu 

10. Jammu & Kashmir 

II. North-West Circle 

12. Uttar Pradesh .. 

13. West Bengal 

14. Bihar 

15. Delhi 

Total number of post 
office savings bank 

accounts 

14 

933265 

775327 

671964 

612338 

926881 

2978581 

551034 

626661 

APPENDIX-V-(Conc/d) 

Balance in post 
office savings bank 

accounts 

15 

2881 

3849 

2285 

1767 

4043 

12273 

2293 

2063 

1974-75 

Total number of 
cheque facility 

accounts 

16 

675 

1307 

3046 

797 

1123 

2236 

3723 

999 

1430 

116 

4415 

4094 

9325 

Balance in cheque 
facility 

accounts 

17 

22 

10 

90 

267 

195 

71 

9 

30 

59 

711 

683 

1510 

(Amount in lakhs of rupees) 

Col. (16) as% of 
Col (14) 

18 

0.07 

0.17 

0.45 

0.13 

0.12 

0.08 

0.68 

0.16 

Col. (17) as % of 
Col (15) 

19 

0.76 

0.26 

3.94 

15.11 

4.82 

0.58 

0.39 

1.45 

W 
0\ 
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APPENDIX - VI 

APPORTIONMENT OF SAVINGS DEPOSITS INTO DEMAND 

Year (at the end of March) 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

AND TIME DEPOSITS 

Demand 
Liability 
Portion 

2 

181.71 

215.51 

252.37 

420.25 

517.07 

650.66 

779.72 

902.12 

940.88 

1091.27 

1290.65 

1549.55 

1850.44 

2265.79 

2653.58 

Savings Deposits 

Time 
Liability 
Portion 

3 

100.10 

118.19 

140.40 

63.46 

70.61 

75.32 

61.30 

65.55 

172.09 

197.19 

228.75 

272.54 

321.12 

378.29 

431.44 

Total 

4 

281.81 

333.70 

392.77 

483.71 

587.68 

725.98 

841.02 

967.67 

I112,97 

1288.46 

1519.40 

1822.09 

2171.56 

2644.08 

3085.02 

SOURCE : Form XlI returns received by the Reserve Bank from Commercial Banks. 

(Rupees Crores) 

Percentage to Total 

Demand 
Liability 
Portion 

5 

64.5 

64.6 

64.3 

86.9 

88.0 

89.6 

92.7 

93.2 

84.5 

84.7 

84.9 

85.0 

85.2 

85.7 

86.0 

Time 
Liability 
Portion 

6 

35.5 

35.4 

35.7 

13.1 

12.0 

10.4 

7.3 

6.8 

15.5 

15.3 

15.1 

15.0 

14.8 

14.3 

14.0 



APPENDIX - vn w 
go 

DISTRIBUTION OF LIMITS AND OUTSTANDING CREDIT· OF SCHEDULED COMMERCIAL BANKS ACCORDING TO TYPE OF ACCOUNT 
(As on the last Friday) (Rupees Crores) 

Type of Account 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 

Limits Out-; 3 as % Limits Out-~ 6 as % Limits Out-~ 9 as% Limits Out-~ 12 as % Limits Out-~ 15 as% Limits Out~ 
stand- of2 • stand- of5 • stand- of8 * stand- of 11 • stand- of 14 • stand- 18 as% 

• ings ings ings ings ings ings of 17 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Cash Credits .. .. ). 1120 722 64.5 1264 829 65.6 1474 914 62.0 1862 1036 55.6 2141 1199 56.0 2214 1338 58.8 Overdrafts 
Demand loans 
Term loans 
Packing Credit 
Exports Bills Discount-
ed/Purchased Internal ~ 563 302 53.6 610 331 54.3 678 344 50.8 777 505 64.9 853 582 68.2 947 626 66.1 
Bills Purchased/Dis-
counted Advances 
Against Import Bills 
Unclassified 

Total Credit .. 1683 1024 60.8 1873 1160 61.9 2152 1258 58.5 2640 1540 58.3 2994 1781 59.5 321 1964 61.0 

December 1972 June 1973 December 1973 June 1974 December 1974 
Type of Account 

Limits Out- 3 as % Limits Out- 6as % Limits Out- 9as % Limits Out- 12as % Limits Out- 15 as% 
standings of2 standings of 5 standings of8 standings of 11 standings of 14 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

Cash Credits 4610 2545 55.2 5064 2887 57.0 5412 3018 55.8 5937 3403 57.3 5714 3440 60.2 
Overdrafts 960 480 50.0 897 465 51.8 1047 596 56.9 1167 619 53.0 1065 660 62.0 
Demand Loans 463 331 71.5 540 349 64.6 622 423 68.0 740 442 59.7 586 447 16.3 
Term Loans 839 601 71.6 974 105 72.4 1067 832 18.0 1280 924 72.2 1354 1020 75.3 
Packing Credit 400 210 52.5 532 295 55.5 583 340 58.3 655 380 58.0 660 343 52.0 
Exports Bills Purchased/ 
Discounted 526 212 40.3 489 223 45.6 580 300 51.7 640 337 52.7 601 360 59.9 
Internal Bills Purchased/ 
Discounted 1538 632 41.1 1658 799 48.2 1790 842 47.0 2191 1134 51.8 2097 1023 48.8 
Advances Against Import 
Bills .. 303 30 9.9 244 35 14.3 267 44 16.5 271 51 18.8 275 59 21.5 
UnClassified 63 11 17.5 31 13 41.9 

Total Credit 9702 5051 52.1 10428 5771 55· 3 11370 6396 56.3 12881 7289 56.6 12352 7352 59·5 

Food Procurement Credit .. 701 159 22.7 701 468 66.8 352 352 100.0 951 523 55·0 992 203 20.5 
Excluding Food Procurement 
Credit 9001 4892 54,3 9727 5303 54,5 11018 6044 54,9 11930 6766 56.7 11360 7143 62·9 

* Total of approved limits as at the end of the year. ! Average of month-end Bank credit outstandings during the year. 
Source : For years upto 1965, culled out from the survey of "Debits to deposit aCCounts with Scheduled Commercial Banks, 1961-65," Reserve Bank of India Bulletin, 

Februar,y 1969, pp. 141-169. For years 1972 to 1914, Basic Statistical Returns (BSR). 
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APPENDIX - VlII 

TRENDS IN TRADE CREDIT OF THE CORPORATE SECTOR 
(Rupees Crores) 

Trade dues and Other Loans and Advances and Borrowings from 
Current Liabilities 1 Debtor Balances 2 Banks 

Sundry Others Total Sundry Others Total Total Debt Exclu-
Creditors Debtors Portion ding 

Debt 
Portion 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

(A) Mediwn and Large Public LiJQited ColJlPllll.ies 
1,333 CoJl1P8llies 

1960-61 .. 417.1 397.2 373.1 

1961-62 .. 458.0 441.6 425.7 

1962-63 .. 511.8 514.6 492.1 

1963-64 .. 565.4 569.9 529.7 

1964-65 .. 636.3 649.5 611.8 

1965-66 .. 698.7 714.5 729.4 

1,501 Companies 

1965-66 .. 525.2 223.6 748.8 488.3 263.7 752.0 800.6 48.5 752.1 

1966-67 .. 615.1 244.8 859.9 544.0 323.9 867.9 942.6 49.1 893.5 

1967-68 .. 683.3 257.8 941.1 613.4 327.1 940.5 1072.2 51.6 1020.6 

1968-69 .. 755.0 272.2 1027.2 723.8 352.2 1076.0 1129.1 61.2 1067.9 

1969-70 .. 847.7 307.2 1154.9 796.8 397.0 1193.8 1202.9 63.5 1139.4 

1970-71 .. 968.5 327.4 1295.3 891.2 431.1 1322.9 1312.3 63.1 1249.2 

1,650 ColIQI8IIfes 

1970-71 .. 1002.9 371.2 1374.1 944.2 452.4 1396.6 1406.8 120.0 1286.8 

1971-72 .. " 1108.5 432.6 1541.1 1026.1 488 45 1514.6 1493.2 125.1 1368.1 

1972-73 .. .. 1202.5 501.3 1703.8 1057.7 541.1 1558.8 1438.1 116.3 1321.8 

1973-74 .. " 1425.8 664.4 2090.2 1131.6 669.4 1801.0 1593.8 127.5 1466.3 

1974-75 .. .. 1846.6 . 778.1 2624.7 1339.4 761.6 2101.0 1911.8 129.1 1782.7 

A (I) : Large Public Limited Companies 
375 Companies 

1973-74 " 918.5 385.3 1303.8 722.0 460.9 1182.9 971.4 83.8 887.6 

1974-75 .. .. 1220.9 453.6 1674.5 886.8 524.8 1411.6 1224.3 82.2 1142.1 

(B) Srqall Public Limited COlllpaDies 
750 Companies 

1970-71 " 20.7 8.2 28.9 19.8 7.5 27.3 11.7 0.7 11.0 

1971-72 .. 23.4 10.5 33.9 22.3 8.9 31.2 12.8 0.8 12.0 

1972-73 .. 23.2 9.2 32.4 22.2 8.8 31.0 12.4 1.0 11.4 

1973-74 .. 24.8 12.9 37.7 22.9 10.8 33.7 14.6 1.2 13.4 
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APPENDIX - VIII (Contd.) 

TRENDS IN TRADE CREDIT OF THE CORPORATE SECTOR 

(Rupees Crores) 

Trade dues and other Loans and Advlinces lind BOITowings from 
Current Liabilities I Dt;btor Balances 2 Banks 

Sundry Others Total Sundry Others Total Total Debt Exclu-
Creditors Dt;btors Portion ding 

Debt 
Portion 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

(C) Medium and Large Private Limited Companies 

" 501 Companies 

1960-61 .. 78.1 100.1 62.6 

1961-62 .. 86.0 107.6 70.2 

1962-63 .. 96.0 121.1 80.5 

1963-64 99.7 131.6 78.5 

1964-65 .. 108.8 142.0 91.5 

1965-66 .. 125.1 153.2 104.6 

761 Companies 

1965-66 .. 80.0 47.7 127.7 86.5 58.9 145.4 100.4 9.2 91.2 

1966-67 .. 97.7 49.3 147.0 98.5 65.6 164.1 112.1 8.8 103.3 

1967-68 106.0 45.8 151.8 112.2 67.8 180.0 126.3 9.3 117.0 

1968-69 112.3 49.8 162.1 123.4 68.3 191.7 132.8 8.7 124.1 

1969-70 125.6 51.4 177.0 128.0 73.9 201.9 147.0 9.0 138.0 

1970-71 136.7 58.7 195.4 135.4 81.4 216.8 169.7 11.5 158.2 

1,001 Companies 

1970-71 165.3 71.5 236.8 158.6 101.5 260.1 210.2 21.0 189.2 

1971-72 183.2 81.1 264.3 174.8 109.0 283.8 225.7 21.4 204.3 

1972-73 195.4 90.5 285.9 184.9 121.1 306.0 238.5 18.9 219.6 

1973-74 231.3 113.3 344.6 210.2 146.8 357.0 288.8 27.3 261.5 

(D) SmaU Private Limited Companies 

1,125 Companies 

1970-71 34.3 17.1 51.4 32.9 21.6 54.5 25.8 2.2 23.6 

1971-72 40.1 17.5 57.6 38.9 23.1 62.0 31.2 2.3 28.9 
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APPENDIX - YlU (Cone/d.) 

TRENDS IN TRADE CREDIT OF THE CORPORATE SECTOR 
(Rupees Crores) 

Trade dues and Olher Loans and Advances and Borrowings from 
Current Liabilities 1 Debtor Balances 2 Banks 

Sundry Others Total Sundry Others Total Total Debt Exleu-
Creditors Debtors Portion ding 

Debt 
Portion 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

(E) Government Companies 

(I) Central Government Companies 

64 Companies 
1970-71 359.3 446.4 805.7 340.3 242.7 583.0 175.3 

1971-72 398.6 580.0 978.6 370.6 265.8 636.4 184.3 

67 Companies 
1971-72 414.3 600.4 1014.7 377.5 304.5 682.0 196.4 196.4 

[ 972-73 475.0 703.4 1178.4 416.6 358.2 774.8 281.8 28[ .8 

82 Companies 
[972-73 498.3 754.3 1252.6 440.3 389.7 830.0 311.7 3[ [.7 

1973-74 787.5 983.5 1771.0 597.4 507.4 1104.8 4[5.3 415.3 

(II) State Government Companies 
67 Companies 

1970-71 28.7 54.1 82.8 24.8 17.1 41.9 35.8 

197[ -72 29.4 42.7 72.1 30.4 18.6 49.0 36.2 
49 Companies 

[97[ -72 27.2 40.7 67.9 29.2 17.6 46.8 35.4 1.7 33.7 

1972-73 3[ .1 46.8 77.9 32.1 22.6 54.7 31.4 2.0 29.4 

61 Companies 
1972-73 383 48.4 86.7 33.1 26.7 59.8 3[ .7 1.9 29.8 

1973-74 48.4 54.5 102.9 35.9 31\4 67.3 33.6 2.4 31.2 

Notes: (I) Trade dues and other current liabilities 
This item is classifi~d under two heads, viz., (i) Sundry creditors, and (ii) others. This break-up is not pre

sented in series J 
Sundry Creditors: This item comprises sundry creditors, liabilities for goods supplied, liabilities for expenses and 

liabilities for oth,,[ finances. 
Other current liabilities: This includes liabilities to subsidiary companies, intere~t on loans, unclaiml'd dividends, 

bills payable, tradl' deposits, managing agents' remuneration payable, share application money (including premium 
received), outstanding payments against ord~rs which are not Classified under sundry creditors. calls in adv~.nce, out
standing liabilities for expenses, 'service deposits', in the ca~e of electricity companies if classified by thf'm under CUrrent 
liabilities and oth 'r liabilitie~ of a Current nattlre. Security deposits from staff are classified under miscellaneous non
current liabilities in S'!ries I (1333 companies) ; bllt in Series II (1501 companies), thes~ have been taken under other 
current liabilities. 

(2) Loans and advances and other debtor balances 
This item consists of (i) Sundry debtors, and (ii) Others. 
Sundry debtors-This item is taken net of provision for bad debts. In Series I, this item is not presented separately. 
Others-This item includes all loans and advances and other debtor balances other than sundry debtors. This item 

covers dividend/interest accrued on investments, loans, loam and advances to subsidiaries, companies undel the same 
management and other loans ana advances including those to staff, balance~ in current account with manaeing ag-nts, 
secretaries and treasurers, bills receivable, prepaid expenses, trade deposits with companies and others, excise duty claims, 
export duty claims, and similar items. Tax credit certificates and cost of entitlements under National Defence Remittance 
Scheme are also included here. 

Sources: 1. Financial Statistics of Joint Stock Companies in India: 1960-61 to 1970-71 .. 
2' Reserve Bank of India Bulletin_December 1973, October 1974, January 1975, June 1975, September 1975, 

November 1975, December 1975, January 1976, March 1976 and April 1976. 
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STATEMENT-I 

INTER-BANK ASSETS AND LIABILITIES FIGURING IN THE PRESENT SERIES OF COMPILATION 
OF BANK CREDIT TO COMMERCIAL SECTOR 

(Rupees Crores) 

1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

l. Scheduled ColllDlercial Banks .. -116 -123 -181 -110 -260 -250 -429 

(i) Bank credit 

(ii) Due from banks 50 45 33 36 42 43 36 

(iii) Money at call and short notice 41 27 52 118 43 179 222 

(iv) Balances with other banks in Cf A 53 75 84 104 123 157 142 

Minus (v) Inter-Bank aemand deposits 123 158 189 215 2061 328 414 
" (vi) Inter-bank time deposits 39 27 40 92 73 J 

" (vii) Inter-bank demand borrowings 29 28 47 74 801 137 194 
" (viii) Inter-bank time borrowings .. 9 8 5 11 19 J 

" (ix) Borrowings from SBI, IDBI ARnC, etC. 60 49 69 76 90 164 221 

2. Non-Scheduled Banks 3 1 1 1 2 1 

(i) Bank credit 

(ll) Due from ba nks 

(iii) Money at call and short notice 

(iv) Balances with the agents of RBI etC. in CIA 2 2 

Minus (v) Inter-bank demand deposits 

" 
(vi) Inter-bank time deposits 

" (vii) Due to other banks 

3. State Co-operative Banks 357 406 454 457 511 614 698 

(i) Bank credit 

(ll) Due from banks 395 444 468 482 521 647 740 

(iii) Money at caU and short notice 10 11 8 15 23 10 11 

(iv) Balances with other banks in CfA 6 6 21 9 11 10 12 

Minus (v) Borrowings from SBI, ARDC, etc. 54 55 41 47 42 51 65 

.. (vi) Inter-bank demand borrowings 

" (vii) Inter-bank time borrowings .. 2 2 2 2 



Last Friday of 

1970 
March 

June 

September 

December 

1971 
March 

June 

September 

December 

1972 
March 

June 

September 

December 

1973 
March 

June 

September 

December 

STATEMENT-2 

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF MONEY STOCK MEASURES-PRESENT AND NEW SERIES 

(Rupees Crores) 

New Series Present Series 

Ml and components M2&.·. M3 & ... M4 & ... Money supply with the public 
and components 

AMR& ... 

Currency Demand Other Ml 
with deposits deposits (2 +3 + 

Post M2 Time M3 
office (5 +6) deposits (5 +8) 

Total M4 Currency Demand Other Total Time Total 
Post (9+10) with deposits deposits (12+13 deposits (15+16) 

the with with 4) savings with office the with with +14) with 
public(l) banks(2) RBI bank deposits banks(3) deposits(4) public banks RBI Banks 

2 3 

3995 2483 

.. 4150 2599 

.. 3985 2686 

.. 4157 2745 

.. 4367 2910 

.. 4575 3031 

.. 4471 3066 

.. 4563 3284 

.. 4800 3441 

.. 4948 3719 

.. 4669 3691 

.. 4907 3996 

.. 5420 4213 

.. 5789 4415 

5590 4496 

.. 5778 4677 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

58 6536 897 7433 3103 9639 996 10635 4010 2318 

50 6799 885 7684 3270 10069 1003 11072 4170 2414 

58 6729 904 7633 3392 10121 1044 11165 3998 2503 

63 6965 912 7877 3546 10511 1079 11590 4170 2561 

44 7321 990 8311 3637 10958 1184 12142 4383 2713 

32 7638 960 8598 3851 11489 1181 12670 4591 2839 

41 7578 982 8560 3954 11532 1245 12777 4478 2882 

66 7913 988 8901 4334 12247 1299 13546 4577 3017 

~ 

79 8320' 1046 9366 4370 12690 1416 14106 4822 3237 

66 8733 1024 9757 4683 13416 1443 14859 4979 3478 

51 8411 1034 9445 4944 13355 1515 14870 4678 3445 

56 8959 1037 9996 5228 14187 1604 15791 4927 3733 

51 9684 1107 10791 5349 15033 1772 16805 5444 3918 

40 10244 1086 11330 5747 15991 1803 17794 5829 4093 

45 10131 1115 11246 6146 16277 1895 18172 5613 4163 

39 10494 1131 11625 6445 16939 2020 18959 5801 4345 

14 15 16 17 

58 6387 2950 9337 

50 6634 3098 9732 

58 6559 3225 9784 

63 6794 3368 10162 

44 7140 3448 10588 

32 7462 3660 11122 

41 7401 3908 11309 

66 1720 4140 11860 

79 8138 4176 12314 

66 8523 4476 12999 

51 8175 4709 12884 

56 8716 4992 13708 

51 9413 5102 14515 

40 9962 5491 15453 

45 9821 5878 15699 

39 10185 6158 16343 
~ 
t....) 



STATEMENT-2 (Concld.) ~ 
~ 

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF MONEY STOCK MEASURES-PRESENT AND NEW SERIES 

(Rupees Crores) 

New Series Present Series 

Ml and components M2&.·· Ma & ... M, & ... Money supply with the public AMR & ... 
and components 

Last Friday of ----------
Currency Demand Other Ml Post M2 Tim:! Ms Total M, Currency Demand Other Total Time Total 

with deposits deposits (2 + 3 + office (5 +6) deposits (5 +8) Post (9+10) with deposits deposits (12 + 13 deposits (15 + 16) 
the with with 4) savings with office the with with +14) with 

pubJic(l) banks(2) RBI banks banks(3) deposits(4) public banks RBI banks 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 

1974 

March 6308 4819 45 11172 1252 12424 6399 17571 2272 19843 6336 4467 45 10848 6104 16952 

June 6552 5172 47 11771 1171 12942 6766 18537 2260 20797 6603 4800 47 11450 6459 17909 

September 6079 5130 56 11265 1182 12447 7184 18449 2344 20793 6105 4760 56 10920 6864 17784 

December 6138 5376 49 11563 1162 12725 7384 18947 2411 21358 6169 5009 49 11227 7063 18290 

1975 

March 6348 5485 78 11911 1221 13132 7551 19462 2571 22033 6378 5101 78 11557 7226 18783 

June 6662 5816 65 12543 1161 13704 8030 20573 2581 23154 6707 5414 65 12187 7682 19869 

September 6JI4 5906 43 12263 1171 13434 8356 20619 2686 23305 6345 5540 43 11928 8078 20006 

Dccember® .. 6469 6082 60 12611 1166 13777 8730 21341 2769 24110 6477 5743 60 I 22RO 8435 20715 

1976@ 

March 6701 6312 54 13067 1279 14346 9090 22157 2988 25145 6735 5893 54 12682 8706 21389 

June 7254 6721 46 14021 1223 15244 9908 23929 3012 26941 7302 6276 46 13624 9483 23107 

September 7097 6922 75 14094 1243 15337 10671 24711 3122 27833 7129 6462 75 13665 10182 23847 

-----------------------
(I) Comprises Notes in circulations and Circulation of Rupee and Small Coins. 
(2) Include m:linly Current deposits and demand liabilities portion of savings bank deposits. 
(3) Largely comprise fixed deposits, cash certificates cummulative and recurring deposits and time liability portion of savings bank deposits. 
(4) Includc Post Offic~ Savings Banh deposits, Post Office CummuJative time deposits, Post Office Recurring deposits and Post Office time deposit~. 
@ Provisional 
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STATEMENT-3 

COMPONENTS OF MONEY STOCK (Ml) 
(Rupees Crores) 

---------- --
Currency with the Public 

Deposit Money 
with the Public 

---- --------
Ml Total Notes Other 

(3+8) (4+5) in Circula- CiIcula- Cash on Total Net Deposits 
+6-1) Circula- tion of tion of hand (9+10) Demand WIth 

tion Rupee Small with Deposits RBI 
Coins· Coins Banks of Bank 

(A) (B) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) 
---------------

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1970 
March 6536 3995 3800 233 127 165 2541 2483 58 
June 6199 4150 3977 243 131 201 2649 2599 50 
SePtember 6729 3985 3803 232 133 183 2744 2686 58 
December 6965 4157 3962 240 135 180 2808 2745 63 

1971 
March 7321 4367 4169 247 137 186 2954 2910 44 
June · . 7638 4575 4386 260 141 212 3063 3031 32 
September 7578 4471 4254 253 143 179 3107 3066 41 
December 7913 4563 4377 256 146 216 3350 3284 66 

1972 
March 8320 4800 4594 263 148 205 3520 3441 79 
June 8733 4948 4817 2"" 153 293 3785 3719 66 
September 8411 4669 4460 262 1,7 210 3742 3691 51 
December 8959 4907 4751 278 161 283 4057 3996 56 

1973 
March 9684 5420 5210 290 167 247 4264 4213 51 
June 10244 5789 5656 310 172 349 4455 4415 40 
September 10131 5590 5375 305 177 267 4541 4496 45 
December 10494 5778 ~596 30i 182 30i 4716 46i7 39 

1974 
MarCh 11172 6308 6083 314 188 277 4864 4819 45 
June .. 11771 6552 6430 326 194 398 5219 5172 47 
Septemb;:r 11265 6079 5866 313 200 300 5186 5130 56 
December J 1563 6138 5924 317 206 309 5425 5376 49 

1975 ) 

March 11911 6348 6147 322 21'0 331 5563 5485 78 
June · . 12543 6(62 6541 338 215 432 5881 5816 65 
September 12263 6314 6092 325 219 322 5949 5906 43 
Dect"mber@ 12611 E469 6278 328 222 359 6142 6082 60 

19761i 
Mareh 13067 6iOI 6192 331 224 346 6366 6312 54 
Junl:" · . 14021 7254 7094 328 227 395 6767 6721 46 
September 14094 7097 6900 319 227 349 6997 6922 75 

Nofe : (A) Net of the return of about Rs. 43 crores of Indian notes from Pakistan awaiting adjuslment. 
(8) Estimated. 
(e) Figures are as on last day of the month, excluding balances h~ld in small coin deposits. 
tD) Relating to scheduled commercial, non-scheduled commercial, state co-opcrative, 

urban co-operative banks and salary earners' societies. 
central co-operative. 

(E) Relating to net demand deposits of scheduleo commercial, non-scheduled comm~r(.ial state co-cperaliv.:, 
central co-operative, urban co-operativ.: banks and salary earners, societies. 

(F) Excluding balanc.:s held in IMF ale No. I, RBI Employees' Provident Fund, Pension Fund & Co-operative 
Guarantee Fund and som'! extra-ordinary items; the amounts collccted under the Additional Emoluments 
(compulsory deposits) Act 1914 and the Compulsory Deposit Scheme (Income Tax Payers) Act, 1974 are 
also excluded since 16th August 1974 and 13th December 1974 respectively. 

* Includes ten rUPee commemorative coins issued since October 1969. 
@ Provisional. 
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Last Friday of 

1970 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

SePtember 

October 

November 

December 

1971 

January .. 

February .. 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 

STATEMENT-4 
MONEY STOCK MEASURES 

NEW SERIES 

(Rupees Crores) 

Ml & Components M2& ..... . Ms& ..... . 

Currency De
with the mand 
public De-

2 

posits 
with 

Banks 

3 

.. 3995 2483 

.. 4121 2526 

.. 4172 2523 

.. 4150 2599 

.. 4060 2654 

3989 2647 

3985 2686 

.. 4078 2708 

4083 2732 

.. 4157 2745 

4246 2817 

4309 2858 

4367 2910 

.. 4492 2919 

4521 2976 

.. 4575 3031 

4438 3043 

.. 4422 3048 

.. 4471 3066 

.. 4473 3109 

.. 4486 3144 

.. 4563 3284 

Other Ml Post M2 Time Ms Total M4 
Deposits Office Deposits Post 
with (2 +3 +4) Savings (5 +6) with (5+8) Office (9+10) 
RBI Bank Banks Deposits 

4 5 

58 6536 

64 6711 

58 6753 

50 6799 

40 6754 

51 6687 

58 6729 

74 6860 

55 6870 

63 6965 

59 7122 

48 7215 

44 7321 

51 7462 

37 7534 

32 7638 

24 7505 

50 7520 

41 7578 

49 7631 

49 7679 

66 7913 

Deposits 

6 7 8 9 10 11 

897 7433 3103 9639 996 10635 

893 7604 3160 9871 1000 10871 

885 7638 3201 9954 996 10950 

885 7684 3270 10069 1003 11072 

891 7645 3315 10069 1016 11085 

900 7587 3358 10045 1033 11078 

904 7633 3392 10121 1044 11165 

906 7766 3450 10310 1054 11364 

908 7778 3500 10370 1059 11429 

912 7877 3546 10511 1079 11590 

914 8036 3590 10712 1091 11803 

916 8131 3650 10865 1103 11968 

990 8311 3637 10958 1184 12142 

986 8448 3730 11192 1182 12374 

964 8498 3790 11324 1184 12508 

960 8598 3851 11489 1181 12670 

969 8474 3931 11436 1210 12646 

976 8496 3941 11461 1228 12689 

982 8560 3954 11532 1245 12777 

983 8614 4072 11703 1261 12964 

987 8666 4185 11864 1281 13145 

988 8901 4334 12247 1299 13546 



Last Friday of 

1972 

January .. 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October .. 

November 

December 

1973 

January 

February . 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October .. 

November 

December 
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STATEMENT-4 
MONEY STOCK MEASURES--(Contd.) 

(Rupees Crores) 

NEW SERIES 

Ml & Components Ms&······ 

Currency De
with the mand 
public De-

2 

posits 
with 

Banks 

3 

" 4691 3260 

.. 4784 3242 

.. 4800 3441 

.. 4902 3369 

.. 4995 3458 

.. 4948 3719 

.. 4839 3662 

.. 4795 3694 

.. 4669 3691 

.. 4733 3759 

.. 4845 3797 

.. 4907 3996 

.. 5077 3906 

.. 5228 3998 

.. 5420 4213 

.. 5665 4172 

.. 5822 4204 

.. 5789 4415 

.. 5726 4398 

.. 5535 4499 

.. 5590 4496 

.. 5769 4438 

.. 5748 4521 

.. 5718 4677 

Other Ml Post 
Deposits Office 
with (2+3+4) Savings 
RBI Bank 

Deposits 

4 5 6 

(5+6) 

7 

Time Ms Total M, 
Deposits Post 

with (5+8) Office (9+10) 
Banks Deposits 

8 9 10 11 

64 8015 988 9003 4337 12352 1318 13610 

57 8083 987 9070 4386 12469 1331 13800 

79 8320 1046 9366 4370 12690 1416 14106 

76 8347 1041 9388 4501 12848 1426 14274 

71 8524 1027 9551 4518 13102 1429 14531 

66 8733 1024 9757 4683 13416 1443 14859 

57 8558 1029 9587 4778 13336 1473 14809 

76 8565 1032 9597 4853 13418 1495 14913 

51 8411 1034 9445 4944 13355 ISIS 14870 

66 8558 1034 9592 5013 13571 1543 15114 

51 8693 1034 9727 5115 13808 1573 15381 

56 8959 1037 9996 5228 14187 1604 15791 

'. 
38 9021 1039 10060 5282 14303 1635 15938 

42 9268 1042 10310 5325 14593 1662 16255 

51 9684 1107 10191 5349 15033 1712 16805 

45 9882 1099 10981 5534 15416 1780 17196 

46 10072 1083 11155 5629 15701 1781 17482 

40 10244 1086 11330 5747 15991 1803 17794 

44 10168 1098 11266 5894 16062 1835 17897 

37 10011 1111 11182 6029 16100 1868 17968 

45 10131 1115 11246 6146 16277 1895 18172 

34 10241 1117 11358 6238 16479 1933 18412 

40 10309 1125 11434 ~367 16676 1979 18655 

39 10494 1131 11625 6445 16939 2020 1895 
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STATEMENT-4 
MONEY STOCK MEASURES-{Concld.) 

(Rupees Crores) 

NEW SERIES 

Last Friday of 
Ml & Components M2& ..... . M3& ..... . 

Currency De- Other Ml Post M2 Time M3 Total M4 
with the mand Deposits Office Deposits Post 
public De- with (2+3+4) Savings (5+6) with (5+8) Office (9+10) 

posits RBI Bank Banks Deposits 
with Deposits 

Banks 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 

1974 

January .. 5983 4652 38 10673 1132 II 805 6455 17128 2060 19188 
February .. 6145 4690 34 10869 1137 12006 6429 17298 2098 19396 
March 6308 4819 45 11172 1252 12424 6399 17571 2272 19843 
April .. 6538 4899 38 11475 1243 12718 6558 18033 2283 20316 
May .. 6615 5012 54 11681 1182 12863 6663 18344 2248 20592 
June .. 6552 5172 47 11771 II 71 12942 6766 18537 2260 20797 
July .. 6369 5260 55 11684 1178 12862 6908 18592 2290 20882 
August .. .. 6167. 5177 41 11385 1184 12569 7064 18449 2323 20772 
SePtemb;:r .. 6079 5130 56 11265 1182 12447 7184 18449 2344 20793 
O;:tober .. 6II2 5192 37 11341 1174 12515 7227 18568 2367 20935 
November .. 6137 5231 44 11412 1168 12580 7314 18726 2386 21112 
December .. 6138 5376 49 11563 1162 12725 7384 18947 2411 21358 

1975 

January .. .. 6186 5372 54 11612 1157 12769 7489 19101 2436 21537 
February .. 6261 5444 62 11767 1154 12921 7547 19314 2459 21773 
March .. 6348 5485 78 11911 1221 13132 7551 19462 2571 22033 
April .. 6585 5546 51 12182 1196 13378 7729 19911 2569 22480 
May .. 6726 5621 56 12403 1172 13575 7857 20260 2570 22830 
June .. 6662 5816 65 12543 1161 13704 8030 20573 2581 23154 
July 6481 5932 55 12468 1165 13633 8198 20666 2620 23286 
August .. .. 6375 5900 45 12320 1168 13488 8264 20584 2649 23233 
September .. 6314 5906 43 12263 1171 13434 8356 20619 2686 23305 
Octob~r .. .. 6478 5936 48 12462 1168 13630 8566 21028 2705 23733 
Novemberiil 6447 5998 55 12500 1166 13666 8628 21128 2739 23867 
December@ 6469 6082 60 12611 1166 13777 8730 21341 2769 24110 

1976@ 

January .. 6429 6182 59 12670 1163 13833 8921 21591 2792 24383 
February 6578 6215 40 12833 1167 14000 8971 21804 2818 24622 
March 6701 6312 54 13067 1279 14346 9090 22157 2988 25145 
April .. 6974 6472 44 13490 1244 14734 9405 22895 2973 25868 
May 7176 6617 43 13836 1226 15062 9630 23466 2979 26445 
June .. 7254 6721 46 14021 1223 15244 9908 23929 3012 26941 
July .. 7085 6849 53 13987 1232 15219 10135 24122 3056 27178 
August .. 7028 6894 77 13999 1240 15239 10396 24395 3090 27485 
September 7097 6922 75 14094 1243 15337 10617 24711 3122 27833 

@ Provisional 
For details please see foot note to Statements 2 and 3. 



STATEMENT-5 
ANALYSIS OF SOURCES OF CHANGE IN Ml (NEW SERIES) 

(Rupees Crores) 

1970 
Outstanding as on Last Friday of: 

March April May June July August September October November December 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

1. Net Bank Credit to Government (A + B) 4752 4862 4842 4853 4821 4794 4840 4976 4987 4961 

A. RBI's Nct Credit to Government (i-ii) 3496 3607 3574 3577 3465 3405 3440 3561 3548 3519 
(i) Claims on Government (a+b) 3671 3778 3719 3692 3593 3502 3570 3662 3658 3805 

(a) Central Government .. 3459 3561 3506 3537 3506 3392 3423 3448 3465 3589 
(b) State Govemments 212 217 213 155 87 110 147 214 193 216 

(ii) Government Deposits with RBI (a+b) 176 171 145 115 128 97 130 101 111 286 
(a) Central Government .. 168 166 140 109 116 87 122 94 104 279 
(b) State Govemments 8 5 5 7 12 10 8 1 7 7 

B. Other Banks' Credit to Government 1256 1255 1268 1276 1356 1389 1400 1415 1439 1442 

2. Bmk Credit to Commercial Sector (A + B) 5407 5519 5588 5728 5739 5741 5820 5892 5893 6127 

A. RBI's Credit to Commercial Sector 77 80 83 86 101 99 101 101 100 102 
B. Other Banks' Credit to Commercial Sector 

(i + ii + iii) 5330 5439 5505 5642 5638 5642 5719 5191 5793 6025 

(i) Bank Credit by Commercial Banks 3985 4069 4144 4217 4201 4191 4252 4284 4279 4458 
O/which: 

To Public Sector .. . . 
(ii) Bank Credit by Co-operative Banks 928 948 967 987 1000 1009 1023 1032 1053 1017 

(iii) Investment by Commercial and Co-opera-
tive Banks in Other Securities 417 422 394 438 437 442 444 475 461 490 

3. Ne.t Foreign Exchange Assets of Banking SectElr 
(A+B) 584 618 684 672 651 623 633 654 684 626 

A. RBI's Net Foreign Exchange Assets (I) (i-ii) 574 610 681 672 646 622 628 652 667 605 
(i) Gross Foreign Assets 654 688 106 694 668 644 650 674 689 605 
(ii) Non-monetary Foreign Liabilities .. 80 78 25 22 22 22 22 22 22 

B. Other Banks' Net Foreign Exchange Assets 10 8 3 5 1 5 2 17 21 

4. Government's Currency Liabilities to the Publie 360 364 373 374 369 366 365 371 370 375 

5. Non-monetary Liabiilities of Banking Sector 
(A+B+C) 4567 4652 4734 4828 4826 4837 4929 5033 5064 5124 

A. Tim>! Deposits with Banks (2) 3103 3160 3201 3270 3315 3358 3392 3450 3500 3546 
B. Net Non-Monetary Liabilities of RBI (3)/(1) 630 621 640 643 600 561 566 594 619 623 
C. Other Net Non-monetary Liabilities of Banks 

(Derived) (4) 834 871 893 915 911 918 971 989 945 955 
Ml (1+2+3+4-5) 6536 6711 6753 6799 6754 6687 6729 6860 6870 6965 

~ 
\0 



STATEMENT-5 
ANALYSIS OF SOURCES OF CHANGE IN Ml (NEW SERIESHContd.) 

Outstanding as on Last Friday of: 

l. Net Bank Credit to Government (A+B) 
A. RBI's Net Credit to Government (i-ii) 

(i) Claims on Government (a+b) 
(a) Central Government 

• (b) State Governments 
(ii) Government Deposits with RBI (a+b) 

(a) Central Government .. 
(b) State Governments 

B. Other Banks' Credit to Government 

January Feb-

2 

5091 
.. 3639 
.. 3904 
.. 3693 

211 
265 
256 

9 
.. 1452 

ruary 

3 

5140 
3686 
3993 
3755 

238 
307 
302 

5 
1454 

March April 

4 

5264 
3807 
4070 
3820 

250 
264 
251 

13 
1457 

5 

5582 
4126 
4356 
3929 
427 
230 
225 

5 
1456 

May 

6 

5738 
4268 
4334 
3920 

414 
65 
61 
4 

1470 

June 

7 

5782 
4311 
4464 
4005 

1971 

459 
153 
150 

3 
1471 

July 

8 

5718 
4258 
4319 
4152 

167 
61 
54 
7 

1520 

2. Bank Credit to Commercial Sector (A + B) .. 6305 6393 6455 6444 6445 6523 6592 

153 A. RBI's Credit to Commercial Sector 114 120 125 136 148 147 
B. Other Banks' Credit to Commercial Sector 

(i + ii + iii) 6191 6273 6330 6308 6297 6376 6439 

(i) Bank Credit by Commercial Banks 
Of which: 

.. 4593 

(ii) 
(iii) 

To Public Sector .. 
Bank Credit by Co-operative Banks 
Investment by Commercial and Co-opera
tive Banks in Other Securities 

1095 

503 

3. Net Foreign Exchange Assets of Banking Sector 
~+~ m 
A. RBI's Net Foreign Exchange Assets (I) (i-ii) 563 

(i) Gross Foreign Assets 563 
(ii) Non-monetary Foreign Liabilities .. 

B. Other Banks' Net Foreign Exchange Assets 15 

4. Government's Currency Liabilities to the Public 374 

5. Non-monetary Liabilities of Banking Sector 
(A+B+C) 5226 

4647 

1109 

517 

552 

546 
546 

6 

378 

5248 

4692 

1122 

516 

559 

538 
538 

21 

384 

5341 

4688 

1094 

526 

574 

557 
557 

17 

386 

5524 

4689 

1072 

536 

587 

564 
564 

23 

393 

5629 

4774 4826 

1050 1056 

552 557 

581 

562 
562 

19 

401 

5649 

574 

562 
562 

12 

391 

5830 

(Rupees Crores) 

Au- Sept- Oct- Nov- Doc-
gust ember ober ember ember 

9 

5754 
4161 
4222 
4052 

170 
61 
54 
7 

1593 

6568 

155 

6413 

4785 

1071 

557 

583 

575 
575 

8 

389 

5774 

10 

5792 
4166 
4228 
4006 

222 
61 
56 
5 

1626 

II 

5967 
4300 
4464 
4106 

358 
164 
158 

6 
1667 

12 

6061 
4362 
4421 
4046 

375 
59 
55 
4 

1699 

13 

6102 
4357 
4556 
4075 
481 
199 
196 

2 
1745 

6644 6698 6733 7061 

1~ 1M 1M IN 

6468 6528 6563 6882 

4828 4844 

1082 1106 

558 578 

594 

589 
589 

5 

396 

5848 

589 

595 
595 

-6 

401 

6024 

4830 

1131 

602 

599 

591 
591 

8 

401 

5059 

1174 

649 

606 

590 
590 

16 

402 

6115 6258 

A. Time Deposits with Banks (2) .. . . .. 3590 3650 3637 3730 3790 3851 3931 3941 3954 4072 4185 4334 
B. Net Non-Monetary Liabilities of RBI (3)/(1) 662 649 714 711 782 824 852 763 773 812 847 942 
C. Other Net Non-monetary Liabilities of Banks 

(Derived) (4) ., 974 949 990 1083 1057 974 1047 1070 1121 1140 1083 982 
Ml (1+2+3+~) 7122 7215 732} 7462 7534 7638 7505 75%0 7578 7631 7679 7913 

VI o 



STATEMENT-5 
ANALYSIS OF SOURCES OF CHANGE IN Ml (NEW SERIES)-(Contd.) 

(Rupees Crores) 

1972 
Outstanding as on Last Friday of: 

January Feb- March April May June July Au- Sept- Oct- Nov- Dec-
ruary gust ember ober ember ember --2 3 4 5 6 i 8 9 10 II 12 13 

1. Net Bank Credit to Government (A + B) 6232 6268 6444 6189 6905 7016 7108 7094 6953 7252 7357 1372 

A. RBI's Net Credit to Government (i-ii) .. 4472 4521 4689 4972 5103 5189 5063 4919 4775 4903 5007 5071 
(i) Claims on Government (a+b) .. 4664 4740 4909 5189 5164 5263 5132 4975 4917 4967 5077 5152 

~) Central Government .. .. 4150 4211 4284 4427 5047 5172 5060 4913 4861 4876 4976 5019 
) State Governments 514 529 625 762 117 91 72 62 56 91 101 133 

(ii) Government Deposits with RBI (a+b) .. 191 219 220 218 61 74 69 57 142 64 70 75 
(a) Central Government .. 184 212 215 214 53 67 53 49 125 53 54 64 
(b) State Governments .. 7 7 5 4 8 8 16 8 17 II 16 II 

B. Other Banks' Credit to Government 1760 1147 1755 1817 1802 1827 2045 2175 2178 2349 2350 2295 

2. Bank Credit to Commercial Sector (A + B) 7114 7180 7368 7256 7384 7609 7481 7469 7508 7583 7664 8031 

A. RBI's Credit to Commercial Sector 200 219 232 205 197 205 212 208 207 208 211 210 
B. Other Banks' Credit to Commercial Sector 6914 6961 7136 7051 7187 7404 7269 7261 7301 7375 7453 7821 

(i+ii + iii) 
(i) Bank Credit by Commercial Banks 5112 5132 5270 5200 5319 5487 5308 5260 5229 5267 5296 5578 

0/ which: 
To Public Sector .. .. .. 735 .. 675 

(ii) Bank Credit by Co-operative Banks 1173 1183 1189 1170 1172 1180 1213 1251 1299 1320 1344 1376 
(iii) Investment by Commercial and Co-opera-

tive Banks in Other Securities 629 646 677 681 696 737 748 750 773 788 813 867 

3. Net FOI'eign Exchange Assets of Banking Sector 
(A+B) 645 636 619 635 653 618 582 573 559 552 557 543 

A. RBI's Net Foreign Exchange Assets (I) (i-iir 625 620 608 609 627 605 568 544 540 531 529 518 
(i) Gross Foreign Assets . . . . 625 620 608 609 627 605 568 544 540 537 529 518 

(ii) Non-monetary Foreign Liabilities .. 
B. Other Banks' Net Foreign Exchange Assets 20 16 II 26 26 13 14 29 19 15 28 25 

4. Government's Currency Liabilities to the Public 403 407 411 413 419 424 414 412 419 416 435 439 

5. Non-monetary Liabilities of Banking Sector 
(A+B+C) 6379 6408 6522 6746 6837 6934 7027 6983 7028 7245 7320 7426 

A. Time Deposits with Banks (2) .. . . 4337 4386 4370 4501 4578 4683 4778 4853 4944 5013 5115 5228 
B. Net Non-Monetary Liabilities of RBI (3)/(1) •. 914 990 1091 1035 1032 1012 1093 970 991 1006 1038 1041 
C. Other Net Non-monetary liabilities of banks 

(Derived) (4) . . . . . . . . . . 1068 1032 1061 1210 1227 1179 1156 1160 1093 1226 1161 1151 
Ml (l+l+J+4--5) .. 8015 8083 8320 8347 8524 8733 8S58 8565 8411 8558 8693 8959 

VI 
---~---- - - -- -



STATEMENT-5 
ANALYSIS OF SOURCES OF CHANGE IN Ml (NEW SERIES)-(Conrd.) 

Outstanding as on Last Friday of : 

1. Net Bank Credit to Government (A + B) 
A. RBI's Net Credit to Government (i-ii) 

(i) Claims on Government (a +b) 
(a) Central Government 
(b) State Governments 

(ii) Government Depo!>its with RBI (a+b) 
(a) Central Government .. 
(b) State Governments 

B. Other Banks' Credit to Government 

January 

2 

.. 7520 

.. 5169 

.. 5235 

.. 5090 
145 
66 
56 
10 

.. 2351 

2. Bank Credit to Commercial Sector (A+B) .. 8114 

A. RBI's Credit to Commercial Sector 209 
B. Other Banks' Credit to Comm(:rcial Sector 

(i + ii + iii) 7905 

(i) Bank Credit by Commercial Banks 5606 
Of which: 

To Public Sector .. 
(ii) Bank Credit by Co-operative Banks 1422 
(iii) Investment by Commercial and Co-opera-

tive Banks in Other Securities 877 

3. Net Foreign Exchange Assets of Banking Sector 
~+m 566 

A. RBI's Net Foreign Exchange Assets (1) (i-ii) 535 
(i) Gross Foreign Assets 535 

(ii) Non-monetary Foreign Liabilities .. 
B. Other Banks' Net Foreign Exchange Assets 31 

4. Government's Currency Liabilities to the Public 443 

5. Non-monetary Liabilities of Banking Sector 
(A+B+C) 7622 

Feb
ruary 

3 

7504 
5253 
5317 
5172 

145 
63 
56 

7 
2251 

March 

4 

7770 
5489 
5559 
5424 

135 
71 
54 
17 

2281 

April 

5 

8136 
5874 
5942 
5762 

180 
67 
55 
12 

2262 

8470 8729 8763 

215 265 247 

8255 8464 8516 

5932 6123 

1443 1465 

880 876 

585 

552 
552 

33 

450 

7741 

577 

563 
563 

14 

457 

7849 

6165 

823 
1459 

892 

591 

581 
581 

10 

464 

8072 

May 

6 

8257 
5979 
6032 
5834 

198 
53 
47 

6 
2278 

8847 

245 

8602 

6249 

1448 

905 

627 

590 
590 

37 

476 

8135 

1973 

June 

7 

8442 
6143 
6230 
6124 

106 
87 
57 
29 

2299 

July 

8 

8619 
6209 
6278 
6087 

191 
69 
58 
11 

2410 

Au
gust 

9 

8554 
6037 
6155 
6058 

97 
118 

83 
35 

2517 

9048 8920 8872 

290 280 268 

8758 8640 8604 

6420 

1057 
1432 

906 

609 

588 
588 

21 

483 

8338 

6282 

1426 

932 

672 

664 
664 

8 

478 

8521 

6217 

1428 

959 

646 

627 
627 

19 

481 

8482 

Sept
ember 

10 

8610 
6143 
6224 
6110 

114 
81 
72 
10 

2467 

Oct
ober 

11 

8742 
6286 
6349 
6183 
166 
63 
53 
10 

2456 

(Rupees Crores) 

Nov
ember 

12 

8788 
6354 
6423 
6274 

149 
69 
55 
14 

2434 

Dec
emb@r 

13 

8624 
6094 
6157 
5983 

174 
63 
57 
6 

2530 

9097 9379 9610 10162 

298 301 323 382 

8799 9078 9287 9780 

6322 

1526 

951 

639 

612 
612 

27 

482 

8697 

6512 

853 
1550 

1016 

611 

582 
582 

29 

490 

8981 

6671 

1583 

1033 

522 

512 
512 

10 

489 

7072 

1063 
1625 

1083 

564 

531 
531 

33 

489 

9100 9345 

A. Tim·~ Deposits with Banks(2) . . . . . . 5282 5325 5349 5534 5629 5747 5894 6029 6146 6238 6367 6445 
B. Net Non-monetary Liabilities of RBI (3)J(I) .. 1073 1111 1219 1153 1156 1150 1226 1200 Il97 1213 1248 1253 
C. Other Net Non-monetary Liabilities of Banks 

(Derived) (4) . . .. 1267 1305 1281 1385 1350 1441 1401 1253 1354 1530 1485 1647 
MI (1+2+3+4-5) 9021 9268 9684 9882 10072 10244 10168 10071 10131 10.241 10309 10494 

VI 
N 



STATEMENT-5 
ANALYSIS OF SOURCES OF CHANGE IN Ml (NEW SERTES)---{Contd.) 

(Rupees Crores) 

1974 
Outstanding as on Last Friday of : 

January Feb- March April May June JulY Au- Sept- Oct- Nov- Dec-
ruary gust ember ober ember ember ----

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1. Net Bank Credit to Government(A+B) .. 8788 8779 8726 9010 9080 9134 9366 9256 9316 9537 9578 9424 
A. RBI's net Credit to Government (i-ii) .. 6288 6285 6234 6478 6535 6564 6653 6496 6506 6647 6677 6544 

(i) Claims on Government (a+b) .. .. 6354 6356 6395 6561 6600 6651 6722 6584 6573 6713 6745 6606 
(a) Central Government .. .. .. 6143 6189 6157 6277 6386 6405 6534 6428 6430 6551 6604 6405 
(b) State Governments .. . . 211 167 238 284 214 246 188 156 143 162 141 201 

(ii) Government Deposits with RBI (a+b) 66 70 160 83 65 87 69 88 67 66 67 62 
(a) Central Government .. 53 59 140 65 51 61 56 62 58 57 59 55 
(b) State Governments . . 13 11 19 18 14 26 13 26 9 9 8 7 

B. Other Banks' Credit to Government .. 2500 2494 2492 2532 2545 2570 2713 2760 2810 2890 2901 2880 

2. Bank Credit to Commercial Sector (A+B) .. .. 10204 10285 10701 10956 11012 11342 11319 11177 11182 11281 11374 11752 

A. RBI's Credit to Commercial Sector 434 499 562 591 597 652 623 574 550 515 550 589 
B. Other Banks' Credit to Commercial Sector 

(i + ii + iii) .. 9770 9786 10139 10365 10415 10690 10696 10603 10632 10766 10824 11163 

(i) Bank Credit by Commercial Banks 7038 70717409 7624 7761 7868 7808 7691 7640 7754 7758 8004 
O/which: 
To Public Sector .... ...... 1196 1303 1262 1170 1072 1102 1106 1134 

(ii) Bank Credit by Co-operative Banks .. 1635 1630 1628 1634 1539 1653 1696 1728 1176 1799 1827 1882 
(iii) Investment by Commercial and Co-opera-

tiveBanksin Other Securities .. 1097 1085 1102 1107 1115 1169 1192 1184 1216 1213 1239 1217 

3. Net Foreign Exchange Assets of Banking Sector 
(A+B) 543 587 674 662 680 673 600 555 526 511 496 404 

A. RBI's Net Foreign Exchang·! Assets (I) (i-ii)... 527 574 672 660 678 671 598 553 524 509 494 402 
(i) Gross Foreign Assets . . . . . 527 621 719 764 958 951 878 833 804 789 924 832 
(ii) Non-monetary Foreign Liabilities .. 47 41 104 280 280 280 280 280 280 430 430 

B. Other Banks' Net Foreign Exchange Asset~ 16 13 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

4. Government's Currency Liabililies to the Public 491 495 502 509 520 520 516 514 513 517 523 523 

5. Non-monetary Liabilities of Banking Sector 
(A+B+C) 9353 9277 9431 9662 9611 9898 10117 10117 10272 10505 10559 10540 

A. Time Deposits with Banks(2) .. . . .. 6455 6429 6399 6558 6663 6766 6908 7064 7184 7227 7314 7384 
B. Net Non-Monetary Liabilities of RBI (3)/(1) 1272 1338 1437 1419 1389 1481 1511 1426 1498 1483 1572 1605 
C. Other Net Non-monetary Liabilities of Banks 

(Derived) (4) .. .. 1626 1510 1595 1685 1559 1651 1698 1627 1590 1795 1673 1551 
M (1+2+3+4--5) .. 10673 10869 11172 11475 11681 11771 11684 11385 11265 11341 11412 11563 

VI 
w 



STATEMENT-5 U'o 
~ 

ANALYSIS OF SOURCES OF CHANGE IN MJ (NEW SERIES)--(Conld.) 
(Rupees Crores) 

1975 
Outstanding as on Last Friday of : 

January Feb- March April May June July Au- Sept- Oct- Nov- Dec-
ruary gust ember ober ember@ ember@ 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1. Net Bank Credit to Government (A+B) .. .. 9657 9785 9533 10231 10402 10539 10907 10715 10458 10595 10595 10318 
A. RBI's Net Credit to Government (i-ii) .. 6774 6900 6570 7225 7410 7510 7654 7551 7198 7352 7345 7028 

(i) Claims on Government (a+b) 6839 7020 7112 7351 7506 7592 7720 7614 7270 7411 7411 7093 
(a) Central Government .. .. 6587 6751 6852 6929 7043 7159 7506 7450 7127 7174 7225 6904 
(b) State Governments 252 269 260 422 463 433 214 164 143 237 186 189 

(ii) Government Deposits with RBI (a+b) 65 120 542 127 95 81 66 63 72 60 72 66 
(a) Central Government .. 53 117 536 116 88 73 57 52 62 51 63 58 
(b) State Governments 12 3 5 11 7 8 9 11 10 9 9 8 

B. Other Banks' Credit to Government 2883 2885 2963 3006 2992 3029 3253 3164 3260 3243 3250 3290 

2. Bank Credit to Commercial Sector (A + B) 12088 12259 12647 12638 12746 12985 12845 13013 13274 13745 13895 14283 

A. RBI's Credit to Commercial Sector 598 623 652 649 618 625 613 568 600 629 648 707 
B. Other Banks' Credit to Commercial Sector 

(i + ii + iii) 11490 11636 11995 11989 12128 12360 12232 12445 12674 13116 13247 13576 

(i) Bank Credit by Commercial Banks .. 8241 8382 8774 8690 8860 8967 8744 8881 9071 9402 9450 9783 
Of which: 

To Public Sector .. .. 1310 1400 1630 1525 1767 1879 1760 1687 1831 1955 2085 2241 
(ii) Bank Credit by Co-operative Banks 1962 1964 1964 1981 1939 1974 2022 2066 2096 2133 2178 2209 

(iii) Investment by Commercial and Co-opera-
tive Banks in Other Securities 1287 1290 1257 1318 1329 1419 1446 1498 1507 1581 1619 1584 

3. Net Foreign Exchange Assets of Banking Sector 
(A+B) 254 321 392 392 335 310 305 286 371 463 489 533 

A. RBI's Net Foreign Exchange Assets (I) (i-ii) 252 319 390 390 333 308 303 284 369 461 487 531 
(i) Gross Foreign Assets . . . . 682 749 820 820 763 738 733 914 999 1091 1117 1161 

(ii) Non-monetary Foreign Liabilities .. 430 430 430 430 430 430 430 630 630 630 630 630 
B. Other Banks' Net Foreign Exchange Assets 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

4. Government's Currency Liabilities to thc Public 524 527 531 537 549 554 551 546 544 549 550 550 

s. Non-monetary Liabilities of Banking Sector 
(A+B+C) 10911 11125 11192 11616 11629 11845 12140 12240 12384 12890 13029 13073 

A. Time Deposits with Banks(2) 7489 7547 7551 7729 7857 8030 8198 8264 8356 8566 8628 8730 
B. Net Non-Monetary Liabilities of RBI (3)/(1) 1664 1759 1670 1916 1928 1964 2048 2046 2098 2215 2305 2375 
C. Other Net Non-monetary Liabilities of Banks 

(O<lrived) (4) .. .. 1758 1819 1971 1971 1844 1851 1894 1930 1930 2109 2096 1968 
Ml (1+2+3+4--5) 11611 11767 11911 12182 12403 12543 12468 12320 12263 12462 USOO 12611 



STATEMENT-5 
ANALYSIS OF SOURCES OF CHANGE IN Ml (NEW SERIES)- (Contd.) 

(Rupees Crores) --1976@ 
Outstanding as on Last Friday of: -~ 

January Feb- March April May June july Au- Sept-
Iuary gust ember 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1. Net Bank Credit to Government (A + B) .. 10174 10245 10064 10791 10779 10828 10684 10605 10611 
A. RBI's Net Credit to Government (i-ii) .. 6847 6917 6697 7210 7236 7248 6941 6796 6641 

(i) Claims on Government (a+b) .. 6914 7103 7367 7378 7301 7316 7012 6909 6710 
(a) Central Government .. . . 6718 6895 7063 7019 6965 6996 6746 6708 6518 
(b) State Governments . . . . 196 208 304 359 336 320 266 201 192 

(ii) Government Deposits with RBI (a+b) 67 187 671 169 65 69 71 113 69 
(a) Central Government .. 56 178 661 159 54 57 57 99 56 
(b) State Governments .. 11 9 10 10 11 12 14 14 13 

B. Other Banks' Credit to Government .. 3327 3328 3367 3581 3543 3580 3743 3809 3970 

2. Bank Credit to Commercial Sector (A+B) .. 14573 14783 15211 15407 15667 15785 16307 16298 16453 

A. RBI's Credit to Commercial Sector 739 708 721 714 712 740 800 787 822 
B. Other Banks' Credit to Commercial Sector 

(i + ii + iii) .. 13834 14075 14490 14693 14955 15045 15507 15511 15631 

(i) Bank Credit by Commercial Banks .. 10153 10395 10831 11073 11367 11478 11760 11693 11738 
o/which: 

To Public Sector .. .. 2463 2662 2810 2850 3172 3342 3417 3329 3336 
(ii) Bank Credit by Co-operative Banks 2236 2235 2218 2176 2106 2106 2139 2191 2237 

(iii) Investment by Commercial and Co-opera-
tive Banks in Other Securities .. 1445 1445 1441 1444 1482 1461 1608 1627 1656 

3. Net Foreign Exchange Assets of Banking Sector 
(A+B) .. 513 719 1081 830 1080 1282 1437 1557 1676 

,-' 

A. RBI's Net Foreign Exchange Assets (I) (i-ii) 511 717 1079 828 1078 1280 1435 1555 1674 
(i) Gross Foreign Assets 1141 1347 1709 1517 1767 1969 2124 2244 2363 

(ii) Non-monetary Foreign Liabilities .. 630 630 630 689 689 689 689 689 689 
B. Other Banks' Net Foreign Exchange Assets .. 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

4 Government's Currency Liabilities to the Public 594 551 555 556 558 555 549 547 546 

5. Non-monetary Liabilities of Banking Sector 
(A+B+C) .. 13139 13465 13844 14094 14248 14429 14990 15008 15192 

A. Time Deposits with Banks(2) .. 8921 8971 9090 9405 9630 9908 10135 10396 10617 
B. Net Non-monetary Liabilities of RBI (3)/(1) 2403 2447 2577 2321 2358 2458 2572 2497 2508 
C. Other Net Non-monetary Liabilities of Banks 

(Derived) (4) .. /815 2047 2177 2368 2260 2063 2283 2115 2067 
MI (1+2+3+4-5) .. 12670 12833 13067 13490 13836 14()21 13987 13999 14094 

Vo 
Vo 



ST ATEMENT-5-{Concld.) 

Asterisks : (I) Consequent on the revaluation of the gold reserves of the issue department effective from February I, 1969, the net foreign exchange assets and non
monetary liabilities of the Reserve Bank rose by Rs. 67 crores each. 

(2) Relate to time deposits of scheduled and non-scheduled commercial banks, State co-operative banks, central co-operative banks and primary co-ope
rative banks. 

(3) Comprises (i) the sum of capital and reserves, (ii) contribution by the Reserve Bank to the National Agricultural Credit (Long-term Operations and 
Stabilisation) Funds and National Industrial Credit (Long-Term Operations) Fund, (iii) the difference of (a) other liabilities of the Reserve Bank (mainly 
bills payable, Profits of the Bank accruing under various heads such as interest, discount, exchange, commission etc.) and (b) other assets (mainly 
premises, furniture, fittings, stationery, debit balances under heads representing expenditure incurred by the Bank and items in course of 
collection, etc.), (iv) Reserve Bank Employees' Pension Fund, Provident Fund and Co-operative Guarantee Fund, (v) an offset of Rs. 43 crores to assets 
held against Indian currency returned by Pakistan awaiting adjustment, (vi) the amounts collected under Additional Emoluments (Compulsory Deposit) 
Act, 1974 and the Compulsory Deposit Scheme (Income-tax payers) Act, 1974 since 16th August, 1974 and 13th December 1974 respectiVely and (vii) 
a portion of India's IMF quota and other paYments held in IMF A/c. No. I. 

(4) Comprises mainly capital and reserves of banks and the difference of their (a) other liabilities (mainlY bills payable and net credit balances on account 
of branch adjustments and (b) other assets (mainly premises, furniture, fittings, net debit balances on account of branch adjustments and capitalised 
cxpenses and tangible assets like unCleared cheques, stamps in hand, etc.), and errors and omissions. 

@ Provisional 

Notes: Basic data in respect of the operations of Central co-operative banks and urban co-operative banks for compilation of the series were available for the 
quarters ending March. June, September and December of each year up to 1975. The data for the intervening months for the period 1970-74 in respect of this sector 
were intrapolated on th~ blsis of the qU'lrterly figures. Data in respect of items 3 Band 5 C are subject to revisions from April 1974 . 
.. means not available 
- means nil 

~ 



STATEMENT --(i 

RESERVE MONEY AND ITS COMPONENTS-NEW SERIES 

(Outstanding as on the last Friday of the month) 
(Rupees Crores) 

1970 

March April May June July August Septem- October Novem- Decem-
ber ber ber ber 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 

I. Reserve Money (2 + 3 +4 +- 5) 4391 4526 4595 4596 4455 4411 4435 4542 4510 4598 
2. Currcncy with the public 3995 4121 4172 4150 4060 3989 3985 4078 4083 4157 
3. Other Deposits with R.B.I. 58 64 58 50 40 51 58 74 55 63 
4. Cash with Banks 165 165 173 201 170 167 183 192 182 180 
5. Bankers' Deposits with R.B.1. 173 176 192 195 185 204 209 198 190 198 

,~-

STATEMENT-7 

Analysis of Sources of Change in Reserve Money-New Series 

(Outstandings as on the last Friday of the month) 
(Rupees Crores) 

1970 
----~----

March April May June July August Septem- October Novem- Decem-
ber ber ber 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 

Sources of Change in Reserve Money 

Reserve Bank's claims on: 
I. Government (net) 3496 3607 3574 3577 3465 3405 3440 3561 3548 3519 
2. Commercial and Co-operative Banks 514 486 523 5:l0 475 481 467 451 443 620 
3. Commercial Sectorin: 77 80 83 86 101 99 101 101 100 102 

of which : 
(a) Commercial Bills redisCounted with R.B.I. " 

4. Not Foreign Exchange Assets of R. B. I. .: 574 610 681 672 646 622 628 652 667 605 
5. Government's Currency Liabilities to the Public .. 360 364 373 374 369 366 365 371 370 375 
6. Net Non-Monetary Liabilities of R. B. T. 630 621 640 643 600 561 566 594 619 623 
RESERVE MONEY (1 +2+3+4+5-6) 4391 4526 4595 4596 4455 4411 4435 4542 4510 4598 

VI 
....:J 





STATEMENT-6 (Confd.) 

RESERVE MONEY AND ITS COMPONENTS - NEW SERIES 

(Outstanding as on the last Friday of the month) 
(Rupees Crores) -... __ of-.----..-._--.._-1_ .. _-_. ____ . __ ~_ ---------

1972 
--------

January February March April May June July August Septem- October Novem- Decem-
ber ber ber 

--~--.. -
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

------------ ----
1. Reserve Money (2+3+4+5) .. 5219 5280 5380 5460 5585 5609 5379 5336 5207 5327 5433 5557 
2. Currency with the public 4691 4784 4800 4902 4995 4948 4839 4795 4669 4733 4845 4907 
3. Other Deposits with R.B.I. 64 57 79 76 71 66 57 76 51 66 51 56 
4. Cash with Banks .. 207 186 205 216 236 293 226 232 210 234 235 283 
5. Bankers' Deposits with R.B.I. 257 253 296 266 283 302 257 233 277 294 302 311 

STATEMENT -7-( Confd.} 

Analysis of Sources of Chan~e in Reserve Money-New Series 

(Outstanding as on the last Friday of the month) 
(Rupees Crores) 

1972 

January February March April May June July August Sept em- October Novem- Decem-
ber ber bor 

1 ... 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 

Sources of Change in Reserve Money 

Reserve Bank's claims on: 
1. Government (net) 4472 4521 4689 4972 5103 5189 5063 4919 4775 4903 5007 5077 
2. Commercial and Co-operative Banks 493 503 531 296 271 258 216 223 257 268 289 360 
3. Commercial Sector@ .. 200 219 232 205 197 205 212 208 207 208 211 210 

of which : 
(a) Commercial Bills rediscounted with R.B.I. 19 35 42 II 6 11 4 2 1 I I I 

4. Net Foreign Exchange Assets of R. B. I. 625 620 608 609 627 605 568 544 540 537 529 518 
5. Government's Currency Liabilities to the Public 403 407 411 413 419 424 414 412 419 416 435 439 
6. Net Non-Monetary Liabilities of R. B. J. 974 990 1091 1035 1032 1072 1093 970 991 1006 1038 1047 
RESERVE MONEY (I +2+3+4+S--6) 5219 5280 5380 5460 558S 5609 5379 5336 5207 5327 5433 5557 

VI 
\0 



STATEMENT-6 (Contd.) CI'I 
0 

RESERVE MONEY AND ITS COMPONENTS - NEW SERIES 

(Outstanding as on the last Friday of the month) 
(Rupees Crores) 

1973 --- --- ----- ---------
January February March April May June July August Septem- October Novem- Decem-

ber ber ber 
~----.---

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 J3 

I. Reserve Money (2+3+4+5) .. .. 5643 5835 6015 6313 6503 6743 6641 6461 6662 6843 6853 6805 
2. Currency with the public 5077 5228 5420 5665 5822 5789 5726 5535 5590 5769 5748 5778 
3. Other Deposits with R.B.I. 38 42 51 45 46 40 44 37 45 34 40 39 
4. Cash with Banks .. 238 252 247 267 290 349 288 273 267 284 288 307 
5. Bankers' Deposits with R.B.I.. . 290 313 297 336 345 565 583 616 760 756 777 681 

STATEMENT-7 (Conrd.) 

Analysis of Sourees of Change in Reserve Money-New Series 

(Outstanding as the last Friday of the month) 
(Rupees Crores) 

~~~---~ -~---
1973 

January February March April May June July August Septem- October Novelll- Decem-
ber ber ber 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Sources of Change in Reserve Money 

Reserve Banks Claims on : 
I. Government (net) 5169 5253 5489 5874 5979 6143 6209 6037 6143 6286 6354 6094 
2. Commercial and Co-operative Banks 361 476 460 300 369 389 236 247 324 397 423 561 
3. Commercial Sector@ .. 209 215 265 247 245 290 280 268 298 301 323 382 

of which: 
(a) Commercial Bills rediscounted with R.B.I. I 9 35 20 17 15 10 2 33 35 55 110 

4. Net Foreign Exchange Assets of R. B. I. 535 552 563 581 590 588 664 627 612 582 512 531 
5. Government's Currency Liabilities to the Public 443 450 457 464 476 483 478 481 482 490 489 489 
6. Net Non-Monetary Liabilities of R. B. I. 1073 1111 1219 1153 1156 1150 1226 1200 1197 1213 1248 1253 

RESERVE MONEY (l+1+3+4+~ 564J 5835 60)5 6313 6563 6743 6641 646) 6662 6843 6853 6805 



STATEMENT-6 (Cun/d.) 

RESERVE MONEY AND ITS COMPONENTS -NEW SERIES 

(Outstanding as on the last Friday of the month) 
(Rupees Crores) 

1974 

January February March April May June July August Septem-October Novem-Decem-
ber ber ber 

-------------"-------------
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 \0 II 12 13 

I. Reserve Money (2+3+4+5) .. .. 7055 7180 7260 7417 7592 7584 7363 7096 6994 7101 7094 7044 
2. Currency with the public 5983 6145 6308 6538 6615 6552 6369 6167 6079 6112 6137 6138 
3. Other IRposits with R.B. I. 38 34 45 38 54 47 55 41 56 37 44 49 
4. Cash with Banks 263 280 277 301 323 398 311 302 300 319 318 309 
5. Bankers' Deposits with R.B.I. 771 721 630 540 600 587 628 586 559 633 595 548 

STATEMENT-7 (Con/d.) 

Analysis of Sources of Change in Reserve Money-New Series 

(Outstandings as on the last Friday of the month) 
(Rupees Crores) 

1974 
------------------.---- January February March April May June July August Septem-October Novem-Decem-

ber ber ber 
----- ... 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 

----
Sources of Change in Reserve Money 

Reserve Bank's claims on: 
I. Government (net) 6288 6285 6234 6478 6535 6564 6653 6496 6506 6647 6677 6544 
2. Commercial and Co-operative Banks 587 665 726 598 651 657 484 385 399 396 422 590 
3. Commercial Sector@ .. 434 499 562 591 597 652 623 574 550 515 550 589 

of which : 
(a) Commercial Bills rediscounted with R.B.I. 149 201 257 279 268 274 244 191 158 108 127 159 

4. Net Foreign Exchange Assets of R. B. I. 527 574 672 660 678 671 598 553 524 509 494 402 
5. Government's Currency Liabilities to the Public 491 495 502 509 520 520 516 514 513 517 523 523 
6. Net Non-Monetary Liabilities of R. B. I. 1272 1338 1437 1419 1389 1481 1511 1426 1498 1483 1572 1605 
RESERVE MONEY (I +2+J+4+~) 7055 7180 7260 7417 7592 7584 7363 7096 6994 7101 7094 7044 
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STATEMENT-6 (Contd). 0\ 
IV 

RESERVE MONEY AND ITS COMPONENTS - NEW SERIES 

(Outstanding as on the last Friday of the month) 
(Rupees Crores) 

-----
1975 ---------------- - - ---------_ .. 

January February March April May June July August Septem- October Novem- Decem-
ber ber ber 

----
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 

1. Resorve Money (2+3+4+5) .. 7014 1242 7388 1519 1665 7666 7476 1351 7229 1446 7363 7426 
2. Currency with the public 6186 6261 6348 6585 6726 6662 6481 6375 6314 6478 6447 6469 
3. Other Deposits with R.B.I. 54 62 78 51 56 65 55 45 43 48 55 60 
4. Cash with Banks 320 331 331 356 362 432 331 334 322 321 345 359 
5. Bankers' Deposits with R.B.I... 454 588 631 527 521 507 609 597 550 599 516 538 

STATEMENT7- (Contd.) 

Analysis of Sources of Change in Reserve Money-New Series 

(Outstandings as on the last Friday of the month) 
(Rupees Crores) 

1915 

January February March April May June July August Septem- October Novem- Decem-
ber ber ber 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Sources of Change in Reserve Money 

Resene BaDk's claims on: 
1. Government (net) 6774 6900 6570 7225 7410 7510 7654 7551 7198 7352 7345 7028 
2. Commercial and Co-operative Banks 529 632 914 633 683 633 403 448 616 670 638 985 
3. Commercial Sector@ 598 623 652 649 618 625 613 568 600 629 648 707 

of which : 
(a) Comm~rcial Bills rediscounted with R.B.I. 155 171 183 161 138 132 99 42 63 87 103 158 

4. Net Foreign Exchange Assets of R. B. l. .. 252 319 390 390 333 308 303 284 369 461 487 531 
5. Government's Currency Liabilities to th'! Public 524 527 531 537 549 554 551 546 544 549 550 550 
6. Net Non-Monetary Liabilities of R. B. I. 1664 1759 1670 1916 1928 1964 2048 2046 2098 2215 2305 2375 

RESERVE MONEY (1+2+3+4+5-6) 7014 7242 7388 7519 7665 76&J 7476 7351 7229 7446 1363 7426 

-------



STATEMENT-6 (Concld.) 

RESERVE MONEY AND ITS COMPONENTS -- NEW SERIES 

(Outstanding as on the last Friday of the month) 
(Rupees Crores) ------------_._-------------------------....... -----------...... --.---- - - - - -------

----------
-.............---- I I I I I ----
I. Reserve Money (2+3+4+5) .. 
2. Currency with the public 
3. Other Deposits with R.B.I. .. 
4. Cash with Banks 
5. Bankers' Deposits with R.B.I. 
-----------

1976 

January February March April May June July 

---------------------------2 3 4 5 6 7 

1423 7543 7732 8 ill 8325 8352 
6429 6578 6101 6974 7176 7254 

59 40 54 44 43 46 
347 334 346 363 366 395 
588 591 631 730 740 651 

STATEMENT-7 (Concld.) 

Analysis of Sources of Change in Reserve Money-New Series 

(Outstanding as on the last Friday of the month) 

8 

8234 
1085 

53 
360 
736 

August Septem-
ber 

9 10 

8212 8386 
1028 1097 

77 75 
353 349 
754 865 

(Rupees trores) 
------~~ ------------~'-~I~I------------------------------------------------------------------______________ _ 

1976 
--------------------_. 

January February March April May June July August SePtem-
ber 

___ ~. II 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
••• ~-- - ~-~-~ - ~ - " ~ ~~-~-~- - - -'--------------' - - --~. I I I' 

Sources of Change in Reserve Money 
, .... 

Reserve Bank's claim on : 
6941 6796 6641 
1081 1023 1211 
800 787 822 

1. Government (net) 6847 6917 6697 7210 7236 1248 
2. Commercial and Co-operative Banks 1180 1097 1258 1124 1099 981 
3. Commercial Sector@ .. 739 708 721 114 112 740 

of which: 
(a) Commercial Bills rediscounted with R.B.I. 170 181 176 131 114 144 152 134 155 

4. Net Foreign Exchange Assets of R.B.I. 511 117 1019 828 1018 1280 1435 1555 1674 
549 547 546 

2572 2497 2508 
8234 8UZ 8386 

5, Government's Currency Liabilities to the Public 549 551 555 556 558 555 
6. Net Non-Monetary Liabilities of R.B.I. 2403 2447 2577 2321 2358 2458 
RESERVE MONEY (1+2+3+4+5--6) 7423 7543 7732 8111 8325 8352 .......,..-_______ ~ I I 

@Represent investments in bonds/shares of financial institutions and land mortgage banks and loans to them and holding of internal bills purchased and 
discounted. 

Note: Figures may not add up to totals due to rounding. 0\ 
U.> 
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ANNEXURE 

ANALYSIS OF MONEY SUPPLY IN INDIA*-I 
The object of this study is to discuss the 

concept of money supply as used in India 
and to analyse the factors 

Introductory affecting money supply during 
the period, 1951-52 to 1960-

61. The study is divided into two Parts; 
in Part I, the concept of money supply is 
defined and its scope is indicated. Part 11 
discusses the mechanics of money supply 
variations in India and analyses, in the light 
of this discussion, the money supply variations 
during the years 1951-52 to 1960-6\. 

2. The formulation of economic or mone
tary policies is facilitated if the statistical 
data, which can serve as reliable indicators 
of the current state of the economy, are 
available in time. However, some of the 
important data like those relating to national 
income and its composition are generally 
available only after a considerable time-lag 
and, what is more, may not be quite reliable. 
While efforts are being made in India to 
improve the quality of these data and to 
compile them with the minimum of time
lag, these data are not likely to be available 
in time for the purpose of short-term analysis 
of the economic situation. Under the cir
cumstances, other indicators like changes in 
the prices of commodities and of shares and 
securities, and in money supply with the 
public have to be used. Monetary data are 
particularly useful because they are available 
with the least possible time-lag and, further, 
they throw light on aspects of the economy 
which are of considerable significance to the 
Government and monetary authorities. Mone
tary and banking statistics provide a sensitive 
index of changes in the state of an economy. 
In India, money supply statistics have been 
published in a fairly comprehen!>ive way for 
a number of years now and their presentation" 
is being refined from time to time. It is 
time now to attempt a systematic analysis 
of the concept of money supply and the 
mechanics of its variations. " 

3. The total quantity of money is only 
one, though a very important, dimension of 

• Prepared by a Working Group, comprising S. L. N. 
Simha, V. V. Bhatt, A.. G. Chandavarkar and D. R. 
Khatkhate. 

money, the other three being (a) its velocity 
of circulation i.e. the rate of use of a given 
quantity of money; (b) its cost as represented 
by the whole structure and level of rates of 
interest in the money market and (c) its 
availability in different sectors of the market 
at given rates of interest. However, changes 
in the aggregate level of expenditure in the 
economy do not necessarily depend on the 
quantity of money alone. There is, besides, 
a wide range of near-money assets, the varia
tions in which can have almost the same 
impact on the economy as those in money 
supply proper. Hence, the variations in 
total liquid assets in the economy would in 
a sense be as significant as those in money 
supply proper. However, variations in other 
liquid assets can affect economic activity only 
by causing variations in money supply; for 
other liquid assets have to be converted into 
money supply proper before they can In

fluence economic activity. Variations in 
money supply thus, assume primary Im
portance. 

4. The rate of use of a given quantity of 
money (velocity of circulation) is important 
for purposes of monetary analysis as well as 
policy formulation, since with the same 
supply of money, the number of transactions 
and payments that can be mediated varies 
depending upon the turnover of means of 
payment. Changes in velocity of circulation 
may arise on account of a variety of factors, 
psychological as well as institutional and 
structural. For instance, expectations of 
rising prices may increase current expenditure 
and thereby step up the velocity of circulation 
of money even as prospects of a price fall 
may lead to deferment of expenditure and 
consequent slowing down of velocity. Like
wise, changes in the institutional framework 
of economic activity may also affect velocity. 
Thus, a greater tendency to vertical integration 
of productive and distributive processes may 
reduce the velocity of circulation inasmuch 
as the number of separate market transactions 
is thereby reduced. 

5. Income velocity of money, which is 
measured by the ratio of national income at 
current prices fo money supply, is an im-



portant indicator of monetary and economic 
trends. Although there is no invariant 
relationship between changes in money sup
ply and national income, in India the ratio 
of money supply to national income may show 
a rising trend over the years in so far as it 
reflects the absorption of the barter and sub
sistance sectors into the monetary exchange 
sector of the economy, a process termed as 
monetisation. This is an additional factor in 
increasing the demand for money over and 
above the main factors directly related to the 
growth of national income. The rate of 
monetisation in the Indian econcmy may be 
assumed to be one per cent per annum on 
the basis of the results of successive rounds 
of the National Sample Survey and other 
relevant data. 

PART I 

Concept of Money Supply 

6. The concept of money supply cannot 
obviously be defined on purely a Priori or 

Operational 
definition of 
Money Supply 

theoretical grounds. Its 
scope depends on the use 
to which the concept is to 
be put; and consequently the 
definition has to be opera

tional. In aggregative analysis, that is, for 
the study of the behaviour of the economy as 
a whole, as for instance, in comparing the 
amount of liquidity in the economy in relation 
to national income, the entire supply of 
money in the economy is the relevant 
magnitude, irrespective of the sector in which 
it is held, i.e., government or private. On 
the other hand, if one is interested in analysing 
the interaction of the money-creating and 
money-holding sectors or the flows of pur
chasing power as between the public and the 
private sectors, then one has to define the sup
ply of money with reference to the holdings 
of a particular sector. For practical purposes, 
as explained later, it is important to study the 
variations in the magnitude of money supply 
with the public. 

7. In the type of analysis which we propose 
to do in this study, it is necessary that the role 
of money as a liquid asset as well as a medium 
of exchange is particularly emphasised. Con
sequently, the definition should be such as to 
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include in money supply the most liquid and 
the most generally accepted means of pay
ment available for the mediation of transac
tions and final settlement of claims. Money 
supply with the public in India is defined 
as consisting of (i) currency notes and coins 
with the public, excluding the. balancl:s of 
Central and State Governments held at 
treasuries and cash on hand of Scheduled 
and reporting Non-scheduled banks and 
State Co-operative banks, (ii) the demand 
deposits * (excluding inter-bank demand 
deposits) 01 Scheduled and reporting Non
scheduled banks and State Co-operative 
banks and (iii) the 'other deposits' (excluding 
the balances in Account No. 1 of the Intt.r
national Monetary Fund) held with the 
Reserve Bank of India. We may begin by 
specifying the term 'public' before further 
elaboration of the concept ot money supply 
and its constituents. By 'public' we mean 
all categories of holders of money othu than 
the government and the banking system. The 
reasons for defining 'public' in this manner 
are given in the next few paragraphs. 

8. The exclusion of the cash balances of 
the Central and State Governments held 

Reasons for the 
Exclusion of 
Central and 
State Govern
ments' Balances 
from Money 
Supply 

with the Reserve Bank and 
in treasuries is largely based 
on the ground that these 
balances are the result of the 
non-commercial operations of 
the government, arising mostly 
from its administrative opera

tions and could also be. used as instruments 
of stabilisation of the economy to offset 
variations in tht balances of the public. But 
some constituents of these government 
balances emanate from commercial depart
ments of the government such as railways and 
these are more akin to balances of the pUblic. 
However, since they are held with the Reserve 
Bank and, further, since it is not possible to 
segregate them from tht: other balances, they 
are treated as part of government balances. 

9. It may, however, be mentioned here 
that the earlier practice in India was to exclude 

• For Scheduled and State Co-operative t-anks, the 
demand deposits include inter-bank deposits and some 
otHer demand liabilities; because of lack of data, it 
has not been possible to exclude these two items. Only 
since November 25, 1960, the data regarding demand 
deposits of the public are separately available. 



only the cash balances of the Central Govern
ment (held in the form of currency or deposits 
with the Reserve Bank of India) while inclu
ding those of the State Governments in money 
supply with public. But since April I t}56, 
the balances of the State Governments also 
are excluded from monev supply with the 
public as they are treated on par with those 
of the Central Government. 

10. It may perhaps be argued that on 
simil:lI grounds the balances of other parts of 

Balances of 
other Public 
Bodies not 
excluded from 
Money Supply 

the public sector such as local 
authorities, State enterprises 
etc., should also be excluded 
from money supply with the 
public. However. these 
balances, unlike tho!.e of the 

Government, are held with the commercial 
banks. Further, there are practical difficul
ties in segregating the balances of many 
public bodies. For these leasons, these 
balances are not excluded from money supply 
with the public. 

II. The cash on hand with banks, including 
their blances with the Reserve Bank, is ex

Bank Reserves 
excluded from 
Money Supply 

cluded from money supply 
as it constitutes a reserve 
against deposits and cannot 
be used for transactions so 

long as the deposits against it are outstanding. 

12. Thus, money supply with the public 
consists of a currency component (notes and 
coins) and a deposit component (demand 
deposits with banks and 'other' deposits 
with the Resene Bank of India). The precise 
scope of these constituent items of money 
supply may be now examined at some length. 

13. In the presentation of the statistics 
of currency component of money supply 

Other Consti
tuent Items of 
Money Supply 

in India, somt; points re
quire special mention: (I) 
From the money supply figures 
as published in India, small 

coins, i.e., coins of the denomination of 
eight annas and below, which should form 
conceptually a part of money supply, are 
excluded mainly due to the difficulties in
volved in arriving at theil absolute magni
tude. However, data, regarding the varia
tions in small coins are available. Since, 

for the purpose of the present study, only 
the variations in money supply are relevant, 
the variations in small coins are included 
in the total money supply variations. (2) 
The figures of currency included in money 
supply with the public from 1951-52 onwards 
also include rupee coins and currency notes 
known as Hali Sicca currency of the former 
Hyderabad State. (3) The figures of money 
supply are not adjusted for the net inward 
or outward movements of Indian Currency 
from/to foreign countries. Indian currency 
circulates to a considerable extent in the 
area~ of the Persian Gulf covered by the 
territories of Bahrein, Qatar, the Trucial 
Sheikhdoms and Muscat, mainly because of 
historical reasons. Till recently data were 
not available regarding the n:tagnitude of 
circulation of Indian rupee notes abroad. 
I n May-June 1959 the Restrve Bank issued 
a special series of notes in replacement of the 
Indian notes circulating in the Gulf States, 
which account for the preponderant part of 
circulation of Indian currency abroad. The 
amount of special notes in circulation abroad 
at the end of March 1961 was Rs. 54 crores, 
a fairly small proportion (2-3 per cent) of the 
total Indian nottS in circulation. There is 
no information on movement of notes, if 
any, vis-a-vis other parts of the world. Hence, 
no adjustment is made for the foreign cir
culation of Indian notes and coins. But the 
omission of these items does not significantly 
affect the analysis of variations in money 
supply. 

14. In the cast. of bank deposit component 
of money supply, onl} the demand liabilities 

Bank Deposits: 
of banks are included in 
money supply with the pUblic. 
These include all deposits 
withdrawable without notice 

Only Demand 
Deposits inclu
ded in Money 
Supply such as current accounts, por
tions of savings banks deposits withdrawable 
without notice, unclaim(d deposits and over
due fixed deposits. Though conceptually 
inter-bank deposits should be excluded from 
the demand deposits of bank it has not been 
possible to do so with regard to the Sche
duled and State Co-operative banks due to 
lack of data. The question also arises whether 
the unutilised portion of overdraft limits 
sanctioned by a bank to customers at a given 
point of time should not also be regarded 
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as part of money supply. They are, how
l vel excluded on the ground that while they 
do have a bearing on the potential stock 
of money, they do not constitute actual supply 
of money. 

15. The data in respect of the deposit 
liabilities of the co-opt:rative credit institu-

Deposits of the 
Co-operative 
Institutions 

tions are unsatisfactory. 
So far, money supply has 
included the demand deposits 
of the State Co-operative 
banks only and not of the 

other types of co-operative credit institutions, 
namely, co-operative central banks and the 
primary credit societies. Even with regard 
to the deposits of the State Co-operative 
banks, the position is not satisfactory; a 
substantial portion of the demand deposits of 
the State Co-operative banks is owned by the 
co-operative central banks and in some cases 
primary credit societies and is, therefore, in the 
nature of inter-bank deposits. However, 
since the deposits of these other co-operative 
institutions are not included in money supply 
and in view of the non-availability of the 
relevant breakdown of these deposits, the 
entire amount of the demand deposits of the 
State Co-operative banks is includt.d in money 
supply. 

16. It has not been possible to include 
demand deposits of the central and primary 
co-operative societies for various reasons. 
Since the deposits of the central co-operative 
banks also include deposits of the 10wN tier 
co-operative institutions, there would be 
some double counting involved in aggregating 
the deposits of these institutions. Thele is 
also a considerable time-lag in the pUblication 
of the data. For instance, the latest published 
figures of deposits of central and primary 
co-operative institutions relate to tht ) ear 
1959-60. The task of gleaning this informa
tion on weekly or monthly basis is rendered 
very difficult by the lack of technically equip
ped staff and by the defective organisation of 
both the central and primary credit societies, 
though a beginning in this direction has been 
made by the Agricultural Credit Department 
of the Reserve Bank by asking for the relevant 
information from the central co-operative 
banks. Once it is obtained on a regular 
basis and in the required form from most of 
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the banks, the figures could be included in 
money supply. 

17. The other important issue relates to 
the exclusion of time deposits of banks from 

money supply with the 
Reasons for the pUblic. Here.. as in other 
exclusion of 
Time Deposits matttrs relating to definition 
from Money and analysis of money supply 
Supply components, the approach has 
to be t ssentially operational and pragmatic 
since no hard and fast lines of distinction 
can be drawn. There is a substantial dif
ference between time and demand deposits 
with regard to their respective origin and 
function. While demand deposits are at 
least pai"tly created by the banking system 
through extension of credit or purchase of 
securities, time deposits are not normally 
created as such; they originate from deposit 
of cash with banks or cheques drawn on 
demands deposits. In fact, a time deposit is 
essentially an instrument of saving rather 
than a medium of exchange. 

18. It should however, be pointed out 
that time deposits therpselves are not of a 
homogeneous category. Thus, in India all 
bank deposits which are subject to a period 
of notice, hOWl ver short, are treated as time 
deposits. But in practice banks may not 
necessarily and always insist on the required 
period of notice before allowing withdrawal, 
in which case the time deposit may virtually 
function as a demand deposit. As mentioned 
earlier, the fact that time deposits are interest
bearing assets 'is also another reason for ex
cluding them flOm money supply which 
consists of liquid non-inttrest bearing assets. 
Even here, the distinction cannot always be 
clear-cut since some banks allow interest 
on demand depo~ts also. Besides, even in 
the case of demand deposits, the question 
arises whether the irreducible minimum of 
demand deposits customarily insisted upon 
by banks should not be strictly regarded as 
of the nature of time deposits ; this portion 
of demand deposits is not drawn upon for 
purposes of payment. This is theoretically 
valid but in practice it is not possible to 
segregate the irreducible minimum of demand 
deposits. 

19. If time deposits are to be regarded 
as part of money supply then there is no 
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reason why 'near-money assets' such as savings 
certificates, etc. should not also be so regarded. 
Besides, there is the important consideration 
that all 'near-money' assets have necessarily 
to be converted into money proper (notes, 
coins or demand deposits) before they can 
serve as a medium of exchange. 

20. But irrespective of how this question 
is settled, it is necessary to show time deposits 
and demand deposits separately because an 
important datum for monetary analysis is the 
periodic movement of funds between demand 
and time deposits, which is indicative of the 
variations in the supply as well as the velocity 
of circulation of money. 

21. Thel e is usually, a time-lag between 
the increments in dt.mand depo~its and the 
subsequent transformation of a portion of 
these into time deposits. The occurrence 
of this time-lag means that any measurement 
of velocity of mone) based only on demand 
deposits and currency could not be as signi
ficant for analysil.g the role of money in 
economic fluctuations as measurement based 
on the total ot demand plus time deposits 
and currency. Hence, though time liabilities 
should not be included in the compilation of 
money supply data, it is necessary to show 
separately the total of money supply and time 
liabilities, (including post office savings de
posits), as is done in some countries like 
France, Belguim and Canada. The aggregate 
of money supply and time liabilities is more 
meaningful than money supply as such for 
some analytical purposes related to the for
mulation of monetary policies. 

22. Post office savings deposits are also 
excluded from money supply more or less 

for the sam~ reasons for which 
Reasons for ex-' d' I d d elusion of Post time eposlts are exc u e . 
Office Savings It is true that the niles re
Deposits from garding withdrawal of postal 
Money Supply savings deposits are not as 
rigid as in the case of time deposits. In fact, 
they are very often used by the holders for 
current expenditure in the same way as de
mand deposits with commercial banks. 
Nevertheless, postal savings deposits are more 
analogous to time deposits, inasmuch as they 
originate from the placement of cash with 
post offices and do not act as a basis for credit 
creation. 

23. The other component of deposit 
money included in money supply with the 

. public is the item described 
O.ther DePOSits as 'other deposits with the 
with the Re- k' h' h . d serve Bank in- Reserve Ban , w IC mclu es 
eluded in Money some miscellaneous items such 
Supply as deposits of quasi-govern
ment institutions, provident, pension and 
guarantee funds of the Reserve Ba nk em
ployees, deposits of the Reserve Bank of 
India Employees' Co-operative Society, the 
balances of foreign central banks and the 
deposits of the International Monetary Fund 
in its Account No.2. The balances held 
in Account No. I of the- International 
Monetary Fund, which represent India's 
subscription to the Fund and also the transac
tions of India with the Fund, are excluded from 
money supply as they represent the non
monetary liability of the Reserve Bank to 
fFle-Pund. Account No. 2 of the Interna
tional Monetary Fund consists of working 
balances to meet its administrative expendi
ture in India and is, therefore, included in 
money !>upply. 

PART II 

Mechanics of Money Supply Variations 

24. In this Part, section I deals in general 
ttrms, with the factors affecting money supply 
variations; in section II, money supply varia
tions during 1951-52 to 1960-61 are then 
analysed in terms of each of these identifiable 
factors. 

I 

Factors Affecting Money Supply Variations
General Discussion 

25. Money supply with the public or, in 
short, money supply comprises currency, 

other deposits of the Reserve 
Money Supply: Bank and the demand de
Liability of the posits of the banks (which 
Banking System 
and Government include Scheduled, Non-

scheduled and State Co-ope
rative banks). Cunency, with the exception 
of one rupee notes and small coins, and 'other' 
deposits of the Reserve Bank are liabilities 
of the Reserve Bank to the public. Bank 
money or demand deposits are the liability 
of banks to the public. Thus, money supply 



constitutes the liability of the banking system 
as a whole (comprising Reserve Bank and 
Scheduled, Non-scheduled and State Co
operative banks), as well as, to a small extent, 
the liability of the government to the public. . 

26. The banking syskm's total assets and 
total liabilities are always equal. Its total 
assets comprise financial as!>ets like loans 
and advances (including bills purchased and 
discounted) to governments and/or the pri
vate sector, government and private securities, 
foreign exchange assets, and 'other' assets 
like buildings and bills receivable. Its liabili
ties include monetalY as well as non-monetary 
liabil!ties ; non-monetary liabilities (so called 
because they do not form part' of money 
supply) com prist government deposits with 
the Reserve Bank, the International Mone
tary Fund Account No. I with the Reserve 
Bank, time deposits with the banks, banks' 
borrowings from abroad, and capital, reserves 
and other miscellaneous liabilities, including 
profits and bills payable of both the Reserve 
Bank and the banks. Net non-monetary 
liabilities are equal to the difference between 
non-monetary liabilities and 'other' assets. 

27. Any change in money supply or in 
the monetary liabilities of the banking system 
is reflected in a change in the financial ass@ts 
and/or the net non-monetary liabilities of the 
banking system, as total assets and tolal 
liabilities of the banking system are equal. 
Of course, a change in money supply can also 
arise as a result of a change in the govern
ment's liability (namely, one rupee notes and 
small coins) ; however, the variation in rupee 
notes and coins is much less significant than 
that in the banking system's monetary liabili
ties. 

28. The transactions between the Reserve 
Bank and the banks, by themselves, would 

not give rise to any variation 
Inter-bank in money supply as, in con
assets and liabili- solidating the assets and liabi-
ties do not affect . . . 
Money Supply htles of the bankmg system, 

such transactions would cancel 
out. For fxample, the deposits of the banks 
with the Reserve Bank as well as their till
money (cash in hand) would appear as a 
financial asset in the banks' balance-sheet; 
but they would appear as a liability in the 
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Reserve Bank's balance-sheet. So that, 
while consolidating the balance-sheets of the 
banks and tht Restrve Bank, these inter-bank 
assets and liabilities would cancel each other 
out. Similarly, when banks borrow from 
the Reserve Bank, the bank!>' liability to the 
Reserve Bank would increa~e; however, it 
would mean an equivalent increase in the 
assets of the Reserve Bank. There would 
thus be no net change in the assets or liabili
ties of the banking system as a whole. 

29. This does not, however, mean that 
when banks borrow from the Reserv~ Bank 

Banks' borrow
ingfrom the 
Reserve Bank 

this borrowing would not 
result in an increase in 
money supply. This bor-
rowing would increase banks' 

reserves and enable them to add to their 
financial assets and thus to increase money 
supply. 

30. Variation in money supply thus would 
be equal to the variation in the government's 
Variation in the currency liability to the 
Banking Sys- public plus the variation 
tem's Financial in the financial assets of 
assets minus 
the variation In the banking system, after 
its net non- deducting from the latter 
Monetary liablll- the variation in its net 
ties represents 
the variation in non-monetary liabilities. (For 
Money Supply example, if there is an increase 
of Rs. 100 and Rs. 50 in the financial assets 
and the net non-monetary liabilities, respec
tively, the increase in money supply would be 
Rs. 50). To the extent to which a variation 
in its financial kssets is matched by an equiva
lent variation in its net non-monetary liabilities, 
there would be no variation in money supply. 
For example, an increase in the banks' time 
deposits, other net non-monetary liabilities 
remaining the same, would mean contraction 
of money supply to an equivalent extent; 
a matching increase in the banks' financial 
assets would just offset the contraction in 
money supply as a result of an increase in 
time deposits. Thus, though there would 
be a net increase in the financial assets of the 
banking system, there would be no increase 
in money supply. To take another example: 
suppose there is an increase in the banking 
system's non-monetary liabilities like profits 
or reserves or paip-up capital ane there is no 
change in its 'other' assets (e.g. fixed assets). 
This would mean as in the previous case, a 
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contraction of money supply; a matching 
increase in the financial assets of the banking 
system, then, would just increase money 
supply by th~ same magnitude by which it 
declined as a result of the increase in the 
banking system's profits or reserves or paid
up capital. There would, thus, be no net 
variation in money supply. 

31. This approach, however, does not 
clearly indicate the causal factors at work. 
It does not, for instance, point out the origin 
of mone.y supply variations; it would be 
much more helpful to know, for purposes of 
analysis, tht. sector or sectors which cause 
the variations in the financial assets and 
the net non-monetary liabilities of the bank
ing system. 

32. For this purpose, it would be necessary 
to divide th~ economy into sectors and in

Div ision of the 
Economy into 
three Sectors 

dicate the banking sector's 
(comprising the Reserve 
Bank, and Scheduled, Non
scheduled and State Co

operative banks) transactions with each of 
such sectors ~eperately. Each sector can 
affect monty supply to the exten1 to which 
it gives rise to variations in the banking 
sector's financial assets and ne~ non-monetary 
liabilities as a result of its transactions with 
the banking sector. For the purpose of the 
presfOt analysis, the economy is divided, in 
the light of the avail a ble data, into two 
sectors: (a) Governmtnt Sector (comprising 
Central and State governments) and (b) 
Private Sector (comprising the rest of the 
domestic sector and the foreign sector). 
The analysis would have been more meaning
ful if the transactions of the foreign sector 
(comprising foreign companies, institutions 
and non-resident individuals) with the banking 
sector could have been segregated; however, 
in view of the limitations of the available 
data, it is not possibk to do so. Hence the 
transactions of the foreign sector are merged 
with those of the domestic private sector. 

33. Variations in the financial assets and 
the net non-monetary liabilities of the banking 

I 
sector and hence in money 

mpact on . 
Money Supply of supply can anse as a result of 
the Government the government sector\ tran
Sector's Domes- sactions with 'the banking 
tic Budget . I 
Deficit se.ctor. FOI example, suppose 

the government sector'~ total 

domestic expenditure (both on current and 
capital account) exceeds it~ receipts from 
the private sector through taxes, borrowing 
and other sources. This excess of expenditure 
can, then, be financed by taking loans and 
advances from the Reserve Bank and/or 
selling govtrnment securities (including Trea
SUlY bills) and rupee coins and notes to the 
bankinr system; these transactions' would 
increase the financial assets of the banking 
system. This excess of expenditure can also 
be met partly or wholly by the government 
sector by drawing on its deposits with the 
Reserve Bank (govermment sector's drawing 
on balances in treasures would also have the 
same effect as its drawing on its deposits 
with the Reserve Bank); this would cause a 
decline in the non-monetary liablilities of the 
banking system. Of course, a part of this 
excess expenditure could also be met by in
cre.asing the currency liability of the govern
mfOt sector to the public. Thus, a deficit 
in the government sector's transactions with 
the private sector, or bank credit to the 
government sector, would lead to an equiva
lent increase in money supply. Contrary
wise, a surplus in the government sector's 
transactions with the private sector would 
lead to a corresponding dtclint: in money 
supply. 

34. The government sector's transactions 
with the foreign sector can also lead to varia-

tions in the financial assets 
Impact on d 
Money Supply an the net non-monetary 
of Government liabilities of the banking 
Sector's Deficit system. Suppose the govt:rn
In its foreign 
Accounts ment sector's total receipts 

. (iflcluding exports receipts, 
loans, grants, etc.) from the foreign sector fall 
short of its payments to it. This deficit in 
the fort;ign account of the government sector 
can be met by drawing on its own foreign 
exchange reserves like the India Supply 
Mission balances in the United States; in 
this case there is no recourse to the banking 
system and hence there would be no change 
in money supply. However, since its own 
foreign exchange reserves are limited, the 
government sector would have normally to 
buy foreign exchange from the Reserve 
Bank. In this case, the fordgn exchange 
assets of the Reserve Bank would decline 
by the amount of the deficit and there would 



be a corresponding reduction in the monetary 
liabilities of the Reserve Bank. Of course. 
the Government sector can borrow f,em the 
Reserve Bank and with such borrowing can 
again pay the Reserve Bank for the fOieign 
exchange it need!>. In this case, though the 
foreign exchange assets ot the Reserve Bank 
would decline, there would be an equivalent in
crease in its other financial assets like govern
ment securities and/or loam and advances to 
the government sector. The Government 
sector can also dr~w on its balances with the 
Reserve Bank to purchase foreign exchange 
from il ; in this c~se too, there- would be no 
change in money supply as the declin(' in the 
Reserve Bank's foreign exchange assets would 
be matched by a reduction in its non-monetary 
liabilities, that is, the deposits of the govern
ment sector with the Reserve Bank. 

35. Bank credit to the government sector, 
thus, can b~ used for meeting the latter's 

deficit in its transactions Impact on Mo-
ney Supply of with the foreign sector; the 
Government government sector's total bud
Sector's Total get deficit, thus, would in
Transactions 
with Banking crease by the amount· of the 
Sector. deficit in its foreign accounts. 
The government sector's total impact on money 
supply, however, would be equal to its total 
budget deficit minus its net purchases of 
foreign exchange from the Reserve Bank. 

36. However, complete data on the govern
ment sector's net purchases/sales of foreign 
exchange from/to the Reserve Bank are 
not readily available nor are thty published 
systematically. Therefore, the variation in the 
foreign exchange assets of the Reserve Bank, 
as a result of the government sector's transac
tions with the foreign sector, is merged with 
the impact on the Reserve Bank's foreign
exchange assets of all the other sectors. 

37. This procedure would result in an 
overstatement/understatement of the govern
ment sector's impact on money supply for, 
in this case, the net bank credit to the govern
ment sector or the government sector's bud
get deficit would show the government sector's 
impact on money supply, while its purchases/ 
sales of foreign exchange from/to the Reserve 
bank would not bl: taken into account. 
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38. The Government sector's impact on 
money supply would also be overstated/ 
understated if tht increase/decrease in the net 
non-monetary liabilities of the banking 
system, arising oUI of :ts transactions with the 
government sector, is not taken into account 
while calculating its budgd deficit. For 
example the government sector would be 
paying interest to the Reserve Bank on the 
government securities held b)' the latter, and 
increase in such payments, if made out of the 
government sector's receipts from the private 
sector (this analysis would hold good in 
whichever way the government sector make!> 
paymt nt to the Reserve Bank), would result 
in an increase in the non-monetary liabilities 
(profits) of the Reserve Bank and hence in 
a leduction in money supply. However, 
if these payments are transferred back to the 
government sector during the same year, and 
the latter uses it for making payment to the 
private sector, ther l. would be no net change 
in the non-monetary liabilities of the Reserve 
Bank during the same year and hence there 
would be no effect on money suppl)'. The 
Reserve Bank, however, transfers its profits 
to the government !>ector at the end of its 
accounting year (July-June), while a part of 
such profits may have been actually made in 
the previous financial year (April to March). 
Even th;s procedure would not matter if there 
were no variation in the profits of the Reserve 
Bank from its transactions with the govern
ment st:ctor from year to year. If how
ever, there is an increase in such profits, 
there would b(j a decline in money supply. 
This effect should really be attributed to the 
government sector and this factor should be 
included wh;le cakulating the government 
sector's budget deficit. Thele is, however, 
no sepal ate information on the government 
sector's transactions with the Reserve Bank 
in this category and hence the only course 
left open is to merge them with the transac
tions of the other sectors with the Reserve 
Bank giving rise to such variations in the net 
non-monetary liabilities of the Reserve Bank 
(excluding the variations in the government 
sector's deposits and the I.M.F. Account 
No. I which are taken into account separa
tely). 

39. The budget defic~t of the government 
sector would also be overstated/understated 
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for the same reasons as are mentioned above, 
if the variation from year to year in bills pay
able and other miscellaneous assets and 
liabilities, arising out of normal business 
operations of the Reserve Bank with the 
government sector, is not taken into account 
while calculating the budget ddicit of the 
government sector. However, in this case 
too, there are no separate data and hence 
this category is subsumed under such transac
tions of the other sector with the Reserve 
Bank. 

40. In the case of banks too, no break
down is available in respect of the-ir bills 
payable and other miscellaneous assets as 
well as lia bilities; it is quite likely that a part of 
these may have arisen as a result of the banks' 
transactions with the government sector. 
To the extent to which, therefore, there is an 
increase/decrease in the net non-monetary 
liabilities of the banks to the government 
sector, there would be a reduction/increase 
in money supply and this factor, if not taken 
into account while calculating the budget 
deficit of the government sector, would result 
in its overestimation/underestimation. The 
relevant data are not available, and this varia
tion too, is merged with the total variation in 
the net non-monetary liabilities, (excluding the 
variation in time deposits, which is attributed 
to the private sector and variation in borrow
ings from abroad, which is included in the 
foreign transactions of the economy as a 
whole) arising as a result of the banks' transac
tions with the other sectors. 

41. Deficit financing by the government 
sector is defined in different ways according 

to the purpose in view. In 
somt: countries like the United Definition of 

Deficit Flnan- States, even borrowing by the 
cing government from the public 

is included in deficit financing. 
In India, the government budget presents 
deficit financing as comprising the changes in 
the government sector's cash balances and the 
Reserve Bank's holding of ad hoc as well 
as loans and advances to the government 
sector. If however, deficit financing is de
fined as representing the total impact on 
money supply of the government sector, it 
should also include the variations in (a) the 

holdings of government secuntles of the 
Reserve Bank and the holdings of Treasury 
bills and government securities of the banks, 
(b) the foreign exchange assets of the Reserve 
Bank as a result of the government sector's 
net purchase/sales from/to the Reserve 
Bank, (c) the net non-monetary liabilities 
of the banking system as a result of its transac
tions with the government sector, and (d) 
the currency liability of the government to 
the public. 

42. The private sector can affect money 
supply (a) by its purchases/sales of shares and 

securities from/to the bank
Banking ~ector's ing sector, and/or (b) by 
Transactions .. 1 d d 
with the Private varyIng Its oans an avances 
Sector from the banking sector, and/ 

or (c) by varying tht: net 
non-monetary liabilities of the banking sector. 
An increase/decrease in the banking sector's 
loans and advances to the private sector and/ 
or in its holdings of private sector's shares and 
securities would result in an equivalent in
crease/decrease in money suppl). 

43. The purchase/sale of government secu
rities by the private sector from/to the banking 

sector also affects the financial 
Private Sector's assets of the banking sector 
Purchase/Sale of h' h h '" . h' Government W IC, t erelore, raises t e 
Securities from! question whether such varia
to the Banking tion in the financial assets 
Sector f b k' o the an Ing sector should 
be attributed to the private sector. 

44. Let us take the case of sale of govern
ment securities by the private sector to the 

banking sector. The banking 
-Affects only sector's holdings of govern-
Bank Credit to . . I 
the Government ment sec~ntJes as a res~ t, 
Sector would Increase. Such 10-

crease in the banking sector's 
holdings of government securities can also 
come about if the government sector had sold 
its securities directly to the banking sector. 
In one case, the banking sector's holdings of 
government securities increase as a result 
of its transactions with the private sector, 
while in the other case, it is due to its transac
tions with the government sector. In both 
the cases, however, the ultimate result is ex
tension of credit by the banking sector to the 



government sector; in one case such exten
sion is direct while in the other case, it is 
indirect (through the priwte sector). There
fore, it would be appropriate to consider 
the entire increase in the holdings of govern
ment securities of tht. banking sector, in what
ever way it arises, as bank credit to the govern-• ment sector. 

45. On similar grounds, a net purchase by 
the private sector of government securities 
from the banking sector should be treated as 
a decline in the banking sector's credit to the 
government sector. 

46. It may be argued that the above reason
ing would be correct only if (a) the government 

Objections to 
the Above 
Proce.dure 

securities, purchased by the 
private sector from the bank
ing sector, are in terms of 
value, identical with those 

purchased by the banking sector directly 
from the government sector in the same 
year; and/or (b) the government securities 
sold by the private s{"ctor to the banking 
sector are, in terms of value, identical with 
those purchased by the private sector directly 
from the government sector in the same year. 
When however, the private sector's pur
chases/sales of government securities from/to 
the banking sector take place in a year diff
ferent from that during which the banking 
sector/private sector purchases government 
securities directly from the government sector, 
it may be argued, the reasoning of the previous 
two paragraphs would not hold good. To 
take an example, suppose, in a particular 
year, the government sector does nbt sell any 
of its securities to any sectOi and yet the 
private sector sells government slcurities, 
bought in the previous year and maturing, 
say, after two to threl! years, to the banking 
sector. In this case, the government sector 
has not resorted to bank credit and has no 
obligation to redeem the securities sold by 
the private sector to the banking sector. 
To treat, therefore, such sales of government 
securities by the private sector to the banking 
sector as representing bank credit to the 
government sector, it may be argued, is not 
appropriate and such sales should be really 
treated as representing bank credit to the 
private sector. 
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47. This argument has some fOlce. How
ever, because of the reasons mentioned below, 

Ob' t' t the variations in the banking lec Ions no , . 
Valid sector s holdmgs of govern-

ment securities, however 
brought about, are treated as representing 
variations in bank crfdit to the government 
sector. 

48. Firstly, to take the example given, 
though the government sector may no~ have 
any obligation to redeem the government 
securities sold by the private sector to the 
banking sector, the fact that these securities 
ale negotia ble and, in that sense liquid, en
ables the private sector to realise the market
value of these securities by selling them to the 
banking sector; thus, the negotiability of 
the government securities makes it possible 
for the private sector to treat them as if they 
are redeemable at the market-value at any 
time, and, (hus, withdraw its past savings 
from the government sector and compel it 
indirectly to resort to bank credit. 

49. Secondly the criterion adopted in 
money supply analysis for identifying the 
banking sector's credit to each of the other 
sectors is the liability criterion; that is to say, 
the variation in the liability of a sector to the 
banking sector in a given year represents the 
extent of bank credit obtained by it. Ac
cording to this criterion, any increase in the 
banking sector's holdings of government 
securities increases the liability of the govern
ment sector til) th..: banking sector and hence 
bank credit to the government sector. 

50. On similar grounds, the purchases/ 
saJes of private securities by the government 
sector from/to the banking sector are also 
ignored; these transactions would be included 
in the private sector'!, transactions with the 
banking sector. . 

51. The variations in the banking sector's 
loans and advances to and its holdings of the 

Bank Credit 
to Private 
Sector 

shares and securities of the 
private sector would then 
indicate the net variation in 
the financial assets of the 

banking sector as a result of its transactions 
with the private sector. 
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52. The private sector's transactions with 
the banking sector, however, would also 

affect the net non-monetary 
Exclusion of I' b'l' . f h b k' variations in net la 1 ItJe~ 0 t e an 109 
non~monetary sector. The only identifiable 
liabilities of variations in the net non-
the Banking I' b'l' . f Sector monetary la 1 ItJes 0 the 

banking sector, arising as a 
result of its transactions with the private 
sector, are the variations in time deposits of the 
private sector. The variations in the rest of 
the net non-monetary liabilities of the banking 
sector, arising from its transactions with the 
private sector, are not identifiable because 
of lack of data and hence are merged with 
the variations in the other non-identifiable 
net non-moneatry liabilities of the banking 
sector. 

53. The exclusion of such variations in 
the net non-monetary liabilities of the banking 
sector would result in an overstatement 
of bank credit to the private sector, if such 
variations are positive, and in an understate
ment, if they are negative. 

54. Bank credit to the private sector would 
also be overstated/undustated as the private 
sector's net purchase/net sale of foreign 
exchange from/to the banking sector, arising 
as a result of its transactions with the foreign 
sector, is not taken into account because of 
lack of data. The private sector's transac
tions in foreign exchange with the banking 
system are merged with such transac
tions of all the sectors with the banking 
sector. 

55. So far, the discussion related to the 
variations in the banking sector's monetary 

Government 
Sector's direct 
impact on 
Money Supply 

liabilities to the public. How
ever, the government sector 
can also affect money supply 
directly. Since the govern

ment sector's cash balances kept with the 
treasuries are not included in money supply 
with the public, variations in money supply 
can arise as a result of variations in the 
treasury balances. 

56. One rupee notes and coins, and small 
coins represent the liability of the government 

sector to the public. ORe 
Variations in d . 
the Government rupee notes an coms are 
Sector's Cur- issued to the public through 
reney Liabilities the Reserve Bank * while the 
to the public small coins are 'issued both 
through the treasury as wdl as the Reserve 
Bank. The data regarding the absolute amount 
of rupee notes and coins with the public are 
available and are published by the Reserve 
Bank. With regard to the small coins, as 
mentioned in Part I, only the data relating to 
their variations are available, but the absolute 
amount of small coins in circulation is not 
known. t Since rupee notes and coins as well 
as small coins are issued to the public only in 
exchange for either the Reserve Bank notes or 
the government's notes and coins, they 
affect only the composition of money supply. 

57. This discussion of the factors affecting 
money supply may now be summarised. 

Summary 

58. Money supply comprises govern
ment's liability to the public and the monetary 
liabilities to the public of the banking sector. 
Variations in the monetary liabilities of the 
banking sector would be reflected in the cor
responding variations in its financial assets 
and net non-monetary liabilities. Variations 
in the financial assets as well as the net non
monetary liabilities of the banking sector 
can come about as a result of its transactions 
with the government sector (Central and 
State Governments) and the private sector 
(rest of the domestic sector and the foreign 
sector). 

59. Separate data regarding all the transac
tions of each of these two sectors with the 
banking sector are not available. 

* In terms of Section 36 of the Reserve Bank of 
India Act, the Reserve Bank obtains each year Rs. 5 
crores worth of rupee notes and coins from the Govern
ment to meet the public's requirements of rupee notes 
and coins. As a result of the operation of this Section 
and the return of rupee notes and coins from circulation 
the rupee notes and coins held by the Reserve Bank 
have been rising continuously, the figure as on the last 
Friday of March, 1961 being Rs. 119.62 crores. 

t It is estimated that the absolute amount of 
small coins in circulation at the end of 1956-57 was 
around Rs. 65 crores. 



60. The data with respect to such transac
tions of each of these sectors with the banking 
sector, which have an impact on the latter's 
foreign exchange assets and the net non
monetary foreign exchange liabilities, are not 
separately available. Therefore, all these 
transactions are grouped together and only 
their total impact on the foreign exchange 
assets and the non-monetary foreign exchange 
liabilities of the banking sector, or the net 
foreign exchange assets of the banking sector 
is shown in this analysis. 

61. Regarding the net non-monetary liabi
lities too, complete data regarding the tran
sactions of each of these sectors with the 
banking sector are not separately available. 
The data regarding the transactions of the 
Reserve Bank with the International Monetary 
Fund and the borrowings from abroad of the 
banks are available and these transactions 
are already included in the net variations in 
the foreign exchange assets of the banking 
sector. The data regarding variations in the 
government sector's deposits with the Reserve 
Bank and the time deposits of the private 
sector with the banks are also available; 
the former are included in the government 
sector's transactions with the banking sector 
and the latter, in the private sector's transac
tions with the banking sector. The data with 
respect to variations in the other non-mone
tary liabilities and 'other' assets of the banking 
sector are grouped together as it is not possible 
to attribute these variations to the transactions 
of each of these sectors with the banking 
sector; these variations reflect the impact of 
the transactions of all the sectors with the 
banking sector and are shown separately in 
th is analysis. 

62. The identifiable impact of the govern
ment sector on the banking s(;ctor's financial 
assets and non-monetary liabilities is re
flected in the variations in the banking sector's 
holdings of rupee coins and notes, and govern
ment securities (including Treasury bills), 
banking sector's loans and advances to the 
Government sector, and the Government 
sector's deposits with the Reserve Bank. 

63. The identifiable government sector's 
transanctions with the banking sector, there
fore, would not correctly indicate the net 
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impact of the government sector on money 
supply. To take an example. Suppose the 
identifiable transactions of the government 
sector with the banking sector result in an 
increase in money supply or, which is the same 
thing, in the government sector's budget 
deficit. This increase in money supply would 
be overstated if there were a net purchase of 
foreign exchange by the government sector 
from the banking sector and/or if there were 
an increase in the non-identifiable net non
monetary liabilities of the banking sector as 
a result of the government sector's transac
tions with the banking sector. 

64. The private sector's identifiable tran
sactions with the banking sector are reflected 
in the variations in the banking sector's loans 
and advances (including bills purchased and 
discounttd) to the private sector, the banking 
sector's holding of private shares and securi
ties, and the time deposits of the private sector. 
The impact of the private sector's transactions 
on the banking sector's foreign assets and net 
non-monetary liabilities (other than time 
deposits) is not identifiable as these data are 
not separately available. As a result, the 
identifiable transactions of the private sector 
with the banking sector would not correctly 
represent the net impact on money supply 
of the private sector. To take an example. 
Suppose the identifiable transactions of the 
private sector with the banking sector show 
an increase in bank credit to the private sector. 
This increase would be overstated if there 
were a net purt,hase by the private sector 
of foreign exchange from the banking sector 
and/or if there were an increase in the non
identifiable net non-monetary liabilities of 
the banking sector as a result of the private 
sector's transactions with the banking sector. 

65. The Government sector's total impact 
on money supply should also include the 
impact of variations in treasury~balances and 
the government sector's currency liability 
to the public. The variations in the treasury 
balances are treated on par with the govern
ment sector's balances with the banking 
sector. The variations in rupee notes and 
coins, and small coins bring about correspond
ing and equivalent variations in money 
supply. 
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II 

Changes in Money Supply in India-1951-52 
to 1961-61 

66. It is proposed to identify the factors 
that affected money supply during 1951-52 
to 1960-61 in this section on the lines indicated 
in the general discussion on the mechanics 
of money supply variations in section I. 
The impact on money supply of each of the 
following factors would be shown separatley. 

(a) Bank credit to the Government sector, 
together with the direct impact of the Govern
ment Sector on money supply. 

(b) Bank credit to the Private Sector. 

(c) Net vanatIOn in the foreign exchange 
assets of the Banking Sector. 

(d) Variation in the other net non-mone
tary liabilities of the Banking Sector (exclud
ing government sector's deposits with the 
Reserve Bank, time deposits of the private 
sector with the banks, Reserve Bank's non
monetary liability to the International Mone
tary Fund and Banks' borrowing from 
abroad). 

67. The analysis of money supply varia
tions during 1951-52 to 1960-61 is shown, 

Analysis of 
Money Supply 
Varia ions : 
1951-52 to 
1960-61 

in terms of these factors 
in Table 1. 

TABLE I-ANALYSIS OF MONEY SUPPLY VARJi\TlONS 

(Rupees Crores) 
----------

Outstand-
ing as on 1951-52 1952-53 1953-54 1954-55 1955-56 1951-52 
March 30, to 

1951 1955-56 
--'------"----"----"-----"--------"-----------------------------
Money Supply with the Public (I -+ 21- 3)1 1,975.73-179.4 -43.8 +25.1 +132.t +264.3 -1198.7 

1. Currency with the PublicI 1,329.0 -119.3 -22.7 +26.0 +88.3 +193.9 +166.2 

2. Othel Deposits with the Reserve Bank 26.0 -6.4 - 3.1 -1.8 -5.0 +2.3 -14.0 

3. Bank Money 62,).7 -53.7 -18.0 +0.9 +,.9.3 +68.1 +46.5 

Factors Affecting Money Suppl) Variations 

1. Net Bank Credit to Government Sector (a+ d+e) 973.1 -65.9 +41.9 -32.6 +107.0 +194.8 +245.2 
a. Reserve Bank's Net Credit to Government 

Sector (b-c) . . . . 460.5 -26.3 +49.1 -23.4 +82.2 + 164. 6 +246.2 
b. Aggregate Variations in the Financial Assets 

of the Resene Bank (including Rupee Coins) 648.9 -9.5 ---{).5 -50.7 +73.6 +174.3 + 187.2 
c. Variations in Government Deposits with the 

Reserve Bank 188.4 +16.8 -49.6 -27.3 -8.6 +9.7 -59.0 
d. Banks' Credit to Government Sector 347.0 -24.9 +8.9 + 18.1 +28.1 +21.2 +51.4 
e. Government's Net Currency Liabilities to the 

Public2 (variatons in Government Currency 
Liabilities-Variations in Treasury Balances) .. 165.6 -14.7 -It.1 -27.3 -3.3 +9.0 -52.4 

2. Net Bank Credit to Private Sector (a+ b) .. 286.74 +65.1 -76.5 -1.0 +23.(\ +95.4 +10(;.0 
a. Reserve Bank Credit to Private Sector .. 1.2 +0.1 +0.2 +3.3 +1.2 +4.8 
b. Banks' Net Credit to Private Sector (c-d) .. 285.54 +65.0 -76.; -4.3 +23.0 +94.2 + 101.2 
c. variations in Financial Assets of Banks 619.14 +56.2 --40.9 +12.1 +74.7 +136.8 +238.9 
d. Variations in Non-monetary Liabilities of Banks 333.6 -8.8 +35.8 +16.4 +51.7 +42.6 + 137.7 

3. Variations in the Net Foreign Exchange Assets of 
the Banking Sector (a + b) . . .. 860.0 -186.3 +32.7 +47.9 -4.0 +13.9 -95.8 
a. Variation~ in the Net For, ign Exchange Assets 

of the Reserve Bank .. 877.9 -161.1 +0.6 +46.4 -5.6 +23.3 -96.4 
b. Variations in the Banks' Net Foreign Exchange 

Assets .. -17.9 -25.2 +32.1 +1.5 +1.6 -9.4 +0.6 

4. Variations in the Non-identifiable Net Non-mone-
tary Liabiiities of the Banking Sectorl (increase-) 100.94 +7.7 -41.9 +10.6 +6.6 -39.R -56.8 

-----
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TABLE I-ANALYSIS OF MONEY SUPPLY VARIATlONS-(Conld.) 

Money Suppl> with the Public 10+2+3) 

1. Currency with the PublicI .. 

2. Other Deposits with the Reserve Bank 

3. Bank Money 

Factors affecting Money Supply variations. 
1. Net Bank Credit to Government Sector 

(Rupee~ Crores) 
----------------.------.-------

Outstand-
ing as on 1956-57 
March 30, 

1956 

1956-57 Out-
1957-58 1958-59 1959-60 1960-61@ to standing 

1960-61 as on 
March 

31,1961 

2,184.4 +128.9 +77.1 +110.0 +204.9 +201.5 +722.4 2,901.7 

1,505.? +51.8 +51.3 +118.0 +138.7 +167.1 +527.0 2,026.9 

12.r, --0.4 +8.2 --0.6 +2.5 -2.9 +6.8 19.0 

667.2 +77.5 +17.6 -7.4 +63.6 +37.3 +188.6 855.8 

(a+d+e) 1,228.2 +309.6 +502.0 +332.5 +263.9 -7.5+1400.5 2,623.6 

a. Reserve Bank's Net Credit to Govern-
mentSector(l:-c) 706.7 -1330.9 +421.2 +156.4 +145.5 +136.7+1190.7 1,897.4 

b. Aggregate Variations in the Financial 
Assets of the Reserve Bank (including 
Rupee Coins) 836.1 +298.1 +427.9 + 133.8 + 171.1 + 13t .0+ 1166.9 2,002.9 

c. Variations in Government Deposits 
with the Reserve Bank 129.4 -32.8 +6.7 -22.6 +25.6 --0.7 -23.8 105.5 

d. Banks' credit to Government Sector 

e. Government's Net Currency Liabi
bilities to the Public (Variations in 
Governement Currency Liabilities-

398.3 -11.8 +80.6 +li4.4 +103.5 -153.9 +192.8 591.1 

VariationsinTrea~uryBalances) 123.2 -9.5 +0.2 +1.7 +14.9 +9.7 +17.G 135.1 

2. Net Hank Credit to Pri~ate Sector (a+ b) 

a. Reserve Bank Credit to Private Sector 

b. Banks' Net Credit to Private Sector 
(c-d) 

c. Variations in Financial Assets of 

392.8 -1-103.4 -146.7 -141.5 -59.9 -1294.4 +49.7 442.5 

6.1 +0.5 -0.7 +2.2 +0.4 +0.2 +2.6 8.9 

386.7 -1-102.9 -146.0 -143.7 -60.3 +294.2 +47.1 433.7 

Banks 857.9 ·1165.5 +91.5 + 52.2 + 154.4 +242.9 + 706. 5 1,564.3 

d. Variations in Non-monetary Liabi-
bilitiesafBanks 471.2 +62.6 +237.5 +195.9 -1-214.7 -51.3 +659.4 1,130.6 

3. Variations in the Net Foreign Exchange 
Assets of the Banking Sector (a+b) 764.2 -261.7 -282.2 -59.7 +2.7 -63.7 -664.6 99.6 

a. Variations in the Net Foreign Exchange 
As~etsoftheReserveBank .. 781.5 -277.3 -294.8 -56.1 +5.6 -51.6 -674.2 107.3 

b. Variations in the Banks' Net Foreign 
Exchange Assets -17.3 +15.6 +12.6 -3.6 -2.9 -12.1 +9.6 -7.7 

4. Variations in the Non-identifiable Net 
Non-monetary Liabilities of the Banking 
Sector] 157.5 -22.5 +4.1 -21.5 -1.8 -21.6 -63.3 220.8 
(Increase-) 

] Excludes Rs. 43.\i crores of India notes returned from Pa'<:istan and awaiting cancellation. (2) Includes 'Hali 
Sicca' notes and coins. 

(3) Adjusted for change in coverage due to inclusion in 1952 of Non-scheduled banks operating exclusively in 
Part B States. 

(4) Adjusted for foreign bi1I~, data relating to which were obtained only since May 14, 1954. 
@ Provisional. Notes .. Figllles relating to small coin~ are included in variations in money supply while outstanding 

figures exclude them. Figures may not add up on account of rounding off. 
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68. During the First Plan period (1951-
52 to 1955-56) the total increase in money 
supply was Rs. 198·7 crores; there was a 
substantial decline in the first two years, after 
which there was a progressive increase, the 
rise in the last year (1955-56) alone being 
Rs. 264·3 crores. The government sector 
accounted for an increase of Rs. 245·2 crores, 
while the private sector for Rs. 106·0 clores ; 
the variations.a. in the net foreign exchange 
assets and the net non-monetary liabilities 
of the banking sector were responsible for 
a decline in money supply of Rs. 95·8 crores 
and Rs. 56· 8 crores, respectively. 

69. No precise or direct data are available 
with regard to the net purchases/sales of 
foreign exchange by the government sector 
from/to the banking sector; however, it is 
estimated (as shown later) on the basis of 
available data that the government sector 
was responsible for a decline in the banking 
sector's net foreign exchange assets of the 
order of Rs. 559 crorts, and the private sector 
for an increase of the order of Rs. 463 crores. 
If account is taken of this factor the govern
ment sector would account fOI a decline in 
money supply of about Rs. 314 crores, while 
the increase in money supply on account of 
the private sector would be about Rs. 569 
crores. 

70. During the Second Plan period 
(1956-57 to 1960-61), the total increase in 
money supply was Rs. 722·4 crores. The 
expansion in money supply took place during 
all the five years, the largest rise of Rs. 204·9 
crores being in the year 1959-60. The govern
ment sector accounted for an increase of 
Rs. 1,400' 5 crores while the private sector for 
an increase of Rs. 49·7 crores ; the variations 
in the net foreign exchange assets and the 
net non-monetary liabilities of the banking 
sector were responsible for a decline of 
Rs. 664· 6 crores and Rs. 63·3 crores, res
pectively. 

71. The estimated declines in the net 
foreign exchange assets of the banking sector 
on account of the government sector and the 
private sector were of the order of Rs. 329 
crores and Rs. 236 crores, respectively. Fur-

ther, the P. L. 480 deposits with the State 
Bank amounting to about Rs. 200 crores 
could be regarded as argued later, as the 
deposits of the government sector. If both 
these factors are taken into account the 
government sector would be responsible for 
an increase in money supply of about Rs. 872 
crores, while the private sector for a decline 
of Rs. 86 crores. 

72. The way in which the impact of each 
of these factors on money supply is worked 
out is discussed in detail in the following 
paragraphs. 

73. The Government sector's budget de
ficit or bank credit to the government sector 

Government 
Sector's Deficit 
or Bank Credit 
to the Govern
ment Sector 

(including the direct impact 
of the government sector 
on money supply) is re
presented by the net aggre
gate variation in the fol

lowing financial assets and non-monetary 
liabilities of the banking sector, the treasury 
balances, and the government sector's currency 
liability to the public. 

(a) Reserve Bank's holdings of rupee 
coi ns and notes, 

(b) One rupee notes and coins in circula
tion with the public, 

(c) Reserve Bank's loans and advances to 
the government sector, 

(d) Reserve Bank's holdings of govern
ment securities, including Treasury 
bills, 

(e) Banks' holdings of government secu
rities, including Treasury bills, 

(f) Government deposits with the Reserve 
Bank, 

(g) Government balances with the trea
sunes. 

74. The net valiation in the last two items 
is deducted from the net variation in the first 
five items in order to obtain the government 
sector's budget deficit, as shown in Table II. 
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T ABLE II. BANK CREDIT TO GOVERNMENT SECTOR 
(Rs. crores) 

Variations in the Financial Assets Varia- Resene Banks' Total Gover- Varia- Impact 
of the Reserve Bank tions Bank's Credit Net nment's tions of Go-

in Go- Net to Go- Bank Curr- in vern-
Loans Hold- Hold- Aggre- vern- Credit vern- Credit ency Trea- ment 
and ings of ings of gate ment to Go- ment to Go- Liabi- suey Sector 
Advan- Go- Rupee Varia- Depo- vern- Sector vern- lilies Balan- on 
ces to vern- Coins Hons sits ment ment to the ces Money 
Govern- ment and in the with Sector Sector Public Supply 
ment Secu- Notes Finan- the (4-5) (6+7) (8+9 

rities· cial Re- -10) 
Assets serve 
of the Bank 
Re- • 
serve 
Bank 
(1+2+ 
3) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

-0.6 -23.7 +14.8 -9.5 +16.8 -26.3 -24.9 -51.2 -15.4 -0.7 -65.9 

+2.4 -15.9 +13.0 -0.5 -49.6 +49.1 +8.9 +58.0 -12.5 -1-3.6 +41.9 

-2.8 -59.6 +11.7 -50.7 -27.3 -23.4 +18.1 -5.3 -30.4 -3.1 -32'6 

-0.1 +65.2 +8.5 -1-73.6 -8.6 +82.2 -1-28.1 -1-110.3 -4.7 -1.4 +107.0 

-0.5 -1-174.0 +0.8 -1-174.3 -1-9.7 +164.6 -1-21.2 -1-185.8 +7.3 -1.7 +194.8 

,. 

1951-52 .. 

1952-53 

1953-54 

1954-55 

1955-56 

Tota11951-52 
to 1955-56 .. 

1956-57 

1957-58 

1958-59 

1959-60 

1960-61 

-1.6 +140.0 +48.8 -1-187.2 -59.0 -1-246.2 -1-51.4 -1-297.6 ~55.7 -3.3 +145.2 

+7.7 +270.9 +19.5 +298.1 -32.8 +330.9 -11.8 +319.1 -5.3 +4.2 +309'6 

+13.6 +407.7 +6.6 +427.9 +6.7 +421.2 +80.6 +501.8 -0.9 -1.1 +502.0 

+3.5 +129.6 +0.7 +133.8 -22.6 +156.4 +174.4 +330.8 +4.1 +2.4 +332.5 

-2.4 +179.4 -5.9 +171.1 +25.6 +145.5 +103.5 +249.0 +11.2 -3.7 +263.9 

+16.7 +123.8 -4.5 +136.0 -0.7 +136.7 -153.9 -17.2 +13.4 +3.7 -7.5 

Total 1956-57 
to 1960-61 ., +39.1 +1111.4 +16.4 +1166.9 -23.8 +1190.7 +192.8+1383.5 +22.5 +5.5 +1400.5 

• Including bills purchaseu and discounted. t Provisional. 

. 
75. During the First Plan period, the 

impact of the government sector on money 
supply was negative during 1951-52 and 
1953-54; it was, however, substantially ex
pansionist during the last two years, the 
expansion of Rs. 194·8 crores during the 
last year (1955-56) being the largest. During 
the Second Plan period the increase in money 
supply on account of the government sector 
was quite substantial in all the first four years; 
it was the largest (Rs. 502·0 crores) during 
1957-58, after which it became progressively 
smaller during 1958-59 (Rs. 332· 5 crores) 
and 1959-60 (Rs. 263· 9 crores). During 
the last year (1960-61)" the government sector 
actually accounted for a decline of Rs. 7·5 
crores in money supply. 

76. The government sector's budget deficit 
is overstated/understated to the extent to 
which there was an increase/decrease in the 
other net non-monetary liabilities of the 
banking sector as a result of its transactions 
with the government sector. However, data 
in this respect are not separately available. 
Besides, such variations in the other net non
monetary liabilities of the banking sector are 
not very significant. 

77. The government sector's budget deficit 
does not represent the actual impact of the 
government sector on money supply as its 
transactions with regard to the purchases/ 
sales of foreign exchange from/to the banking 
sector are not taken into account. These 
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transactions are merged with such transac
tions of the other sectors, as separate data 
with respect to the government sector's pur
chases/sales of foreign exchange from/to the 
banking sector are not available. However, 
it is possible to estimate broadly the magnitude 
of such transactions, on the basis of available 
data, by deducting from the variations in the 
net foreign exchange assets of the banking 
sector the estimated variations on account 
of the private sector. The variations in the 
net foreign exchange assets of the banking 
sector on account of the private sector are 
estimated in the following way. 

78. The data regarding the purchases/ 
sales of sterling by the Reserve Bank from/to 
the private sector are published in the Reserve 
Bank's Report on Currency and Finance. 
To this is added the variation in the net 
foreign exchange assets of the banks, this 
variation being tntirely on account of the 
private sector. From this total, the variation 
in the non-monetary foreign exchange liability 
of the Reserve Bank is deducted as the latter 
represents the liability of the Reserve Bank 
to the International Monetary Fund, which 
being a part of the foreign sector, is, for the 
purpose of the present analysis, included in 
the private sector. Thus the variation in the 
banking sector's net foreign exchange assets 
on account of the private sector is estimated. 
This estimate is not precise as the data with 
regard to the Reserve Bank's direct receipts/ 
payments in terms of sterling from/ to the 
foreign sector are not separately available and 
are not included in this estimate; the non
inclusion of such receipts/payments, however, 
would not vitiate the estimate to any significant 
extent. 

79. The vanatlOn in the banking sector's 
net foreign exchange assets on account of the 
private sector is thus estimated to be (+) 
Rs. 463 crores during the First Plan period 
and (-) Rs. 336 crores during the Second 
Plan period, while the variation on account 
of the government sector is estimated to be 
(-) Rs. 559 crores during the First Plan 
period and (-) Rs. 329 crores during the 
Second Plan period. If this factor is taken 
into account, the net bank credit to the govern
ment sector would be reduced by about Rs. 559 
crores and about Rs. 329 crores, respectively 
during the First and the Second Plan periods, 

while the net bank credit to the private sector 
would increase by about Rs. 463 crores during 
the First Plan period and would decline by 
about Rs. 336 crores during the Second Plan 
period. 

80. It should be noted that the govern
ment sector's budget deficit since 1956-57 is 

Implications of 
the P.L. 480 
Deposits with 
the State Bank 
of India 

overstated because of the 
manner in which the tran
sactions relating to the United 
States P. L. 480 assistances 
have taken place. Under the 
agreement between the Go

vernment of India and the United States with 
regard to the P. L. 480 assistance, the 
Government obtained principally foodgrains 
from the United States, for which the pay
ment was made in terms of rupees to the 
United States Embassy. A greater part of 
these rupee balances (85 per cent) of the 
United States Embassy was to be given back 
to the Government in the form of loans and 
grants. However, because of some tech
nical delays, it was not possible for the United 
States Embassy to transfer the rupee balances 
to the Government; as a result, these balances 
stood in the name of the United States Em
bassy with the State Bank principally in the 
form of time deposits, which were invested 
mostly in government securities by the State 
Bank. As a result, bank credit to the govern
ment sector increased to the extent of such 
investment in government securities by the 
State Bank. 

8 J. This procedure led to a similar in
crease in the time deposits of the private 
sector and thus reduced the net bank credit 
to the private sector by an equivalent amount. 

82. A greater part of the United States 
Embassy's rupee balances with the State Bank 
would have been paid to the Government 
under the agreement, but for technical delays. 
If these balances were, therefore, regarded as 
time deposits of the government sector, they 
would tend to increase the non-monetary 
liabilities of the banking sector to the govern
ment sector, and thus, would have to be 
deducted from bank credit to the government 
sector with a view to obtaining the net bank 
credit to the government sector. Thus, the 
government sector's budget deficit since 
1956-57 would be reduced to the extent to 



which there was an increase in the P. L. 480 
deposits of the United States Embassy with 
the State Bank. Correspondingly, the net 
bank credit to the private sector would in
crease by an equivalent amount. 

83. This special and extraordinary factor 
also affected the composition of the banks' 
deposit liabilities. But for this special factor, 
the increase in the banks' time deposits would 
have been smaller. The P. L. 480 time de
posits with the State Bank during the Second 
Plan period are estimated to be about Rs. 200 
crores. 

84. Bank credit to the private sector 
is represented by the net aggregate varia

Bank Credit to 
the Private 
Sector 

tion in the following finan
cial assets and non-monetary 
liabilities ot the banking 
sector. 

(a) Reserve Bank's holdings of private 
sector's shares and securities, 

(b) Reserve Bank's loans and advances to 
the private sector, 

(c) Banks' holding of private sector's 
shares and securities. 

• 
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(d) Banks' loans and advances (including 
bills pUl chased and discounted) to 
tht private sector, 

(e) Time deposits of the private sector 
with the banks. 

85. Some comments regarding the com
position of items (a), (b) and (d) are necessary. 
Items (a) and (b) relate, by and larfe, to the 
transactions of the various financial corpora
tions and land mortgage banks with the 
Reserve Bank. Under item (d)-banks' loans 
and advances to the private sector-the excess 
of inter-bank assets over inter-bank liabilities 
is also incuded ; for, though money at call 
and short notice is usually regarded as an 
inter-bank asset, it also arises as a result of 
advances to the private sector and such ad
vances are represented by and large, by the 
excess of inter-bank assets over inter-bank 
liabilities. 

86. The variation in the last item is de
ducted from the net variation in the first four 
items with a view to obtaining the net bank 
credit to the private sector as shown in Table 
III. The net bank credit to the private sector 
includes, as mentioned earlier, the bank credit 
to the foreign sector. 

TABLE Ill-BANK CREDIT TO PRIV ATE SECTOR 

Variations in the Total 
Financial Assets of (I + 2) 
the Reserve Bank 

1951-52 
1952-53 
1953-54 
19~-55 
1955-56 
Total 1951-52 to 
1955-56 
1956-57 

Shares 
and 

Bonds 

+ 0.1 
+ 0.2 
+ 3.0 
+ 0.3 
+ 0.6 

+ 4.2 

1957-58 + 0.3 
1958-59 " + 1.3 
1959-60 " + 0.5 
1960-61* " + 0.4 
Total 1956-57 to 
1960-61 " + 2.5 

Loans 
and 

Advances 

2 3 

+ 0.3 
0.3 

+ 0.6 

+ 0.6 
+ 0.5 

1.0 
+ 0.9 

0.1 
0.2 

+ 0.1 

+ 0.1 
+ 0.2 
+ 3.3 

+ 1.2 

+ 4.8 
+ 0.5 

0.7 
+ 2.2 
+ 0.4 
+ 0.2 

+ 2.6 

Variations in the Total 
Financial Assets of (4+5) 

Banks 

Shares 
and 

Bonds 

4 

+ 1.5 
+ 0.1 
-r- 2.9 
• 3.6 
+ 3.9 

+ 12.0 
1.3 

+ 12.4 
+ 4.9 
+ 16.9 
- 6.1 

+ 29.4 

, 
Loans 
and 

Advances 

5 6 

~ 54.7 + 56.2 
- 41.0 - 40.9 
+ 9.2 + 12.1 
+ 71.1@ + 74.7 
+ 132 . 9 + 136. 8 

.226.9 
+164.2 
+ 79.1 
+ 47.3 
+ 137.5 
+249.0 

+677.1 

+238.9 
+165.5 
+ 91.5 
+ 52.2 
+154.4 
+242.9 

+706.5 

Varia-
tions in 

Non-Mo-
netary 

Liabili-
ties of 

Banks 

7 

8.8 
+ 35.8 
+ 16.4 
+ 51.7 
+ 42.6 

-d37.7 
+ 62.6 
+237.5 
+195.9 
+214.7 
- 51.3 

+659.4 

(Rupees 

Banks' 
Net 

Credit to 
Private 
Sector 
(6-7) 

8 

+ 65.0 
- 76.7 
- 4.3 
-;- 23.0 
-;- 94.2 

+101.2 
+ 102.9 
-146.0 
-143.7 
- 60.3 
-1-294.2 

+ 47.1 

crores) 

Total 
Net 

Bank 
Credit to 
Prhate 
Sector 
(3+8) 

9 

-I- 65.1 
- 76.5 
- 1.0 
-;- 23.0 
-;- 95.4 

+106.0 
+103.4 
-146.7 
-141.5 
- 59.9 
+294.4 

+ 49.7 
--~:~~---------------------------------------------

@ Adju~t~d for 'foreign bills·, data relating to which were obtained only since May 14, 1954. 
* ProvIsIonal. 
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87. The total net bank credit to the private 
sector during the First Plan period was 
Rs. 106·0 crores. It was, however, quite 
substantial during 1951-52 and in the last 
two years only; it was the largest (Rs. 95·4 
crores) during 1955-56. It was substantially 
negative (Rs. 76· 5 crores) during 1952-1953 
and wa~ negligible during 1953-54. During 
the Second Plan period, the total net bank 
credit to the private sector was Rs. 49·7 
crores only, the substantial net bank credit 
of Rs. 103·4 crores during 1956-57 and 
Rs. 294·4 crores during 1960-61 being offset 
to a significant extent by the negative figures 
for the intervening three years. 

88. The net bank credit to the private 
sector would be overstated/understated to 
the extent to which there was an increase/ 
decrease in the other net non-monetary liabili
ties of the banking sector as a result of the 
private sector's transactions with the banking 
sector. The data regarding such variations 
in the net non-monetary liabilities of the 
banking sector, as a result of its transactions 
with the private sector, are not separately 
available. 

89. The net bank credit to the private 
sector does not represent the total impact 
of the private sector on money supply as its 
transactions with regard to the purchases/ 
sales of foreign exchange from/to the banking 
sector are not taken into account; no separate 
data regarding such transactions are readily 
available and hence they are merged with 
the similar transactions of the other sectors. 
It is estimated, however, as pointed out earlier, 
that the banking sector's net foreign exchange 
assets increased by about Rs. 463 crores 
dUling 'he First Plan period and declined by 
about Rs. 336 crores during the Second Plan 
period as a result of its transactions with 
the private sector. If account is taken of 
this factor, the net bank credit to the private 
sector would, as mentioned earlier, be higher 
by about Rs. 463 crores during the first 
Plan period, and would be lower by about 
Rs. 336 crores during the Second Plan period. 

90. Further, as mentioned earlier, the net 
bank credit to the private sector during the 
Second Plan period is understated to the 
extent of about Rs. 200 crores because of the 

extraordinary increase in the U nied States 
Embassy's P. L. 480 time deposits with the 
State Bank. 

91. The transactions in respect of pur
chases/sales of foreign exchange of the Govern-

ment sector and the private 
Variation in the sector with the banking sector 
Net Foreign are reflected in the variations 
Exchange Assets . . 
of the Banking In the foreign exchange assets 
Sectors and the non-monetary foreign 

exchange liabilities of the 
banking sector, and particularly of the Reserve 
Bank as, due to exchange control, the varia
tions in the banks" foreign exchange assets 
and non-monetary foreign exchange liabilities 
are not very significant. Foreign exchange 
assets of the banking sector comprise the 
gold holdings and the foreign assets of the 
Reserve Bank, and the foreign exchange 
assets of the banks; the non-monetary foreign 
exchange liabilities of the banking sector 
comprise the Reserve Bank's non-monetary 
liability to the International Monetary Fund 
and the borrowings from abroad of the banks. 

92. The variations in the non-monetary 
foreign exchange liabilities of the banking 
sector are deducted from the variations in its 
foreign exchange assets, with a view to ob
taining the variations in its net foreign ex
change assets as shown in Table IV. 

93. Complete data regarding the variations 
in the net foreign exchange assets of the banks 
are not shown in their published returns 
(for the financial year). They include only 
some non-monetary foreign exchange liabili
ties ; and even these are merged with the 
other liabilities, so that no separate informa
tion is available with regard to them. The 
information, therefore, regarding the varia
tion in the banks' net foreign exchange assets 
is obtained from the balance of payments 
data. Reliance on this source may have 
introduced some error in the calculation of 
the banks' net foreign exchange assets; for 
the balance of payments data may not com
pletely tally with those which should normally 
figure in the banks' returns. 

94. The variations in the net foreign 
exchange assets of banks may not be accurate 
because of another reason also. The non-
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TABLE lV.-VARIATIONS IN THE NET FOREIGN EXCHANGE ASSETS OF THE BANKING SECTOR 

(Rupees crores) 

Variations Variations Variations Variations Variations Variations Variations 
in the in the in the in the in the in the in the 

Foreign Non-Mone- Net Foreign Foreign Foreign Net Foreign Net Foreign 
Exchange tary Exchange 
Assets Foreign Assets 
of the Exchange of the 

Reserve Liabilit ies Reserve 
Bank of the Bank 

Reserve 0-2) 
Bank 

2 3 

1951-52 -161.1 -161.1 

1952-53 + 0.6 + 0.6 

1953-54 -!- 29.3 - 17.1 + 46.4 

1954-55 - 23.0 - 17.4 - 5.6 

1955-56 + 16.1 - 7.2 + 23.3 

Total 1951-52 to 
1955-56 -138.1 - 41.7 - 96.4 

1956-57 -219.3 + 58.0 -277.3 

1957-58 -259.8 + 35.0 -294.8 

1958-59 - 53.9 + 2.2 - 56.1 

1959-60 - 15.9 - 21.5 + 5.6 

1960-61· - 60.9 - 9.3 - 51.6 

Total 1956-57 to 
1960-61 -6(19.8 + 64.4 -674.2 

• Provisional. 

monetary foreign exchange liabilities, other 
than those which are identified, are not taken 
into account due to lack of data ; such non
monetary foreign exchange liabilities are 
merged with the other non-identifiable net 
non-monetary liabilities of the banking sector. 

95. The non-identifiable net non-mone
tary liabilities of the banking sector include 
Variation in the the following assets and 
Non-Identifiable liabilities. 
Net Non.mone-
tary liabilities 
of the Banking 
Sector 

(a) Capital and reserves of the Reserve 
Bank, 

(b) Capital and reserves of banks, 

Exchange Exchange Exchange Exchange 
Assets Liabilities Assets Assets 

of Banks of Banks of Banks of the 
(4-5) Banking 

Sector 
0+ 6) 

-------
4 5 6 7 

3.8 + 21.4 - 25.2 -18f.3 

-'- 1.7 - 30.4 + 32. I + 32.7 

+ 2.1 + 0.6 .. 1.5 47.9 

-+- 1.0 0.6 1.6 4.0 

-+- 0.7 + 10.1 9.4 13.9 

T 1.7 1. 1 + 0.6 - 95.8 

15.6 + 15.6 -261.7 

+ 0.8 - 11.8 , 126 -282.2 

1.3 + 2.3 3.6 - 59.7 

1.5 + 1.4 2.9 -I- 2.7 

1.9 -i 10.2 - 12.1 - 63.7 

3.9 13.5 -; 9.6 -664.6 

(c) ·Othell. Liabilities' of the Reserve 
Bank, 

(d) 'Other Liabilities' of banks (excluding 
the banks' borrowings from abroad), 

(e) 'Other Assets' of the Reserve Bank, 

(f) 'Other Assets' of banks (excluding 
the banks' foreign exehange assets). 

96. The above mentiened items represent 
the assets and liabilities of the banking sector 
that are not taken account of, because of 
lack of required data, while calculating the 
impact on money supply of the government 
sector, the private sector and the variations 
in the net foreign exchange assets of the bank
ing sector. 
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97. The first four items represent the non
monetary liabilities of the banking sector, while 
last two represent its 'other assets'. In item 
(a)-Reserve Bank's capital and reserves
there has been a negligible variation during 
the period covered by this study; the varia
tion in the Reserve Bank's reserves during 
1956-57 on account of the revaluation of gold 
held with the Reserve Bank is ignored for 
obvious reasons. 

98. Item (f)-'Other assets' of the banks
had to be derived, as the data given in the 
banks' returns for the financial year suffer 
from inadequate coverage. The excess of 

total liabilities over total assets of the banks 
is treated as representing the assets not re
ported; this figure is then added to the 'other 
assets' (which art reported) to derive the 
figure for the total of banks' 'other assets.' 
From this figure, the foreign exchange assets 
of the banks are excluded. 

99. The aggregate net VarIatIOns in the 
non-identifiable net non-monetary liabilities 
of the banking sector are obtained by deduc
ting the variations in the 'other' assets from 
the variations in the non-monetary liabilities 
as shown in Table V. 

TABLE V. - VARIATIONS IN THE NON-IDENTIFIABLE NET NON-MONETARY LIABILITIES OF THE 
BANKING SECTOR 

(Rupees erores) 

Reserve Bank Banks Net Non-
Monetary 

Other Assets Non-Mone- Net Non- Other Assets Non-Mone- Net Non- Liabilities 
tary Monetary tary Monetary of the 

Liabilities Liabilities Liabilities Liabilities Banking 
(2-1) (5-4) Sector 

(3+6) 
-----------

2 3 4 5 E 7 

1951-52 +20.5 + 2.8 -17.7 + 0.1 +10.1 +10.0 - 7.7 

1952-53 -22.3 + 4.8 +27.1 - 6.7 + 8.1 +14.8 +41.9 

1953-54 + 1.0 - 5.6 -·6.6 -I- 1.2 - 2.8 - 4.0 -10.6 

1954-55 +12.7 + 4.8 - 7.9 + 1.0 + 2.3 + 1.3 - 6.6 

1955-56 - 3.6 +19.6 +23.2 + 5.5 +22.1 +16.6 +39.8 

Tota11951-52 to 
1955-56 + 8.3 +26.4 +18.1 + 1.1 +39.8 +38.7 +56.8 

1956-57 - 4.1 +33.9 +38.0 +14.8 - 0.7 -15.5 +22.5 

1957-58 + 0.5 + 6.4 + 5.9 + 1.2 - 8.8 -10.0 - 4.1 

1958-59 - 2.0 +13.2 +15.2 +13.9 +20.2 + 6.3 +21.5 

1959-60 + 2.2 +25.7 +23.5 +47.9 +26.2 -21.7 + 1.8 

1960-61 • + 5.6 + 5.1 - 0.5 -14.0 +8.1 +22.1 +21.6 

Total 1956-57 to 
1960-61 + 2.2 +84.3 +82.1 +63.8 +45.0 -18.8 +63.3 

• Provisional. 
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ANALYSIS OF MONEY SUPPLY IN INDIA-II 

100. So far we have discussed the concept 
of money supply as used in India, the mecha

nics of money supply varia-
Introductory tions and finally the changes 

in money supply in India 
during the First and Second Five Year Plan 
periods. This article deals with some aspects 
of forecasting of money supply variations in 
India, including, in particular, a somewhat 
detailed discussion of the extent to which 
banks can create money. A developing 
economy requires, among other things, 
a continuous expansion of money supply and 
in a planned economy like ours it is parti
cularly important to ensure that the expansion 
of money supply is neither excessive nor de
ficient. The estimate of the required order of 
money supply increase has also an important 
bearing (a) on the financing pattern of govern
ment investment, to wit, the quantum of 
deficit financing, which, as was explained 
in the previous article, has been so far a major 
determinant of money supply expansion and 
(b) on the magnitude of Reserve Bank credit to 
the commercial and co-operative banking 
sectors, which to some extent determines the 
expansion of bank credit to the private sector. 

lOt. Given the estimates of Reserve Bank 
credit to the Government and the banking sec
tor and of the variation in the net foreign ex
change assets of the Reserve Bank in any 
period, the probable expansion of money 
supply during the period can be forecast on 
the basis of certain assumptions regarding 
the credit creation by banks. The magnitude 
of the estimated rise in money supply may 
be in excess of the growth of real income, 
resulting in inflationary pressures, or it may 
be deficient, leading to deflationary condi
tions. If non-inflationary growth is desired 
the rate of growth of money supply should 
broadly approximate to the pace of increase 
in real income, and to this end suitable adjust
ments have to be made in the variants of 
Reserve Bank credit to the Government, 
Reserve Bank credit to the banking sector 
and utilisation of foreign exchange reserves. 
An.ex~rcise in the forecasting of money supply 
vanatlons should in this context be of interest; 
the object of this article is to indicate the 
method of estimating changes in money 
supply. 

102. Money supply, as explained in the pre
vious article, comprises currency (which is the 
monetary liability of the Reserve Bank and 
to some extent of the Government), the 'other 
deposits' of the Reserve Bank (which is the 
monetary liability of the Reserve Bank) and 
bank money (which is the liability of the 
banks). If money supply comprised only 
currency, money supply variations would 
depend entirely upon the variations in the 
Government's currency liability to the public 
and the variations in the financial assets and 
the net non-monetary liabilities of only the 
Reserve Bank. This would, by and large, 
be equal to deficit financing and the variation 
in the Reserve Bank's net foreign exchange 
reserves. However, money supply also com
prises bank money or the monetary liability 
of the banks. This makes the estimation 
procedure with regard to money supply some
what complex. 

103. Banks, in the course of their lending 
operations, both to the Government and the 

private sector, 'create' money 
RMatio of BBankk on the basis of certain 

oney to an h 
Reserves indi- reserves. T ese reserves com-
cates the extent prise currency as well as 
of Multiple. deposits with the Reserve 
Credit creation 
by Banks Bank. For the sake of con-

venience, the expression 
'government money' may be employed to 
refer to the monetary liabilities of the Reserve 
Bank and the Government to the banking 
system as well as the pUblic. That is to say, 
government money would be eq ual to the 
sum of currency with the public and bank 
reserves-that is, notes and coins held by the 
banks in their tills and their deposits with 
the Reserve Bank. * Banks, it is well known, 
work on a fractional reserve system; that is, 
they keep certain reserves of government 
money and, on the basis of these reserves, 
create, through their lending and investment 
operations, bank money, the magnitude of 
which is a mUltiple of their holdings of govern
ment money. Hence, the creation of bank 
money by the banks is generally referred to 
as 'multiple credit creation.' 

• Besides, government money would also include 
'other' deposits of the Reserve Bank; this, howe~er. 
constitutes II negligible part of government money. 
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104. The net result of this multiple creation 
of credit by banks is that the variation in 
money supply is larger than the variation in 
government money. The extent of multiple 
creation of credit varies from country to 
country, depending essentially on the statutory 
requirements in this regard, the composition 
of banks' assets and liabilities, the conventions 
regarding their reliance on the central bank 
and the extent of integration and development 
of the money market. 

105. It may be argued that since banks' 
demand deposits comprise not only 'created 

deposits' but also 'genuine de
Is all Bank Mo- posits' (that is, deposits kept 
ney Created with the banks by the public 

out of their savings), it would 
not be correct to treat all bank money as 
created money. However, in the technical 
sense, whether these deposits are 'created' 
or 'genuine' is not of any significance in this 
matter. Bank money is by definition the 
liability of banks and in that sense is created 
by the banks. In fact, even if the banks 

kept hundred per cent re
Case of hundred serves of government money 
per cent Reser- . . d 
ves that IS, even If all emand 

deposits were 'genuine,' to 
the extent to which people prefer to transact 
their business in terms of bank money rather 
than in terms of government money, bank 
money would be the creation of banks; for 
banks, in that case, would exchange their 
own liability for government money. Of 
course, in this most unlikely case (for, banks 
would not be performing any function in 
this case) of hundred per cent reserves of 
government money, banks would not be able 
to do any lending and to increase money 
supply. The bank money would always be 
equal to the magnitude of government money 
held by them. However, the composition 
of money supply, in this case, would be diffe
rent from the case, where there were no bank 
money; in the extreme case where people 
exchange all their government money for 
bank money, money supply with the public 
would consist of only bank money, which 
would still be equal to total government 
money, on the assumption of hundred per 
cent reserves. 

106. In practice, however, bank reserves are 
only a fraction of bank money. With the 

fractional reserve system, 
Case of Fract- banks would be able to in
ional Reserves crease money supply; in this 

case bank money would be a 
multiple of the government money held with 
the banks. This would be true even if all 
the demand deposits with the banks were 
genuine. To take an example. Suppose peo
ple deposit, out of their savings, government 
money of the value of Rs. 100 with the banks. 
So long as and to the extent to which bank 
money is an accepted medium of payment 
as well as of holding cash balances, banks 
would find that, during a given period, say, 
a year, only a certain proportion, say, 20 
per cent, of the demand deposits is withdrawn 
in the form of government money. Banks, 
then, would hold government money only 
to this extent, that is, 20 per cent of deposits 
and the rest of the government money, that 
is Rs. 80, obtained from the people, would 
be lent out to them; these loans would be 
in the form of government money as it is 
assumed that all deposits are genuine deposits. 
Total money supply, in this case, would be 
equal to bank money of Rs. 100 plus govern
ment money, lent out to the public by the 
banks, of Rs. 80, that is, Rs. 180, though 
total government money with the public as 
well as banks would be only Rs. 100. That 
is to say, the addition to the money supply 
as a result of the banks' operations is Rs. 80. 
Money supply with the public would com
prise 44 per cent currency and 56 per cent 
bank money. Banks have been able to create 
bank money of Rs. 100, on the basis of re
serves of government money of Rs. 20. 

107. The extent of creation of bank money 
by the banks does not depend only on the ratio 

Given the Ratio 
of Bank Money 
to Bank Reser
ves the varia
tion in Bank 
Money depends 
on the Ratio of 
Bank Reserves 
to Government 
Money 

of bank money to bank re
serves; it also depends on 
the ratio of bank reserves to 
government money. The 
ratio of bank reserves to 
government money would 
be different in different 
countries; each country's ratio 
would depend upon the extent 

of development of the banking habit (which in 
turn depends on the extent of economic deve
lopment and the growth of the banking system) 
and the ratio of bank money to bank reserves. 



108. Table VI presents the average ratio· of 
bank money to bank reserves as well as that 
of bank reserves to government money for 
the period 1951-60 for four countries besides 
India, namely, the U.S.A., the U.K., West 
Germany and Japan. It will be noticed that 
the ratios vary rather widely as between diffe
rent countries. Thus, the ratio of bank 
money to bank reserves is the highest in Japan 
(23,33) and the lowest in West Germany 
(2,39). The Indian ratio is 6·65 which is 
about the same as that of the U.K., while 
the United States ratio is 4·95. It is beyond 
the scope of this article to go into the reasons 
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for these divergences. A few points may, 
however, be mentioned. The high ratio in 
Japan is due to a combination of factors, 
namely, highly developed banking habit, 
absence till recently of any statutory reserve 
requirements, the high proportion of time 
deposits, substantial reliance of industry on 
banks and of banks on the central bank. In 
the case of the United States, the low ratio 
is largely due to the high statutory require
ments and the unit character of banking 
system (in contrast to the U. K. system of 
branch banking), necessitating the mainte
nance of relatively larger cash reserves. 

TABLE VI. CERTAIN MONETARY RATIOSt : AVERAGE FOR THE PERIOD 1951-60 

India* United United West Japantt 
States Kingdom Germany 

(a) Currency to Money Supply (per cent) 68.41 20.83 31.93 46.71 27.:W 

(b) Bank Money to Money Supply (per cent) .. 31.59 79.17 68.07 53.29 72.80 

(c) Bank Reserves to Go~ernment Money (per 
cent) 6.29 43.43 24.54 32.28 10.29 

(d) Bank Money to Bank Reserves 6.652 4.952 6·557 2.393 23.328 

(e) Money Supply to Government Money 1.355 2.716 2.364 1.450 3.298 

----

t The ratios relate to the averages of year-end figures. 
• For the period 1951-52 to 1960-61 (April to March). 

tt For the period 1953-6{l. 

SourceJ : (I) For India, Reserve Bank of India, Report on Currency and Finance. 
(2) For other countries, International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics. 

109. The average ratio of bank reserves to 
government money is lowest for India at 6·3 
per cent and is the highest for the U.S.A. at 
43·4 per cent. The Japanese ratio is 10· 3 
per cent, while the U.K. and the West German 
ratios are 24· 5 per cent and 32· 3 per cent, 
respectively. The divergences in these ratio 
as between different countries are largely 
explained by the extent of banking develop
ment and economic development generally. 
As such, these divergences are reflected in 
the divergences with regard to the ratio of 
bank money to money supply. Only in the 
case of Japan, though the ratio of bank 
money to money supply is as high as 73 
per cent, the ratio of bank reserves to govern
ment money is only 10·3 per cent ; this is 

* These ratios are calculated on the basis of year
end data. 

due to the extremely low reserves which the 
Japan~e banks keep. 

110. Given a certain increase in govern
ment money, the ratio of bank reserves to 
Impact on Bank government money and that of 
Money and bank money to bank reserves 
Money supply would indicate the extent of 
ofa certain in- . . b k 
crease in Go. Increase In an money as a 
Yernment result of multiple credit crea-
Money tion by the banks. The 
change in money supply is the sum of the 
two items, i.e., bank money and government 
money with the public (i.e., total government 
money less government money held by banks). 
We may work out, in the case of India and 
the U.S.A., the total expansion of money 
supply as a result of an increase of government 
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money of 100 units (rupees for India and 
dollars for the U.S.A.). 

Item 

1. Total increase in govern-
ment money 

2. Increase in bank reserves 

3. Increase in government 
money with the public 
(1-2). 

4. Increase in bank money 
(2 multiplied by ratio (d) 
of Table VI i.e., 6·652 
for India and 4·952 for 

India U.S.A. 

Rs. $ 

100·00 100·00 

6·29 43·43 

93·71 56·57 

the U.S.A.) 41·84 215·07 

5. Increase in money sup
ply (3+4) 135· 55 271·64 

111. Thus in India, an increase of Rs. 100 
of gove .. nment mone·y would result in a total 
increase in money supply of Rs. 135·55; in 
the U.S.A., the corresponding increase in 
money supply would be $ 271·64. In other 
words, the ratio of total increase in money 
supply to the increase in government money 
is I· 36 : I in India and 2· 72: I in the U.S.A. 
It will be noticed that these are identical 
with the ratios given against item (e) of 
Table VI. In other words, the impact on 
money supply of a (:ertain increase in govern
ment money can be calculated directly by 
multiplying the increase in government money 
by the ratio of money supply to government 
money. 

112. It would be seen from Table VI that 
the impact of credit creation by the banks on 
money supply is much smaller in India than 
in the other countries. The average money 
supply to government money ratio was only 
1· 36: I in India as against 3·30: I in Japan, 
2·36: 1 in the U.K. and 2·72: I in the 
U.S.A. 

113. Thus, if the magnitude of the increase 
ira government money is known, it would be 

Forecasting 
Method for 
Money Supply 
Variation 

possible to forecast the 
total increase in money 
supply on the basis of cer
tain normal relationship 
between money supply and 

government money. Although for purposes 
of illustration the average ratios for a period 
of 10 years werc taken, it is perhaps more 
meaningful to use the marginal ratios, for the 
purpo~e of forecasting money supply varia
tions. The question then arises whether in 
a developing economy like ours, the marginal 
ratio for a period of, say, five years, can be 
regarded as holding good for a similar future 
period. It is observed (see Table VII) that the 
year-to-year variation in the ratio of money 
supply to government money in the past 10 
years has been very small. The average of 
the year-end ratios during the First Plan 
period was I· 36: 1 and for the Second Plan 
it was 1·35:1; the marginal ratio for the 
Second Plan was 1· 33 : 1. Therefore, it is 
unlikely that the marginal ratio for the Third 
Plan would show a major change. A mar
ginal ratio of something like 1· 36 : 1 should 
be regarded as a reasonably good estimate 
for the Third Plan period. 

114. The method of forecasting money 
supply variation may be illustrated with refe
rence to the Third Five Yoor Plan period, on 
the basis of the information given in the Plan 
document and certain other assumptions. 
We have already assumed the ratio of money 
supply to government money to be I· 36: 1. 
It only remains for us to estimate the increase 
in government money during the Third Plan 
period. 

115. It has already been mentioned that 
government money comprises currency with 

Factors Affec
ting Govern
mentMoney 
Variation 

the public and the reserves of 
banks, the latter being the 
total of till money and de
posits with the Reserve 
Bank. Hence, in estimating 

changes in government money, account should 
also be taken of the Reserve Bank's transac
tions with the banks. Government money, 
thus, can be affected by the following factors: 

(a) Reserve Bank's credit to the Govern
ment sector, 
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TAI:JLE Vll. - CERTAIN MONETARY RATIOS*: INOlA 

--~--

Currency Bank Bank Bank Money 
to Money Money(a) Reserves to Money(b) Supply 

Supply to Money Govern- to Bank to Govern-
(per cent) supply ment Reserves ment 

(per cent) Money Money 
(per cent) 

1951-52 67.40 32.60 6.53 6.585 1.365 
19;2-53 67.86 32.14 6.50 6.520 1.359 
1953-54 68.42 31.58 6.04 6.908 1.357 
1954-55 68.31 31.69 6.01 7.082 1.366 
1955-56 68.90 31.10 5.87 7.045 1.355 

First Plan Averagl! 
(1951-52 to 1955-56) 68.21 31. 79 6.18 6.832 1.360 

1956-57 67.30 32.70 5.85 7.638 1.389 
1957-58 67.26 32.74 6.30 6.969 1.376 
1958-59 69.03 30.97 6.20 6.542 1.344 
1959-60 68.91 31. (19 7.83 5.110 1.322 
1960-61 69.87 30.13 5.57 7.083 1.J39 

Second Plan AVl!rage 
(1956-57 to 1960-61) 68.55 31.45 6.37 6.525 I. ~52 

Average for 1951-52 to 1960-61 68.41 31.59 6.29 6.652 1.35~ 

Marginal during the Second Plan with reference 
to the First Plan 69.51 30.49 6.90 5.766 1.329 

• Ratios relate to the year-end figures. (a) Including 'other' deposits with the Reserve Bank. (b) Excluding 'ether' 
deposits with the Reserve Bank. 
SOllrce : Reserve Bank of India, Report on Currency and Finance. 

(b) Reserve Bank's credit to the private 
sector, 

(c) Reserve Bank's credit to the banks, 

(d) Net change in the foreign exchange 
assets of the Reserve Bank, 

(e) Variation in the net non-monetary 
liabilities of the Reserve Bank. 

. The following assumptions are made, purely 
for illustrative purposes, regarding the faciors 
affecting government money in the Third 
Plan period. 

(a) Reserve Bank's net credit to the 
govel nment Stctor would be Rs. 550 
crores as mentioned in the Third 
Plan document. t 

(b) Reserve Bank's net credit to the non
government 5ector (mostly to the 

t Net bank credit to the government sector would 
he larger than this figure by the amaunt of increase in 
the hanks' investment in government securities as well 
as their advances to the government sector. 

co-operative institutions), would be 
Rs. 250 c.·ores, as compared to a 
littk over Rs. lOO crores in the Second 
Plan. 

(c) Reserve Bank's net non-monetary 
liabilities would increase by Rs. 50 
crorts. 

(d) There would be no change in the net 
foreign exchange assets of the Reserve 
Bank, as stated in the Third Plan. 

(e) The other transactions of the Reserve 
Bank, on balance, would have no 
impact on govtrnment money 

116. On the basis of these assumptions, the 
aggregate incrtase in government money 

would be Rs. 750 crores 
Esti mated In- (Restrve Bank's net credit 
crease in Money h 
Supply during to t e government sector 
Third Plan pe- of R~. 550 crores plus 
riod Reserve Bank's net credit 

of Rs. 250 crores to the 
non-government sector minus inclease in 
the Reserve Bank's net non-monetary liability 
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of Rs. 50 crores). On the basis of the ratio 
of money supply to government money of 
1 . 36 : 1, the expansion of money supply in 
the Third Plan would be a little over Rs. 1,000 
crores, or approximately 35 per cent of the 
level at the end of the Second Plan (Rs. 2,900 
crores). As against this estimated increase 
in money supply, the estimated increase in 
net national incomr (at constant price~) in 
the Third Plan period is 30 per cent. There 
would be some additional requirement of 
money supply to meet the increase in the 
demand for money as a result of the likely 
extension of the monetised sector and some 
increase in the ratio of cash balances to in
comes. Provided the above assumptions are 
realised, it would appear that an increase in 
government money of the order of Rs. 750 
crores and the resultant increase in money 
supply may turn out to be non-inflationary. 

117. It should be emphasised that the 
above approach of equating the rate of growth 
of national income and that of money supply 
"is a simplified one. An increase in money 
supply which is smaller than the rate of in-

crease of national income may turn out to be 
inflationary, while an increase of~ larger 
order than that of national income may not 
at all be inflationary. The outcome depends 
not merely upon the increase in the aggregate 
supply of and demand for goods but also 
on their composition; for example, in Indian 
conditions, the rate of increase of the supply 
of food articles is of crucial importance. 
There is also the possibility of changes in the 
velocity of circulation of money. However, 
as a broad objective of policy, it may not be 
inappropriate to provide for an approximate 
parity of the rate of growth of money supply 
and of national income in order to achieve a 
non-inflationary growth, it being understood 
that the rate of expansion of money supply 
would be ~uitably modified in the light of the 
emergent economic trends. How the total 
of Re~erve Bank credit, consistent with the 
non-inflationary increase in money supply, 
should be distributed between the Govern
ment and the private sector is a matter that 
has to be decided upon, from time to time, 
in the light of the relative requirements of 
the two sectors. 
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